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PREFACB
On Ju°'e 7,.1985, the U.S. International Trade Commission instituted
investigation 332-212, "Review of the Effectiveness of Trade Dispute
Settlement Under the GATT and the Tokyo Round Agreements." The investigation
was instituted by the Commission at the request of the Committee on Finance of
the United States Senate under section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
u.s.c .. 1332(g)).

. The Committee requested that the Commission (1) review the development of
the .GATT dispute settlement mechanisms and their relationship to U.S. tt·ade
laws; (2) summarize the disputes that have been addressed by the GATT and the
.code committees; and (3) outline the stt·engths and weaknesses in the process
as perceived by major participants. The' t·eport • s review of the dispute
settlement mechanisms includes, among other things, consideration of the types
of products and trade barriers concerned, the pattern of individual countries'
involveme~t. the conditions leading _to success or failure of the process, and
the record on implementation of the GATT and code committee findings. The
study also examines the differences in views of the major participants on the
purpose of these mechanisms and on the manner in which the process should
operate to achieve the desired goals.
·
The Commission received the request on Kay 2, 1985. Public notice of the
investigation was given by posting a copy of the notice in the Office of the
Secretary, U,S. International Tt"ade Commission, Washington, DC, and by
publish~~g. the notice in the Federal Register of June 12, 1985 (50 F.R.
24716). Written submissions were received ft"om intet"ested parties although no
public heat"ing was held.
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. EXECUTIVE SUMHARY

Introduction
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (the General Agreement or
CATT;!!) :is a.multilateral l:lgreement setting forth basic rules its signatories
have:agreed to· apply in taking actions affecting international trade. Its aim
is progressive trade .liberalization based on the principle of_
nondiscriminatory treatment and the reduction of tariffs and other l;>arriers to
trade. While the CATT is generally viewed .as having succeeded in fostering
global growth by encouraging countries to dismantle their trade.restrictions,
some observers have criticized the GATT and its dispute settlement mechanisms
as being ineffective in dealing with the complex trade problems facing the
world today.
'.

The principal dispute settlement provisions of the General Agreement are
found in articles XXII and XXIII. A contracting party '!:_/ is entitled to
pursue certain procedures if it believes that its trading interests are being
harmed by.: violations of the' GATT rules or by any other actions that nullify or
impliir·. the benefit of concessions afforded it by othet; members. · A contt·acting
party has :the right to seek consultations with-the party or parties concerned
and, if these .fail, to r.equest consideration of its. complaiQt by the
Contracting Parties (comprising the members acting jointly).
The United States. is currently involved in a larg~ number of GATT
disputes, and, in several of these cases, procedural or other obstacles seem
. to have s.talled· them short of a satisfactory resolution. As a result, the
·United. States has indicated t.hat it will seek reform of the GATT' s dispute
settlement procedures in the forthcoming round of multilateral tt·ade
n,egotiations (MTN's). Three main problems with the GATT resolution process
have been claimed: .the time required to complete a case is too long; there
ar.e. too many. opportunities for the "defendant" country t.o obstruct the. .
proc\E!ss; and the' complainant party is often unable to ensure implementation of
],/.Hereinafter, the common·convention is observed that the term "GATT" is
used to: re.fer to the organization or collectively to. the organization and the
iegal-instruments,·while the term "General Agreement" is used to refer
speci'f:ically to . the '-agreement.
-'!:_! In this report, :the conventional practice is followed of using the term
"Contracting Parties" (with capitalization) to refer to the parties to the
General Agreement acting formally as a body. References to individual
contrac.ting parties or. to several contracting parties are uncapi tal_ized.
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GATT decisions, once t"eached. These weaknesses have concet"ned many U.S.
obset"vet"s, who feat" that an inability by the GATT to handle tt"ade disputes may
fot"ce countt"ies to seek alternatives that are inconsistent with the GATT's
ovet"all objective of t"emoving distot"tions to the international exchange of
goods.
'
, .
,,
The Senate Finance Conunittee asked the Commission to .examine· the t·ecord·
of operation of the GATT's dispute settlement procedures ·and to identify.both
institutional and functional obstacles evident from its opet"ation. The
Conunission t"eviewed the ·evolution of· the GATT's dispute se·t'tlement pt"ocedures.-.
the t"ecord of theit" opet"ation,.and the views of majot" participants and
interested U.S. parties.

Development of the Dispute Settlement Procedures in the GATT and·Tokyo·.
Round Nontariff Keasut"e Agreements, and Provisions of U.S. Law
·Relating to Trade ·Agreement Rights.: •
In the GATT' s early history, dispute settlement'. was. initiated when
complaints were deposited ·at• sessions of the Contt"acting Parties·. These
.,,
disputes wet"e handled in· an ad hoc fashion and were sometimes simply referr.ed· ·
to the Chainnan for:' rulings. As more complain.ts were pt"esented to the GATT,'
the custom of setting up wot·king parties of the disputants. and other· '· .
intet"ested parties developed. Eventually, a mot"e fot"ffia.l ·system evolv.ed. It
is now customat"y practice for the Contt·acting Pat"ties to set up a panel of
independent· experts to examine disputes and to dt·aw upon the information and
conclusions of the panel in recommending a solutio·n to lhe. disputing parties ..
The panelists are t·epresentatives of countries not party to the' dispute, and
they at"e expected to serve independently rather than as representatives of· .•.
their:' govet"nments.
In the late 1970' s, the GATT· dispute settlement pt"ocedures wet·e
reexamined· in conjunction with other:' proposals for instHu·tional. reform during
the Tokyo round of multilateral tt"ade ·neg·otiations. Proposals for c.hanges; in·
the dispute settlement mechanisms .ranged ft"om minor. pt·o~edut"al improvements to
reconunendations by developing countries to stt"engthen their ability to benefit
fro~·the pt"ocess. · Despite thei~ divergent views, the Contt"acting Parties
adopted an "Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute .
Settlement, and Surveillance" (the Understanding) on November 28, 1979. This
document·and its annex contributed significantly to standardizing dispute·
settlement and fbnnally recognized the panel proc.ess.
The dispute settlement process as it now operates .has five main stages:.
(1)

Consultation and conciliation.--A complaining party first attempts
to settle the dispute through bilateral consultations requested
under articles XXII and XXIII: 1 of the General Agreement. The
parties to which such a request is addressed are directed to give it
their "sympathetic consideration." If that effort fails to produce
an acceptable result, the parties may then seek the good offices of
the Director-General, or other parties, for conciliation.
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(2)· Establishment and formation of panels.--lf consultations do not
yield a solution, a complaining party can request the establishment
of a panel. The decision to establish a panel is taken by a
consensus that includes the disputing parties. After the panel is
authorized, the parties must agree on the panel's members and terms
of reference.
(3)

Deliberations of panels.--The panel requests information from
parties and holds meetings to consider their information and
arguments. According to the 1979 Understanding, the panel should
continue to give the parties "adequate opportunity to develop a
mutually satisfactory solution." If no settlement is obtained, the
panel writes a report on its assessment of the facts and
conclusions. The report is first given to the disputing parties for
conunent .. If; after reviewing the t·eport, the parties arrive at a
bilateral resolution, the original t•eport is set aside and a report
simply noting such settlement is circulated.

(4)

Consideration of findings and reconunendations.--lf a bilateral
settlement is not reached, the panel's findings are circulated and
considered at an upcoming meeting of the GATT Council for a decision
on whether to adopt the report. The decision is made by consensus
that includes the disputing parties. Usually concurrent with report
adoption, the recommendations to the disputing parties are also
adopted. Panel reports often suggest reconunendations for
consideration at these meetings. The Council may adopt some or all
the recommendations suggested by the panel or develop others.

(5)

Followup and implementation.--lf the panel findings are adopted, the
party complained against decides whether and in what fashion to
comply--usually in consultation with the complaining party. If the
complaining party is not satisfied with these efforts, it may raise
the matter again for consideration of the Contracting Parties. As a
last resort, the complaining party may request authorization to
suspend certain of its concessions or other obligations with t·espect
to the party complained against.

Additional mechanisms for dispute settlement evolved with the conclusion
during the Tokyo round of nine agreements (commonly referred to as "codes")
covering nontariff measures (NTK's). Dispute settlement mechanisms under
these codes generally follow the same steps and procedures outlined above, but
some contain procedures that are more rigorous than those in the General
Agreement, such as recommended timetables for the resolution of disputes.
The dispute resolution procedures of the GATT and NTH codes are open only
to the governments of signatory countries. However, under U.S. law indirect
access is available to private parties. Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974
creates a·unique relationship between U.S. law and the GATT dispute settlement
process by permitting private parties to present a petition concerning trade
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problems to the U.S. Government. The Government may then decide to direct
these concerns into the dispute settlement process of the GATT, if warranted.
Many recent GATT cases have developed out of section 301 petitions, and these
claims account for a substantial portion of the total cases that have yet to
be resolved.
Summary of Dispute Settlement Activity
In order to assess the effectiveness of the GATT dispute settlement
process, the Commission examined 84 disputes that were referred to the
Contracting Parties under article XXIII:2 or to panels established by the
committees of the Tokyo round HTK codes. A profile of these cases was
developed, showing changes in the pattern of use of the process by country,
type of product, and type of complaint brought since 1948 and in the last
decade.
The record shows that resort to the formal dispute resolution process has
increased substantially in the last decade. one-half of the 84 complaints
reviewed were filed after 1975 and one-third were filed after the conclusion
of the Tokyo round in 1979. The United States and the European Community (EC)
or its member states (prior to the formation of the EC Conunission in 1962) !I
have been the leading participants in the process--the United States most
often as the complainant and the European Conununity as the subject of
complaints. One or the other was a party to a dispute in 77 of the 84 cases
examined. In 26 of these cases they were engaged in disputes with eac~
other. · Other countries have participated in the pt·ocess much less ft·equently.
The United States has participated in the GATT dispute settlement process
more than any other single GATT country member. A party to mot·e than one-half
of all cases since 1948, the United States filed complaints in 33 cases and
was named in 13 complaints. In 14 cases, the U.S. complaints concerned
agricultural products. The most frequent targets of U.S. complaints were EC
countries, against whom about two-thirds of the U.S. complaints were filed.
Ten of these fourteen complaints were agains_t EC measures affecting
agricultural trade. The second ranking target of U.S. complaints was Japan,
which was the subject of five U.S. complaints-(four concerning Japan's
restrictions ori imports of manufactured leather) ..
Since passage of the Trade Act of 1974, 11 of the cases filed by the
states originated in petitions filed by private parties under section
301 of the Trade Act of 1974; nine of these were referred to panels under the
General Agreement and two were referred to panels under the Subsidies code.
Complaints against the United states have also become more common. Over the
last decade eight panel cases were filed against U.S. measures. Since 1975,
the EC and Canada have each filed three complaints against the United states.

Unit~d

!I Unless otherwise indicated, reference to the EC also includes activity of
its member states prior to 1962 or the date of accession. The EC Commission
took responsibility for representing EC member countries in GATT dispute ·
settlement after 1962 in accordance with the common commercial policy mandated
·
by art. 113 of the Treaty ~f Rome.
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As a group, the EC countries have engaged heavily in formal dispute
settlement. They were involved in 62 cases--accounting for about 74 percent
of all GATT and code panels, most often as the target of complaints.
Complaints against EC countries concerned subsidies more frequently than any
other type of trade measure. Hore than one-half of the complaints against EC
countries (23 out of 42 complaints) have concerned its measures affecting
trade in agricultural goods. In the last decade, 14 of the 17 complaints
against the EC concerned its measures affecting agricultural trade.
Other countries have also requested panels more often in recent years.
Canada has increasingly used the panel process to resolve its trade disputes,
filing six of its eight panel requests within the last decade. Three-fourths
of the reviewed complaints by developing countries have been filed within the
last decade.
Almost 60 percent of the 56 cases involving specific products concerned
complaints about measures affecting agricultural trade. Since 1948, a total
of 33 cases have addressed measures affecting agricultural trade. Subsidies
and quotas ·were at issue in most of these cases. In 23 of these cases, or
almost 70 percent, measures taken by EC countries have been the subject of
complaints.· Cases regarding restrictions on manufactu1·ed goods tt·ade
accounted for another 39 percent of the complaints involving specific
products. Several cases were filed concerning products considered to be
import sensitive in industrialized countries, including textiles, leather, and
footwear.
Between 1948 and 1974, tariffs were the most frequent subject of
disputes. In the following 10 years, as tariff levels were negotiated
downward and the use of other barriers increased, tariff-related disputes were
equaled or exceeded by complaints against quotas, subsidies, and nontariff
measures. Since 1975, tariffs have accounted for only about 19 percent of the
-cases filed, while quotas were the most prominent type of trade measure
disputed, and accounted for nearly 29 percent of the cases. Although tariffs
and quotas have been the most frequent subject of complaints, these cases have
generally been resolved satisfactorily under the existing dispute settlement
procedures.
Subsidies have been complained about less often, but satisfactory
resolution of these cases has proven difficult. Part of this difficulty may
be due to a lack of consensus on interpretation of GATT subsidy provisions,
particularly differences in interpretation by the United States and the
European Community. A total of 14 cases concerning subsidies have been filed
since 1948, and 8 of these since 1975. The most notable characteristic of the
subsidies-related disputes is their link to trade in agricultural goods. All
of the subsidies cases initiated since 1975 have concerned agricultural
products.
Nontariff measures have been involved in 10 complaints of the 42
complaints filed in the last 10 years. All but 1 of the 10 nontariff measure
cases filed since 1975 were handled under the auspicies of the General
Agreement rather than the UTH codes negotiated during the Tokyo round of
multilateral trade negotiations.
·

x

The record indicates that existing GATT dispute settlement mechanisms
have been adequate for managing all but the most contentious GATT disputes.
In many of the more contentious disputes, each stage of the process has been
subject to controversy and delays. Establishment and formation of panels has,
as a rule, proceeded smoothly, while report adoption and implementation have
proven troublesome in recent years.
Obtaining formal agreement to establish a panel has generally been
achieved within a reasonable time. A request for a panel is usually
considered at the next monthly meeting of the GATT Council. In the 50 cases
for which dates were available, most panels were set up within 2 months. The
most notable exceptions were the 1973 set of cases between the United States
and the EC on the U.S. Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) program
and tax practices for exporting companies in three EC countries. These panels
took nearly 3 years to compose.
Once a panel is formed and terms of reference agreed upon, lengthy delay
in the deliberations of panels is the exception rather than the rule. Many
panels meet between three and five times before issuing a.report. Two cases
were outstanding exceptions in this regard. Numerous panel meetings were
required to resolve the 1973 DISC and related tax cases as well as the 1982
U.S. complaint concerning the EC's tariff preferences on imports of citrus
products from Mediterranean countries. Since 1975, the average number of
meetings held by panels is eight, when complicated cases, such as the one on
citrus, are included.
·
In about one in five panel cases, ·continuing consultations between the
parties resulted in bilateral settlements before the panel completed its
work. The tendency to arrive at ~ilateral settlements after the panel process
has been initiated is diminishing, however. Since 1980, a bilate~al
settlement followed panel establishment in only three of the panel cases
completed.
The use of consensus to adopt panel reports has often been cited as a
weakness of the panel process, but, in practice, report adoption rarely has
been delayed for long periods. For reports adopted since 1948, the average
period of time from the date of the article XXIII:2 complaint to date of
report adoption was 10 months. Again, the 1973 DISC and related tax cases
were exceptions. Reports on these cases were finally adopted, subject to an
"understanding," 8 years after the panel requests were filed. For cases after
1975, the average period of time between the complaint and report adoption
increased to about 16 months.
Prior to 1979, all panel reports were adopted, but since that time
consensus on adoption of five panel reports has not proved possible. In two
.of these cases, the Contracting Parties could not agree to adopt reports whose
interpretations and conclusions were regarded by many members as faulty or
inadequate. In all of the five cases in which reports were not adopted, the
United States was the complaining party. All five concerned trade in
agricultural products, and all origin~ted out of section 301 petitions filed
by private parties under U.S. law.
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Implementation action was takeri to resolve the dispute in more than 70
percent of all the completed cases reviewed. GATT resolution has resulted in
the termination of the disputed practice in over 33 percent of the cases
reviewed. Some partial elimination, ~hange of measure, or other settlement
was obtained in another 38 percent of the cases. No action on implementation
of recommendations adopted by the Contracting Parties was the result in only 6
of the 75 completed cases.
The record on timeliness of implementation in cases that have been
resolved again shows that implementation has been fairly prompt in the
majority of cases. The average time that has elapsed between the dale of the
article XXIII:2 complaint and the date of implementation action was about 2
years. Action on implementation took more than 2 years in 10 of the cases for
which dates were available.
However, an examination of cases completed since 1975 shows that the
number of s.atisfactory outcomes has diminished. Total elimination of a
disputed measure has resulted less frequently from the process, largely due to
the increase since 1975 in the number of cases in which reports were not
adopted or where the party complained against has taken no action to comply
with rulings and recommendations of the panel.
Views on the Purpose and Function of the Dispute
Settlement Process and Proposals for Changes
T~e Senate Finance Committee also requested that the Cormuission obtain
from participants in the process their opinions on the major strengths and
weaknesses in the GATT's dispute resolution mechanisms and on possible
improvements in the procedures. Accordingly, Commission staff solicited the
. vi~ws of more than 30 officials and experts on GATT affairs on the purpose and
operation of these mechanisms and on various proposals for improvement. Those
interviewed included staff of the .GATT Secretariat, representatives to the
GATT of both major trading partners and smaller countries, staff of the Office
of the United States Trade Representative, formet· panelists, and othet·
government officials with experience with GATT dispute settlement. In
addition, the Commission received written submissions from seven interested
U.S. parties.

All of the officials interviewed by Commission staff seemed to view the
GATT as the. only viable means of ordering world trade. Perceived as being
both pragmatic and flexible, the GATT was frequently compat·ed favorably with
other international organizations, which were desct·ibed as politicized,
;nefficient, and.burdened by overly large bureaucracies. The dispute
resolution process in particular was observed to work well where the issues
were narrowly f oc_used or technical.
·Nevertheless, participants cited a number of problems with the process.
One aspect of the GATT in general that was sometimes c~ted as a benefit, and
. sometimes as· a detriment, is its strong t·eliance on consensus decisionmaking.
Some observers said that the avoidance of voting strengthens GATT and
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discourages. politicization, .while at the same, time preserving _national .
sovereignty . . Others criticized the insistence on consensus, par,tic.ulat·ly in
dispute setttement, noting that it can impede the c~mp,.tetion of panel ~ot·k and
result in blockage ~f ~anel findings ..
Numerous other problems with the ·process were cited, including the.'l.ength
of time it ·takes to set up panels, the problem of ~bt.aining · quali'fled and
independent panelists to consider disputes, and the difficuify ~aneis
sometimes face in interpreting vague or overlapping provisions in the General
Agreement. GA~T procedur~s are. cumbersome ·and difficult t~ amend, sqiue felt,
fostering informal approaches to resolution and the increasing preference for
use of non-GATT measures. ·Many others· compl~ined that' the ~echanisms 'f_(!·r
.enfo_pcement of. decision_s •. once made, are weak. . .
Composition of panels was viewed by many of those interviewed as the ..
stage of the settlement.process. that. was ~ost vulnerable to delaying tactics.
At presen~, .the ..two disputants must· agree· ori the ·composition of ·the parrel.
Since disputes _often invoive the united _states or the European communit'y, m~hy
potential. panelists are' 'excluded on the bas i's of. nat'ionality' ,predispos'itlo,-i,
interest in the outcome' e,xp~frfence' or other ~actor:s' leaving a relatively
small pool of possible choices.
·
·
· · · .. ;
·
· ·
·:;.·

: '.

One step that was viewed as positive in this regard was the decision in
1964 to empower the Director-General to seek nominations for a roster of
experts to serv~ .<?rl p:aneis. 'th0:µgh n~ formaf p~rocedures. 'or guidelines have
been adopted fo'r. th~ roster',. it ;is 'possible that -~ne or more persons from the
roster could be used t.o .complete .. a panel where the di~putants fail to agree on
the. persons .initially suggested within 'a set time period.
.. !
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•
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. The establishm,a"nt of.\erms o.f ref~rence for: the _panels also ~as v'i.ewed' as
. prQblematical. . The _terms of .refe~ence effectively set the 'questicfos ··whi'ch the
p_anel is to a.ddress and the subst)mti'{e provisions of the General Agreement. ·to
be considered, <in addition to the procedures or time frame.to be used. The"
terms c;>f reference mus·t be. accepted· _by the di~putants before. the panel cari ..
begin its work and their draft_irig has sometimes been used to· dela'.y panel : ' ;
proceedings. _in 'view of this problem, some country .officials _advocated.'.the
setting ·of ·standard.terms
of ·,,
'reference
for ail panels
or giving
the Chair:jtian
:r •
. .
•
•
.
.
...... .
•
.
.... r .
of the Council or the code conunittees the authority to set terms of t'eference
in difficult cases. Other officials opposed these proposals, suggesting that
stalling at this stage ~ffords the parties maximum opportunity to.reach a
bilat~ral so;Lution. In addition:· a few re5pond~nts·noted.that'set.terms_o_f_
reference, or time~ables for their adoption, could force the panel -to· ign~·t~Ei
crucial issues in
case.
.

a

. Many persons involved with panels shared 'the view that fixed ·periogs for
actual panel work should be enunciated, with extensions possible'only in truly
complex cases. The time limit for panel work in.the Subsidies code, though\
not a binding rule and not consistently observed, was viewed as having
contributed to shorte~i~g that code's entire dl°sput~ process. ··
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Assuming a report is adopted, obtaining its implementation can be
tC"oublesome for the "winner," many observers complained. The burden of.
obtaining oversight or followup generally rests on the win,ner, they explained,
and there is no requirement for the loser to notify the Contracting Parties of
what actions it has taken to implement findings. The winner pears
responsiblity for raising the matter regularly at the GATT Council or
otherwise organizing pressure for compliance. The majority of those
questioned viewed this aspect of dispute settlement as the most troublesome.
Both delegates and those involved in panel work favored regular review of the
progress made in implementing panel reports as a matter of course. A mot·e ·
structured way to accomplish this followup was also proposed by one developed
country official.
In response to the Commission's request for public comments, seven
submissions from interested parties were received. Most of the submissions
cC"iticized three main aspects of the process: the length of time it takes to
complete each stage of the proc~dure; defects of the panel process its~lf; and
lack of adequate assurance of compliance with panel findings.
With regard to the first aspect, all the submissions staled in strong
terms that the process takes too long, threatening not only the credibility of
lhe GATT as an institution but also domestic U.S. industries, niarkets, and
exports. This pt·oblem is especially critical when the individual case is
begun as a petition by private parties under section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974, since the process of getting the petition accepted by the U.S.
Government and initiating negotiations with the country concerned is
frequently time consuming.
Support was widely expressed in the submissions for the creation of a
permanent panel to hear all disputes, or at least for a pool of permanent
panelists, including experts to help in complex cases. In addition, the
submissions were critical of the fact that panel reports often iack clear
statements of the pertinent GATT violations in a case or of the actions needed
for their elimination. Finally, the submissions found fault with the GATT's
settlement process because it provides no formal means of achieving
implementation of panel findings, once adopted.
In general, the opinion of those interviewed was that small procedural
changes in the dispute settlement process--as opposed .to changes in the GATT
itself--are not likely to improve the present situation significantly. Others
said that while specific and narrow modifications would be desirable, there
were on paper few real institutional deficiencies in the process,· and .·the
mechanisms are operating as well as can be expected. I t ·was recogni.4::ed that
certain problems have developed, particularly in regard to United States-EC
agricultural disputes. However, the prevailing vi~w among the persons
interviewed was that thorough, tough negotiations on improving the substantive
provisions of the GATT were what was really needed~-something many GATT
members have thus far been unwilling to do. In the agt·icultural sector in
particular, consensus has proven extremely difficult to achieve on substant_ive
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language interpreting existing obligations. In addition, the application of
export subsidies and waivers under article XXV by contracting parties to their
agricultural trade has posed particular problems. Where the language has not
been sufficiently developed to deal with past and current practices, it is
likely to be abused.
According to all persons interviewed in Geneva and to many academic
sources, the most obvious and difficult issue facing the GATT is that its
members lack the political will to cooperate in trade matters. As a
consequence of this problem and.its relationship to national interests, the
language of the GATT and the codes was devised as a carefully structured
compromise. While many officials were not confident that the situation could
be improved, and a few were overtly pessimistic on the GATT as a whole as it
presently functions, all of those questioned cited the need to continue both
efforts for improvement and support of the GATT. Avoiding a reversion to
bilateral, ad hoc solutions to trade problems was seen as the long range
policy each contracting party should advocate.

IHTRODUCTIOH
The General Agreement on Tariffs artd Trade (the GATT or General
Agreement 11) is the principal body of internationally accepted rules
governing the world trade system in the post-World War II period. The
objective of the United States and other founders of the GATT was to create a
liberal international trade order that would foster trade and economic
growth. The GATT is generally considered to have been successful in achieving
this goal.
The GATT is a contractural agreement between member governments
(contracting parties) £1 to adhere to specified rules in the regulations and
restrictions that they impose on their trade with other GATT members. An
important part of the GATT is a commitment by each contracting party on the
maximum tariff it will levy on its imports of particular pt·oducts from the
other contt·acting parties. Such commitments, togethet· with adhet'ence to the
articles of the GATT itself, are commonly t'eferred to as concessions. As each·
member country has adhered to the GATT, it has established, in negotiations
with the other members, a balance of concessions between itself and the other
contracting .parties. The purpose of successive rounds of GATT negotiations
since its formation in 1948 has been to inct·ease the magnitude, in both
product ~overage and depth of tariff reductions, of the ~ool of tat'iff
concessions. An effort has been made in recent rounds to also include
nontariff measures (NTM's) in the pool. As a result of these various
negotiations, a balance of.concessions among the contracting parties is
presumed to exist. Ninety-one countries are now contracting parties to the
GATT, 1 country has acceded provisionally, and 31 additional developing
countries apply the agreement on a de facto basis.
A principal aim of the dispute settlement procedures of the GATT and its
related Tokyo round agreements on nontariff measures (NTM codes) is to provide
an orderly process for maintaining or restoring the balance of concessions
when a· contracting party violates a tariff concession or contravenes .one of
the rules 'of the agreement.
The articles of the GATT contain over 30 prov1s1ons relating to dispute
settlement procedures. In particular, two of these provisions, articles XXII
and XXIII,.are central to the dispute settlement process of the GATT. Article

11 Hereinafter, .the common convention is observed that the tet'm "GATT" is
used to refer to the organization or collectively to the organization and the
legal instruments, while the term "General Agreement" is used to refer
specifically to the agreement.
£1 In this report, the conventional practice is followed of using the term
"Contracting Parties" (with capitalization) to refer to the parties to the
General Agreement acting as a body. References to individual contt'acting
parties or to several contracting parties are uncapitalized.
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XXII provides for consultation between-parties "with respect to any matter
affecting the operation of this Agreement," and a_rticle XXIII provides for

mediation by the· Contraetirig ·P·arties and authorb::es ·retaliation as the
ultimate measure to restore the "balance'of concessions" in the event of
unredressed nullification or impairment ·of .benefits under the General
Agreement. This report deals ·principally with ·the operations of the
procedures .. set forth in articl'es XXII ·and XXIII and in the dispute settlement
provisions of· the GATT--related NTM codes.
The GATT was drafted in 1947 to insure the integrity of tariff
concessions negotiated in 19'4 7, pending the establishment of· the International
Trade -Orga:nil:ation (ITO): .. The GATT ·was to be an interim ag1·eement
incorporating· the principal commercial'provisions of a.1947 draft ITO charter;
the ITO wa:s to· be the standing world trade organization equivalent, in the·
area of trade, to -the United.Nations~ The ITO charter, completed in Havana in
1948, never· came in lo force. · Consequently, the GATT became a permanent
agreement and an institution has grown up around it. Today the term GATT
refers to both a 'multilat'eral agreement·and to an international institution.
Because the provisions of:·the :General 'Agreement dealing with dispute
settle_ment·are.muchless.explicit.than those in the ITO, the procedures
employed in resolving.disputes and in handling other matters among contracting
parties under the General Agreement have· generally deve·loped on an ad hoc.
basis.
Thousands of disputes· ari-se.annµally in world trade. Most of these are
of a private· or semiprivate commercial nature,.· do not involve st1·ong
government.interests, andcare resolved.through·judiCial·proceedings in the
courts of one of the par~ies, through arbitration, or other means agreed by
the parties. The GATT dispute settlement procedures are available only to
governments that are'.contracting parties to the General: Agreement and only
with respect to matters· affecting the operation of the General Agreement.
The·u.s. Congress-has expressed concern about·the GATT dispute settlement·
procedure on a number of occasions. In section 121 of the Trade Act of 1974 ·
Congress directed the President to take certain steps toward GATT revisions,
including ··~any revisions· necessary to establish procedures for regular
consultation -amo.ng countries and instrumentalities with i·egard. to
international trade and procedur.es ·to adjudiCate commercial disputes among
such countdes ..or instrumen_falities." !I In its. i·eport on the bill that
became the Trade Act of 1974, the Senate Committee on Finance exp1·essed the
view ·that· "There· is a lack of adequate provision fo1· regular· and timely
consultations among tra:ding· nations cm issues regarding trade matters of
mutual interest." The Committee stated that there-"is the need for effective
procedui:es 'to· adjuditate · intet~ational commercial disputes." ~/
Some of these concerns;·were addressed in the subsequent Tokyo round
negotiations in 1979,"both in the "Understanding Regarding Notification,
Consultation, Dispute Settlement, and Surveillance" and in the various
nontariff barrier codes that resulted f°r,om these negotiations. In approving
!I Section _121(a)(_9) of the Trade Act of 1974, 19 U.S.C. 213l(a)(9).
21 Trade Reform Act of 1974: Report of the Conunittee on Finance
Rep. No. 1298, 93d Cong., 2d Sess., at 85 (1974).
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the Tokyo round NTH codes in the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, Congress noted
that some progress has. been made in imp~oving these procedut·es 1 but that much
remained to be done and that. this matter demanded more attention.· 11
The U.S. ·administration has consishntly listed reform of the dispute
settlement mechanism'as one of the improvements to the GATT system it hopes to
i\egotiate in the upcoming round of multilateral trade nego.tiations:
"An expeditious and effective dispute settlement
mechanism is essential to maintain confidence in the GATT
system among the international business community and .
contracting parties. The current GATT mechanism requires
vast improvement. Many believe there is little point in
improving the old rules and developing new ones if
disputes about their application cannot be effectively
resolved."~/

The information contained in this report is based on information obtained
from published sources, including GATT publications; interviews with delegates
·representing GATT member countries, staff in the GATT Secretariat, and other
persons;_ and information contained .in the Conunission's files submitted by
interested parties or obtained from other sources. Most of the interviews
were conducted with the understanding that opinions would not be attributed by
name. Members of the GATT Secretariat staff talked with Conunission staff on a
personal basis rather than in an official capacity. The Comm.lssion has had
access to certain GATT documents, some of which wet·e classified by GATT as
confidential. Where referen~e to the information in confidential documents
was necessary, the Conunission has generally refe·rred lo secondary sources.
The information contained in this report is set forth in three chapters.
Chapter I traces the development of the GATT dispute settlement procedure from
the drafting _of articles XXII and XXIII to the recent dispute settlement cases
under those articles and the 1979 GATT codes. Section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974, which authorizes the P~esident to take certain actions, including
retaliatory actions against countries which violate their international trade
obligations, is also discussed in chapter I. Chapter II presents a sununary of
selected G~TT dispute settlement cases by country, product, and issue. It
also describes the stages of the present panel process for resolving
complaints brought under article XXIII. Chapter III summarizes the views of
major GATT partiCipants on the purpose and functions of the dispute settlement
process and on proposals for improvement. The information presented in
chapter III is based primarily on interviews conducted by Commission staff in
Geneva and Washington.

ll S. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 234 (1979); see H. Rep. 317, 96th
Cong. 1st Sess. at 172-73 (1979); S. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 283-84
(1979).
l,/ Holmer & Bello, Recent Trade Policy Initiatives, United States Import
Relief Laws, Practicing Law Institute, at 289 (1985). Holmer and Bello are·
General Counsel and Deputy General Counsel, respectively, of the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative. The authors state that their papet·, dated Oct. 21,
1985, "describes the Administration's international trade policy, as 1·ecent. ly
.reitereated in a white paper approved by the Economic Policy Council." Id. at
283. This white paper is reprinted as an appendix to the PLI publication at
339.
.

The text of the letter from the Chairman of the Senate Finance Comn\ittee
requesting the investigation,.·the Conunission's notice of investigation,
certain GATT articles, the 1979 "Understanding Regarding Notification,
Consultation, Dispute Settlement, and Surveillance," and a summary of selected
dispute settlement cases are, set forth in appendixes to the report.

CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISPUTE SETTLEHEHT PROCEDURES IN THE GATT AHO
TOKYO ROUND HONTARIFF MEASURE AGREEHEHTS, AHO PROVISIONS OF U.S. LAW
RELATING TO TRADE AGREEMENT RIGHTS
The Period Prior to the Tokyo Round
Formulation of GATT articles XXII and XXIII
To a large extent, the seeds of GATT lie in the worldwide economic
difficulties of the 1930's when major world economies and international trade
were in a state of collapse. To protect their depressed industries, many of
the major world trading nations, including the United States and the United
Kingdom, imposed higher tariffs and other barriers on imports in the early
1930's, furthering the decline in world trade that was already underway. The
value of U.S. foreign trade, for example, declined from $9.6 billion in 1929
to $2.9 billion in 1932, a drop of more than two-thirds. l/ The percentage of
U.S. production exported declined from 9.8 percent in.1929 to 6.7 percent in
1933. 'l:_/
The United States took an early lead in efforts to revilalb:e world
trade. In 1933, the new Roosevelt administration and Congress concluded that
expansion of exports would be an important factor in efforts to revive the
U.S. economy. 11 They also recognized that the promotion of exports couid not
be divorced from the treatment of imports. !I This t·easoning led to the
passage of t.he Trade Agreements Act of 1934, which authorized the President to
negotiate reductions in tariffs and other trade barriers with foreign
countries. ~/ By 1940 and the onset of World War II, the President had
concluded 22 reciprocal trade agreements, and the countries party lo the
agreements accounted for about 60 percent.of U.S. trade. ~/

11 The United States Reciprocal Trade-Agreements Program and the Proposed
International Trade Organization, Dep't of State Pub. 3112, CoI111Uercial Policy
Series 112, at 1 (1948).
21 Summary of Foreign Trade of the United States, 1941, U.S. Department of
Commerce, as quoted in the statement of Assistant Secretary of state William
L. Clayton before the Senate Committee on Finance at hearings on the 1945
Extension of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, May 30, 1945, at 12.
11 Testimony of Secretary of State Cordell Hull in Hearings Before the House
Committee on Ways and Means on H.J. Res. 407, 16th Cong. 2d Sess. vol. I, at 6
(1940).
!_/ Id.
~I 48 Stat. 943 (1934).
Testimony of Secretary of State Cordell Hull in
Hearings Before the House Committee on Ways and Means on H.J. Res. 407, 16th
Cong. 2d Sess. vol. I, at 6 (1940).
~I Id. at 7.
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During the war years, officials in the United States, Great Britain, and
other allied countries expressed the view that it would be necessary to
establish new world political and economic institutions after the war to
promote and maintain peace and avoid a return to the intense political and
economic nationalism of the prewar years. !I At the Dretton Woods Conference
in 1944, at which the charters for the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) were drafted, it
was concluded that an international economic institution would be necessary if
the goals underlying establishment of the two organizations-were-to be
achieved. -'l::/
Following bilateral negotiations with the British, U.S. plan~ for
establishment of an International Trade Organi~ation (ITO) wet·e published in
1945 in a State Department publication entitled Proposals for Expansion of
World Trade and Employment. 'JI Thereafter, the United States elaborated on
the Proposals and prepared a "Suggested Charter" for the organization. !!I The
ITO was to be a United Nations organ, open to United Nations members and other
countries accepting the charter. 2.1 Its organization was to be similar to
that of the United Nations, and it was to have a permanent ~ecretat·iat
consisting of a director-general, several deputies, and an expert staff. ~I
The General Agreement and the ITO charter were drafted together at four
conferences held during 1946-48 in London, New York, Geneva, and Havana. ll
!I See, for example, the Declaration of Principles of Aug. 14, 1941
(Atlantic Charter), H. Doc. 358177Clll941; and the Moscow Declaration of Oct.
30, 1943, State Dep't Bull., IX, at 308 (1943).
lJ United Nations Monetar·y and Financial Conference, July 1-22, 1944, 2
UNTS, 40-133. J. Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT, at 40 (1969). The
IMF was to maintain reasonable exchange stability and facilitate adjustments
in the balance of payments of member countries. Because of the war, most
count~ies had serious balance of payments problems.
The IBRD was to provide
loans for post-war reconstruction and development.
'JI Dep't of state Pub. 2411, commercial Policy Series 79 (1945).
!!I Suggested Charter for an International Trade Organi~ation of the United
Nations, Dep't of State Pub. 2598, Commercial Policy Series 93 (1946).
2.1 Id. at 1-2.
~I Id. at 42-43.
ll The process for the conferences was set in motion in February 1946 when
the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations resolved to call the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment to consider the
establishment of the organization suggested by the United States. The Council
set up a Preparatory Committee composed of 19 countries (Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba, Czecholovakia, France, India, Lebanon,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the USSR, the United
Kingdom, and the United States) to .arrange for such a conference, prepare an
agenda for it, and draft a charter for the proposed organization to be
considered at the international conference. The Pt·epara tory Commit tee began
its work at a meeting in London in October 1946 using the U.S. "Pt·oposals" and
"Suggested Charter" as its basic documents. A drafting committee of the
Preparatory Committee met in Lake Success, New York, during January-February
1947 and made further modifications to the proposed charter. The Preparatory
Committee met in Geneva during April-August 1947 and produced a final draft.
The draft charter for the ITO was submitted to the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Employment when it convened in Havana on Nov. 21, 1947. See The
United States Reciprocal Trade-Agreements Program and the Proposed
International Trade Organization, Dep't of State Pub. 3112, Commercial Policy
Series 112, at 6 (1948).
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The ITO charter was to be a broad agreement that would not only establish a
standing organization to facilitate resolution of trade problems and sponsor
multilateral negotiating sessions to reduce trade barriers, but also establish
rules concerning international commercial and economic activity, restt·ictive
business practices, and intergovernmental commodity agreements. !I The GATT
was intended, to a large extent, to be an interim agreement that would insut·e
the value of the tariff concessions to be negotiated in Geneva during 1947
pending the completion and adoption of the ITO charter. ZI Article XXIX:2(a)
of the General Agreement provided that articles I and III-XXIII of the General
Agreement would be suspended and superseded by the cot·t·esponding provisions of
the charter on the day on which the charter was adopted. To the extent that ·
there were any inconsistencies between the General Agreement and the charter
(once adopted), the charter was to prevail. 11
The consultation and dispute settlement clauses in articles XXII and
XXIll of the General Agreement are derived from 1945 U.S. proposals regarding
a U.S. desire to include a dispute resolution provision in the ITO charter.
Such a provision would permit the ITO "to interpret the provisions, . . . to
consult with members regarding disputes . . . and to provide a mechanism for
the settlement of such disputes." !I The 1946 U.S. draft charter also called
for such a provision. ~/ The provision was placed in the same section as the
escape clause provision (emergency relief for serious injury caused by
increased imports), and discussions at the 1946 London drafting session
indicated that there was to be a strong resemblance between the escape clause
and the "nullification and impairment" clause. §.../ ITO drafters elaborated on
the provision further at the session in Geneva during April-August 1947. ll.
They created a separate chapter for the provision at the end of the charter
and subdivided it into four articles. The revised provision called for a
dispute settlement procedure involving three broad stages--(1) consultation
between the parties, (2) referral of the matter to the ITO, which might
arrange for arbitration, and (3) referral to the International Court of
Justice. !!I

!/ Suggested Charter for an International Trade Organi~ation of the united
Nations, Dep't of State Pub. 2598, Commercial Policy Sedes 93 (1946).
ZI Analysis of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Dep't of State Pub.
3983, Commercial Policy Series 109, at 205 (1947).
11 Id.
!/ Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employment, Dep't of State
Pub. 2411, Commercial Policy Series 79, at 24 (1945).
~/ Suggested Charter for an International Trade Organization of the United
Nations, Dep't of State Pub. 2598, Commercial Policy Series 93, at 23 (1946).
§_I Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT, supra, at 167.
ll Further revisions were made to the London draft' by a drafting commitlee
of representa~ives of the members of the Preparatory Committee which met jn
· Lake Success, New York, during January-February 194 7. This "New York Draft"
was the working document of the Preparatory Committee at its Second Session
which opened in Geneva in April 1947.
!!I Draft Charter for the International Trade Organization of the United
Nations, Dep't of State Pub. 2927, Commercial Policy Series 106, at 53-54
(1947). This draft is generally referred to as the "Geneva Draft". See also
The Geneva Charter for an International Trade Organization: A Commentary,
Dep't of state Pub. 2950, Commercial Policy Series 107, at 26-27 (1947). The
three stages corresponded with the first three articles. The fourth article
limited members to these procedures and authorized the formulation of
appropriate rules and regulations.
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The first full draft of the General Agreement was developed at the
drafting committee meeting held in New York during January-February 1947, and
it was further edited at the meeting of the Preparatory Committee in Geneva
that began in April 1947. The first paragraph of the London/New York draft
charter provision, which provided for consultation, was carried into CATT in
edited form and became article XXII of the General Agreement. 11 The first
two articles of the Geneva charter draft, which provided for_consul.tation and
for referral of disputes _to _the_ ITO when· consulta:Uon proved unsuccessful,
were carried- into flie General Agreement in edited form as article XXIII, but
with the reference to the Contracting Parties substituted for the ITO and
without reference to referral to arbitration. l:_/ The thit·d and fourth
articles of the Geneva Draft, providing for referral to the International
Court of Justice and for certain miscellaneous matters, were not cat·t·ied into
the General Agreement.
At the 1946 London session, it was made clear that the nullification and
impairment clause was to be something more than a complaint and dispute
settlement procedure. 11 The original London draft allowed not only
complaints against a measure taken by another government "whether or not it
conflicts with the terms of this Charter," but also redress in "any
situation . . . which has the effect of nullifying or impairing any object of
this Charter." !I It was explained that the clause could permit use of the
procedure where world deflationat·y pressures were adversely affecting benefits
of the agreement or where exports of one country were underselling tho~e of
another because of substandard labor conditions. ii This concept was included
in the initial GATT draft, ft./ but it was removed at the Geneva conference in
April 1947 along with certain other provisions that had been critiched in
hearings before the U.S. Congress. The provision in both the ITO charter and
the General Agreement was changed at the Geneva conference to allow a member
to bring a complaint whenever "any benefit accruing to it directly or
indirectly . . . is being nullified or impaired or that the attainment of any
of the objectives . . . is being impeded .
." ll

11 See article 35 of the London draft of the ITO charter, supra, at 29-30.
See also article XIX of the New York draft of the General Agreement, U.N.
Economic and Social Council, Report of the Drafting Committee of the
Preparatory Committee of the United Nations on Trade and Employment,
E/PC/T/34, article XIX, at 77 (Kar. 5, 1947).
l:_I See articles 89 and 90 of the Geneva Draft of the ITO charter, supra, at
53.
11 Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT, supra, at 167-68.
!I Preliminary Draft: Charter for the International Trade Organization of
the United Nations, Dep't of State Pub. 2728, Commercial Policy Series 98, at
30 (1946). This ·"Preliminary Draft" is also known as the "London Draft". It
was recognized that actions by a nonmember that wet·e not contt·ary to the
letter of the charter might injut·e the trade of another member or nullify or
impair objectives of the charter. Preliminary Proposals for an International
Trade Organization, Dep't of State Pub. 2756, Commercial Policy Series 99; at
10 (1947).
ii Jackson, World Trade and the Law of CATT, supra,-at 168.
ft.I U.N. Economic and Social Council, Report of the Drafting Conunittee of the
Preparatot·y Committee of the United Nations on Trade and Employment,
E/PC/T/34, article XIX, at 77 (Kar. 5, 1947).
ll Article XXIII reads "of any objective".
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Articles XXII and XXIII reached their final form at the Geneva
conference. While minor changes were made in the nullification-consultation
provisions in the ITO charter at the November 1947-Karch 1948 Havana
conference, none were carried into the General Agreement. !I The only
amendments to articles XXII and XXIII of GATT since 1947 were adopted by the
Contracting Parties at the Ninth Session in 1955 and entered into force in
October 1957. Article XXII was amended by adding a new paragraph pt·oviding
for joint consultation with the Contracting Parties if bilateral consultations
do not yield a satisfactory result. The last two sentences of article XXIII
were also slightly modified, but the amendments were minor in natut·e. '!:._/
Doth articles allowed for a broad cause of action. Article XXII pr-ovided
for consultation "with respect to any matter affecting the operation of this
Agt·eemcnt." Article XXIII provided for consul talion and, upon t·equesl, an
investigation by the Contracting Parties and appropriate recommendations or a
ruling whenever any contracting party considered "that any benefit accruing to
i t directly or indirectly . . . is being nullified or impaired or that lhe
attainment of any objective of t.l1P. Agreement is being impeded as a t·esult of,"
among other things, "any measure, whether or not it conflicts with the
provisions of this Agreement, or . . . the existence of any other situation."
Thus, under article XXIII, a cause of action could be had with respect lo
allegations of both a "violation" and a "nonviolation" '}_/ of the G~nP.ral
Agreement.
In its present form, article XXI! reads as follows:
1. Each contracting party shall accord sympathetic
consideration to, and shall afford adequate opportunity
for consultation regarding, such representations as may be
made by another contracting party with respect lo any
matter affecting the operation of the Agreement.
2. The Contracting Parties may, at the r-equest of a
contracting party, consult with any contracting party or
parties in respect to any matter for which it has not been
possible to find a satisfactory solution through
consultation under paragraph 1.

Article XXIII provides as follows:
1. If any contracting party should consider that any
benefit accruing to it directly or indirectly under this

!I Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization and Final Acl and
Related Documents, Dep't of State Pub. 3117, Conunercial Policy Series 113
(1947) .

. '!:._/ GATT, Analytical Index (Second Revision):

Notes on the drafting,
interpretation and application of the Articles of the General Agreement, at
115-17 (1966).
11 That is, nullification or impairment in the absence of infringement of
the General Agreement.

Agt·eement is being nullified or impaired or that the
attainment of any objective of the Agreement is being
impeded as the result of
(a) the failure of another contracting p~rty to cat·ry
out his_ obligations- under thiS-Agreement, or
(b) the application by another contracting party of
any measure, whether or not it conflicts with the
provisions of this Agreement, or
·
(c) the existence of any other situation
the contracting party may, with a view to the satisfactory
adjustment of the matter, make written representations fo1··
proposals to the other contracting party or parties which
it considers to be concerned. Any contracting party thus
approached shall give sympathetic considerations to the
representations or proposals made to it.
2. If no satisfactory adjustment is effected between
the contracting parties concerned within a reasonable
time, or if the difficulty is of the type described in
paragraph l(c) of this Article, the matter may be refe1·red
to the Contracting Parties. The Contracting Parties shall
promptly investigate any matter so t•efet·red to them and
shall make appropriate recommendations to the contracting
parties which they consider to be concerned, or give a
ruling on the matter, as appropt·iate. The Contracting
Parties may consult with contracting parties, with the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations and with
any appropriate inter-governmental organization in cases
where they consider such consultation necessary.
If the Contracting Parties consider that the
circumstances are serious enough to justify such action,
they may authorize a contracting party or parties to
suspend the application to any other contracting party or
parties of such concessions or other obligations under
this Agreement as they determine to be appropriate in the
circumstances. If the application to any contracting
party of any concession or other obligation is in fact
suspended, that contracting party shall then be free, not
later than sixty days after such action is taken, to give
written notice to the Executive Secretary to the
Contracting Parties of its intention to withdt·aw from th.is
Agreement and such withdrawal shall take effect upon the
sixtieth day following the day on which such notice is
received by him.
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Development of dispute settlement procedures, 1948-59
The ITO never came into existence, largely because the U.S. Congress
never ratified the ITO charter. l/ The drafters of the General Agreement had

ll The Truman Administration had agt'eed that it would submit the ITO Charter
to Congress for ratification. However, in 1950 after it became cleat· that
there was insufficient public or Congressional support for t'atification, the
Administration announced that it would not press for ratification. The
Administration's decision reflected growing public concern about the
compromises that had been made to reach an agreement as well as disappointment
with the operation of the United Nations. See K. Dam, The GATT: Law and
Inte~national Economic Organization, at 14 (1970).
Congressional opposition to the ITO is reflected in the colloquy between
Senator Eugene Millikin, ranking Republican on the Senate Conuuitlee on
Finance, Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and Winthrop Bt·own, oit·ector, Office
of International Trade Policy, Department of State, during heat'ings on the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951-Senator MILLIKIN. So that ITO is out so far as GATT is
concerned; is that correct?
Mr. BROWN. The decision not to submit the ITO has t'emoved it.
It does not mean that we do not still think that some of the ideas
there were good and sound ideas to follow, but we do not considet' it
as any legal or moral obligation.
Senator MILLIKIN. Mr. Secretary, let me say, first, that I am
delighted that you have decided not to pt·ess ITO. But may -I ask why
you have decided not to press it? It was represented as such an
earth-shaking affair essential to the free world and the wot'ld of
free trade, and we were deluged with propaganda of that kind; and
now suddenly it has lost stature to the point of whet'e it is in the
waste basket. May I have the Secretary's views on why it was
abandoned?
Secretary ACHESON. It was abandoned, Senator, because the
support which we hoped would develop for the ITO did not develop;
and on the contrary, a gt·eat deal of opposition developed fot· it,
and it seemed a fruitless effort to go forward with it.
Senator MILLIKIN. What you said delights my soul . . . .
Trade Agt·eements Extension Act of 1951: Heat'ings Before the Conunittee on
Finance . . . , pt. 1, 82d Cong., 1st Sess., at 13 (1951).
The General Agreement was submitted to Congress fot' ratification and has
never been ratified by Congress. The Truman Administt'ation look the position
that the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 1934, as amended in 1945 (59 Stat.
410 (1945)), authorized it to accept the General Agreement. The United States
never signed the Agreement per se, but only signed the General Agt'eement
Protocol of Provisional Application. In so doing, it agt·eed "(along with the
other signatories) to apply Part I and III of the General Agreement (arts. I
and II and arts. XXIV et seq.), and to apply Part II (arts. III through XXIII)
"to the fullest extent not inconsistent with existing legislation. Fot' a
discussion of the GATT in the context of U.S. law, see Jackson, The General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in United States Domestic Law, 66 Mich. L. Rev.
252-55 (196 7) .
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expected the ITO to provide the organization and staffing necessary to
administer the General Agreement, and therefore no provision for such was
contained in the General Agreement. In the absence of the ITO organizational
structure, it was necessary to create one for the General Agt·eement. This
absence of formal structure was later viewed by some of the Contracting
Parties as having "in one sense been fortunate" in that it allowed them to
develop practical solutions to problems and left them unhampered-by detailed
organizational n,ales. !I
Pending resolution of the question of whether the ITO would come into
being, GATT affairs were conducted on a day-to-day, "pay-as-you-go" basis. 'l:_/
The organizational format initially followed that of the old ITO Preparatory
Committee. The Contracting Parties used the Secretariat of the tnterim
Commission for the ITO, consisting of an executive secretary and his small
staff, to oversee GATT affairs and perform the usual duties of a
secretariat. 11 Beginning in March 1948 in Havana, following the ITO
conference, the member countries adopted a practice of administering the
General Agreement in the form of periodic meetings called "sessions". ~/
The initial GATT sessions were primarily concerned with posl-Havana
revisions of the General Agreement, housekeeping functions, and pt·eparations
for the rounds of multilateral tariff negotiations held in Annecy, France, in
1949 and Torquay, England, in 1950. ~/ Geneva became the de facto site of the
organization, but most decisions, including this decision, were not given any
formal recognition. ~/
The first complaints under the dispute settlement mechanism wet·e brought
in the course of the Second Session, held in Geneva in August-September 1948.
In the absence of the ITO or established procedure, these f it·st complaints
were referred to the chairman of the session for a ruling. The first such
complaint involved an allegation by the Nethet·lands that Cuba• s consular taxes
were violating the article I most-favored-nation (MFN)obligation. The matter
was referred to the chairman, he ruled that they wet·e, and sevet·al months

!I GATT, International Trade 1954, at 128 (1955).
£1 Summary Report of the Twenty-Second Meeting (Second Session), Sept. 9,
1948, GATT/CP.2/SR.22, at 1. See also R. Hudec, The GATT Legal System and
World Trade Diplomacy, at 61 (1975).
11 Summary Report of the Twenty-Second Meeting, _Sept. 9, 1948,
GATT/CP.2/SR.22, at 4; GATT/CP.2/3Rev.2 (1948); and United Nations Interim
Commission for the International Trade Organization, The Attack on Trade
Barriers: A Progress Report on the Operation of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. from January 1948 to August 1949, at 28 (1949). The
"Executive Secretary" was redesignated as the "Director-General" in 1965.
GATT, Analytical Index (Second Revision): Notes on the drafting,
interpretation and application of the Articles of the General Agreement, at v
(1966).
!I United Nations Interim Commission for the International Trade
Organization, The Attack on Trade Barriers: A Progress Report on the
Operation of ·the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade from January 1948 to
August 1949, at 8-9 (1949).
~I Id. at 7-9.
~I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 63.
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later Cuba reported that it had removed the discrimination. !I A similar
complaint was also filed by Pakistan against India. The chairman issued a
similar ruling, but India reserved its position and the matter was not
resolved until the Third Session. £1
A third complaint brought at the Second Session, this one by the United
States against Cuba, ultimately resulted in a change in procedures for
treating with complaints by referring them to "working parties." The United
States brought a formal article XXIII complaint alleging that a new Cuban
regulation imposing quantitative restt·ictions on textiles violated article XI
of the General Agreement. The Cuban regulation established a register of
textile manufacturers and importet·s, allowed only those firms t·egularly
engaged in textiles to be on the list, and pennitted only those fit·ms to
import textiles. In addition, the regulation imposed "elaborate formalities"
on the trade that was allowed. The Uni led States argued that, whelhet· ot· not
the new regulation violated the Genet·al Agreement, the regulation had stopped
trade and had therefore nullified the benefits of the concessions. ·The United
States refused to engage in bilateral consultations and instead demanded
immediate revocation of the regulation and immediate authot·ity lo t·etaliate in
the form of withholding compensatory concessions. ~/
The Contt·acting Parties did not take the immediate action requested but
instead disposed of the complaint by referring it to a working party charged
to consider the matter "in the light of the factual evidence submitted to it"
and "to recommend to the Contracting Parties a practical solution consistent
with the principles and provisions of the General Agreement." The working
party consisted of the chairman of the session, a Canadian, and
representatives from Cuba and the United States, the two principals in the
dispute, and India and the Netherlands. !I After 3 days of meetings, the
working party reported that a settlement had been reached. Cuba agreed lo
withdraw the regulation and the United States agreed to renegotiate certain
textil~ tariffs. ~/
!I GATT/CP/4; see also Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade
Diplomacy, supra, at 66.
£1 Pakistan alleged that India's failure to provide the same excise tax
rebates to Pakistan as were afforded to other countries was discriminatory.
At the Second Session the two parties agreed to consult. GATT/CP.2/SRll, at
3-5 (1948). They reported to the Third Session that they had reached an
agreement whereby each would provide a full rebate on excisable commodities
exported to each other when such a rebate was given on exports to other
countries. United Nations Interim Commission fot· the International Trade
Organi~ation, The Attack on Trade Barriers:
A Progress Report on the
Operation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade from January 1948 to
August 1949, at 19-20 (1949).
i1 GATT/CP.2/SR.22, at 6-7 (1948); GATT/CP.2/SR.23, at 1-11 (1948).
!I GATT/CP.2/WP.7/1 (1948); GATT/CP.2/SR.23, at 8-9 (1948). Cuba opposed
the laking of the immediate action on the ground that it had lacked sufficient
time to review the complaint, in part because of a delay of translating it
from English into Spanish.
~I GATT/CP.2/SR.25, at 6-7 (1948).
Working parties were first appointed at
the Second Session and are generally given specific charges. The first
working party was created for the purpose of considering GATT finances.
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The working party approach to dispute resolution was well established by
the close of the Third Session held in Annecy during April-August 1949. Tht·ee
of five complaints considered at the session, including the Pakistan-India
consular tax dispute carried over from the Second Session, were t·efen·ed to
working parties. The remaining two complaints, one involving a Cuban
complaint about United States tariff reductions on products on which Cuba
received a preferential rate and the other involving a Czechoslavak complaint
about U.S. licensing requirements and formalities on-exports to East European
countries, were dismissed by the Contracting Parties. 11
While the working party handling the Pakistan--India dispute was unable to
resolve the difficult factual issues present in that case, working party
groups partially resolved cases involving Brazilian taxes and an Australian
subsidy. The working party in the Brazilian taxes case consisted of
representatives from France and Brazil, the two principals, two countries that
had supported France's complaint (the United States and the United Kingdom),
and three ••neutral" developing countries (China, Cuba, and India). The
working party was able to resolve a number of the issues, and issues that
could not be resolved were catalogued. However, the working party did not
render "decisions" on the unresolved issues, but only reported the reasons for
disagreement. 2.J
The working party in the Australian subsidy case went further and
involved what was for the first time tantamount to a third-party
adjudication. 11 The working party consisted of the two principals, Australia
and Chile, and three neutral members, the United States, the United Kingdom,
and Norway. The neutrals considet·ed the arguments of the two principals and
concluded that Chile had a valid claim of nullification. !I However,
Australia disagreed and filed a separate statement outlining its position. ~/
As a result of a lobbying effort on both sides, the decision was in effect
appealed to the Contracting Parties for a final ruling. However, the

11 In the Cuban case the Contt·acting Parties concluded, among othet· things,
that Cuba could have recourse to the "nullification or impairment" procedures
notwithstanding the fact that the margin of preference was not bound against
decrease. In the Czech case the United States argued that the licenses were
only a formality and that the controls were for security purposes--that is, to
prevent war materials from reaching certain countries. United Nations Interim
Commission for the International Trade Organi~ation, The Attack on Trade
Barriers: A Progress Report on the Operation of the General Agt·eement on
Tariffs and Trade from January 1948 to August 1949, at 17, 19 (1949).
£1 GATT/CP.4/SR.21; see also Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade
Diplomacy, supra, at 69. The complaint alleged that Brazil imposed higher
internal taxes on certain imported products, such as liqueurs, than domestic
products. Brazil argued that the practice was required by domestic law, was
consistent with legislation existing at the time it signed the Protocol of
Provisional Application, and therefore was not contrary to the provisions of
the Protocol. However, Brazil agreed to amend its laws. GATT/CP/72; see also
United Nations Interim Commission for the International Trade Organization,
The Attack on Trade Barriers: A Progress Report on the Operation of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade from January 1948 to August 1949, at
22-23 (1949).
11 Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 70.
!I GATT/CP.4/39, at 1-7 (1950).
~I Id. at 8-9.
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Contracting Part~es declined to be drawn into the case and approved the
working party report virtually without discussion. !I
Procedures established in the Third Session were carried over into the
dispute settlement matters of the Fifth and Sixth Sessions held in 1950. One
case of significance involved a complaint filed by Czechoslovakia against a
United States action invoking the article XIX escape clause with respect lo
imports of hatters fur. This was the first complaint to challenge an article
XiX action. Czechoslovakia alleged that the United States had failed lo prove
that there had been an unforeseen development since signing the General
Agreement and that products were being imported under such conditions as to
cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers. ?J The wo1·king party,
in concluding that Czechoslovakia had not proved a violation; issued a
particularly detailed and legalistic decision. The working party was aided by
the fact that the United States was able to offer a detailed report produced
by the U.S. Tariff Commission in support of its escape action. II
Procedures evolved further at the Seventh Session, held in late 1952,
when for the first time a dispute was refe1·red to a "panel" of experts rather
than to a working party. A relatively large number of complaints had been
placed on the agenda for the session. The first complaint on the agenda
involved a complaint by Norway against Wesl Germany alleging Get"Illan
discrimination against Norwegian sardines. Norway asked for a "working party"
and West Germany expressed a willingness to have the matter 1·efetTed to
one. fl/ However, rather than appoint separate wo1·king parties fot· each of the
disputes, the Chairman of the Contracting Parties (who was Norwegian) proposed
that "a single working party" be established for all of them. ~/ Five days
later the Chairman "recalled" that "it had been agreed . . . to establish a
panel to hear the various complaints that might be referred to it by the
Contracting Parties during the present Session." 2_/ Ile then named six
countries, Australia, Canada, Ceylon, Cuba, Finland, and the Netherlands, to
the panel, and named an individual, the permanent representative of Canada, as
chait"lllan of the panel. They were "To consider, in consultation with the
repre~entatives of the countries directly concerned and of other interested
countries, complaints referred . . . to the Panel, and to submit findings and
recommendations to the Contracting Parties."]_/

!I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 70.
ll GATT/CP.5/22, at 3 (1950).

11 Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 71.
This was the first of only three complaints involving actions undet· Article
XIX and the only one of the three to result in a formal ruling or 1·eport. The
othet· two, both filed against the United States, involved a complaint by
Greece and Turkey in 1952 concerning a U.S. tariff inct·ease on dt·ied figs and
a complaint by Denmark and Sweden in 1957 concerning a U.S. action on
clothespins. The figs case was resolved when Turkey withd1·ew concessions
under Article XIX:3 in 1952 and the U.S. tariff increase was made permanent
under Article XXVIII in 1954. The clothespins case was not pursued.
fl/ GATT/SR.7/5, at 4-5 (Oct. 9, 1952).
2_1 Id. at 6.
£1 GATT/SR.717, at 7 (Oct. 14, 1952). Even the subject headings in the
minutes of the meeting reflected the new terminology. Item 5 on the agenda of
the meeting was "Appointment of a Panel of Complaints." Id. at 1.
]_/ GATT/SR.7/7, at 7.
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The change of procedure was considered to represent a relatively minot·
modification of existing pi·actice. However, in p1·aclice lhe panel approach
represented a major departure from lhe previous working party approa~h in
several important 1·espects . .!I Fit·st, the panel did nol include
representatives from lhe countries filing the complaints. Second, the panel
did not include representatives from the major trading nations, such as the
United.States or the United Kingdom. Third, the panel and the Secretariat
worked out new procedures that were more formal and courtlike. F'or example,
the panel told the parties in the Norwegian sardines case that they would be
afforded an opportunity to present their cases and that the panel would also
hear from other interested parties. The parties would then have an
opportunity to discuss with the panel the various poinls arising from those
presentations. Subsequently, the panel would retire by itself, withoul lhe
parties present, to consider the issues and draft a report containing its
findings. The panel would then discuss its draft report with each of the
parties and prepare a final report for submission to the Contracting
Parties. £! Because the parties were not present at the decisionmaking stage
under this new approach, they were forced, as a practical matter, to organize
their cases and put their arguments in writing to ensure that the relevant
facts and arguments would be before the panel at the time of decision. In
addition, the new approach allowed the panel the freedom to deliberate in
private, but it also forced the panel to formalize its findings in writing.
Thus, the panel approach further formalized the proceedings and tended toward
a more independent consideration of the relevant facts, on the basis of which
a decision could ultimately be made.
However, when a complaint involved one of the panel members, such as the
U.S. dairy quotas case brought by the Netherlands during the Seventh Session;
other procedures were followed. ll In that case the Chairman of the
Contracting Parties named a special working party to consider the matter.
However, the working party functioned much as a panel in that case and did'not ·
include either of the two principals. !I
The dairy quotas case also marked the first and only time that a panel 01•
other GATT body acting under the article XXIII dispute settlement p·rocedut·es
has authorized a country to take retaliatory action against another. During
the Sixth Session, the Netherlands filed a complaint alleging that U.S. quotas
on dairy products imposed under section 104 of the Defense Production Act
violated article XI of the General Agreement. The United States did not
contest the issue. ~/ The United States indicated it was seeking to have the
legislation repealed. The Contracting Parties passed a resolution noting U.S.
efforts to have the legislation repealed and requested that the United States
report back to the Contracting Parties no later than the opening of the
Seventh Session. ~/ However, Congress renewed the act and its restrictions,

.!I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 75-76.
See also GATT, International Trade 1952, at 96 (1953).
£! See the report of the working party published in GATT, Basic Instruments
and Selected Documents, 1st Supp., at 53-54 (1953) (hereinafter BISD). See
also Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 77-78.
ll The original complaint was filed during the sixth Session in 1951.
!I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 76,
78. See also BISD, 1st Supp., at 62-64 (1953).
~I GATT, International Trade 1952, at 95 (1953).
£1 GATT/CP/130, at 14-15 (1951).
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although many of the restrictions were substantially relaxed. At the Seventh
Session the Netherlands sought permission to retaliate by setting a quota on
imports of wheat flour from the United States of 57,000 metric tons in
calendar year 1953. This would have represented a reduction of 15,000 metric
tons from then-current levels. 11 The Contracting Parties authorized a level
of 60,000 metric tons. ~/ The quota was reauthorized at this level on an
annual basis through 1959. 11 The Netherlands, however, did not enforce the
quotas. Their U.S. imports exceeded the quota level by 10 to almost 30
percent in each of the quota years, probably because U.S. wheat flour was
priced competitively and they would have hurt themselves as much as the United
States by buying from alternative sources. !I The Netherlands did not seek
authorization to extend the quotas after 1959.
The panel procedure implemented at the Seventh Session was continued in
subsequent sessions. None of the complaint items listed for the Eighth
Session during September-October 1953 resulted in the appointment of a panel.
The Contracting Parties nevertheless considered two new complaints, one
involving a U.S. challenge of a French 0.4 percent revenue-raising tax on
imports and exports, and the other involving a challenge by Turkey of U.S.
quotas on filberts under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
However, both complaints wet·e quickly resolved. The Ft·ench Government
indicated it would abolish the tax, and the United States was able to
announce, by the time the filbert complaint was considered, that the
restriction had been removed. 21
The panel appointed for the Ninth Session held during October 1954-March
1955 was given the same basic charge as the panel for the Seventh Session.
However, beginning with the Ninth Session panel, individuals rather lhan
countries were named to the panels. No apparent significance was placed on
this change. !!_/
During the Ninth Session, 17 complaints were filed by 15 different
countries. Of these, 10 were removed from the agenda before the end of the
session as settled or sufficiently near settlement. Two were referred to a

11 BISD, 1st Supp., at 63 (1953).
~/

BISD, 1st Supp., at 32-33.

11 BISD, 7th Supp., at 23-24 (1959).

Section 104 of the Defense Production
Act was repealed in 1953 and the quotas were reimposed under section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act (7 u.s.c. 624). The United States sought and
obtained an Article XXV waiver for section 22 actions in 1955. BISD, 3d
Supp., at 32-38 (1955). The Netherlands' quotas on wheat flour were
reauthorized nonw_ithstanding the waiver. The waiver provided that "this
Decision shall not preclude the right of affected contracting parties to have
recourse to the appropriate provision of Article XXIII". BISD, 3d Supp., at
35.
!I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 181-82.
21 GATT, International Trade 1953, at 125-26 (1954). The President took his
action on filberts following receipt of a recommendation from the Tariff
Commission recommending such action.
~I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 79.
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panel. One of the two, a complaint by Italy against Sweden, was the first to
involve antidumping or countervailing duties. !I
In response to a Ninth Session request that the Secretariat explore the
possibility of expanding the panel procedure to cover other matters, the
Secretariat produced a detailed document describing the purposes and pt"actices
of the panels for the Tenth Session held ~udng October-'Dec-embet·- l9S5. The
document_ explctined -the--differences between the working party and panel
approaches, and indicated that the wot·king parties tended to serve as vehicles
for political compt·omise while the panels allowed for greater "objectivity."
As a result of this document, the panel procedut'e became a part of fot1t1al GATT
policy. However, the proposal to extend the panel practice to other matters
was defeated. £1
Eleven complaint items were listed on the agenda for the Tenth Session.
Five of these, including the Italian antidumping complaint against Sweden,
were settled and withdrawn from the agenda. Two of the complaints were the
subject of discussions between the parties at the end of the session,
including one brought by Australia against the United States alleging that a
Hawaiian law requiring the posting of a "We sell foreign eggs" sign on
imported eggs violated article III of the General Agreement. ~/ In three of
the complaints the respondent countries were in the process of abrogating or
amending the relevant laws or regulations. The eleventh involved the
continuing complaint by the Netherlands about U.S. quotas on dairy products.
The Netherlands requested (and was granted) authority to continue quotas on
U.S. imports of wheat flour for another year. !I None of the complaints was
referred to a panel.
Five new complaints were filed during the Eleventh Session, held during
November-December 1956, but only one, a complaint by West Germany against
Greece involving a tariff binding on longplaying phonographic records, was
referred to a panel. The West German Government argued that the rate of duty
on recot·ds had been bound and that the Greek rate on longplaying t·ecords
exceeded the permissible level. The Greek Government argued that such records
constituted a new article not in existence at the time of the binding. The
panel recommended that the rate be renegotiated, ii and it subsequently was.

!I Italy alleged that the Swedish practice of imposing antidumping duties
based on the difference between the minimum fixed price set by the Swedish
Government and the invoice price of the imports, rather than the margin of
dumping, violated Article VI of the General Agreement. The panel found that
the Swedish practices were inconsistent with the General Agreement. On the
advice of the panel, the Contracting Parties recommended that the two parties
explore whether the Italian imports entered Sweden at less than their normal
value and that they report back to the Tenth Session. GATT, International
Trade 1954, at 135-36 (1955). Sweden reported to the Tenth Session that it
had abrogated its antidumping decree in July 1955. GATT, International Trade
1955, at 196 (1956).
£1 Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World ·Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 80.
11 The Hawaiian law was the subject of litigation at the time and was
subsequently invalidated. See Territory v. Ho, 41 Hawaii 565 (1957).
!I GATT, International Trade 1955, at 196-99 (1956).
ii GATT, L/580, at 1-2 (1956).
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An additional nine complaints were filed during the Twelfth through
Fifteenth Sessions held in October-November 1957, Octobet·-November 1958, Kay
1959, and October-November 1959, respectively. Three of the complaints, one
involving an Italian subsidy on agricultural machinery, a second involving a
French export subsidy on wheat flour, and a third involving a United Kingdom
preference on ornamental pottery, resulted in panel determinations. The
·complaint against Italy was resolved when the Italian subsidy law was allowed
. to expire; the complaint against France was settled on the basis of an
agreement between France and the complainant, Australia; and the complaint
against the United Kingdom was resolved \lihen the panel found that the
preference was not likely to result in substantial diversion. !/
In summary, between July 1948 and Karch 1959, 54 complaints were filed
with the GATT Council under article XXIII. Formal rulings or reports were
issued in 20 of the cases. Most of the remaining cases were either quickly
settled following consultation or were not pursued by the complaining
party. ll Retaliation was authorized only once, in 1952 in the dairy products
case brought by the Netherlands against the United States.
One additional development in the GATT dispute settlement process during
this period was the effort of the Contt·acting Parties to introduce greatet·
"transparency" ~/ in the process of bilateral consultations under article XXII
in order to protect third countt·ies whose interests also could be affected by
the outcome of the consultations. At the Thirteenth Session, in the fall of
1958, the Contracting Parties adopted the following decision on consultation
'procedures under article XXII on questions affecting a number of contracting
parties:
1.

Any contracting party seeking a consultation under Article
XXII shall, at the same time, so inform the Executive
Secretary for the information of all contracting parties.

2.

Any other contracting party asserting a substantial trade
interest in the matter shall, within forty-five days of
the notification by the Executive Secretary of the the
request for consultation, advise the consulting countries
and the Executive Secretary of its desire to be joined in
the consultation.

3.

. Such contracting party shall be joined in the consultation
provided that the contracting party or parties to which
the request for consultation is addressed agree that the
claim of substantial interest is well founded; in that
event they ~hall so infrom the contracting parties
concerned and the Executive Secretary.

l/ BISD, 7th Supp., at 22-23, 46-68 (1959); and Hudec, The GATT Legal System
and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 288-90.
ll Based on list of cases and their disposition compiled by Hudec, The GATT
Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 278-90.
~/ "Transparency" is a tenn which, in GATT usage, refers to the exchange of
information through the notification to the GATT by contracting pat•Hes of all
actions affecting trade.
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6. ·

·If the claim to be joined in the consultation is not
accepted; .the applicant contracting party shall be·· free to
refer its claim to the Contracting Parties .
. At the.close of the consultation, the consulting countries
. shall ,advise the Executive Secretary for the information
.of a11 contracting parties of the outcome.
The·Exe·cutlve Secretary·shall provide such assistance in
these consultations as the parties may request. !I

'·

The decline in use of formal GATT dispute• settlement procedut·es
during.the 1960's
Use of the formal .GATT dispute settlement procedut·e slowed significantly
after ~he:Thirteen~ll.Session, held during October-November 1958. Only sbc
disputes were referred to .panels over the next 11 yeat·s, whereas seven had :
been referred to panels during the 2-year period from the fall of 1952 to the
fall. pf .1954 .-alone ~the- Seventh through Ninth Sessions). No panels wet·e
appointed between '.1963 and 1970. Only 10 complaints were brought between· 1960 ·:.
and: the end oL,1969 •··an average of 1 per year, as compared with 54 complaints
duri~g 1948-1959, .an average of about 5 per year.
Only 6 formal rulings or •
reports were issued during 1960-1969, as compared with 20·during the previous
period .. : _/,rbe -United States was the major complainant during the period, having
fi.led -6 of. the .. 10-;complaints. · Western European countries were the subject .of
7 of the 10. Only two complaints were filed in whole or in part against the · ·. ·
united states. ll
Commentators attribute this slo~down to increasing reluctance on .the part
of Contracting Parties to submit disputes to the "legalistic" process:embodied
in the panel approach and to their tendency to favor a more "antilegalistic"
consultation aP,p~oac~ to conflicts. They attribute this shift to three
factors. First, .there·was a growing perception that many of the GATT rules
were becoming outd~ted-and therefore should no longer be stdclly adhet·ed to.
Second, an important shift in political power occurt·ed within the GATT
beginning in the late 1950's. Prior to that time, the GATT had been·dominated
by the United States, which designed the legalistic system, and a ::;plintered
group of small European countries and British Commonwealth countries, which
found the legalisti~ approach to be in their best intet·est. .~/ Howevet•, in·
the late 1950 • s six of the European countries joined to form the Eut·opean
Common Market, wnich in its aggregate approached lhe United States in economic
size. In addition, Japan and the developing countries began to assert a
greater role. Thus, the.United States, which had designed the system and
which was still the largest player, was no longer the only large player.
Third, declining compliance with GATT rules, a general frustration with the
inability of GATT to deal with non tariff barriers, rising protectionis_t
sent;i~~t}t ··~n:_m_any of the. industrialized countries. and a distrust of a legal

.!/ .BISD; .. :Zth Supp., at 24 (1959).
ll Based on a listing of.complaints in Hudec, The GATT Legal System and
World· Trade ..Diplomacy, supra, at 278-94.
~/·Hudec, ~·The GATT··Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 152.
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approach in developing countries all acted to erode support for a legalistic
solution to disputes. !I
Special sectoral agreements authorizing actions contrary to the spirit of
the General Agreement were negotiated during this period. For example, in
f'ebruary 1962 the developed and developing countries concluded, under GATT
auspices, the first of several multilateral ag1·eements involving i·estrictions
on textiles. ~/ In 1968, the United States negotiated voluntary a1·rangements
with Japanese and European Community producers to limit exports of certain
steel products to the United States. ll
The first and perhaps most controversial complaint filed during the
period was that by Uruguay during the Nineteenth Session in November 1961.
The panel ruling also in this case was also particularly notable because it
included reference for the first time to prima facie findings of nullification
or impairment when certain conditions were present. Uruguay claimed
nullification or impairment of benefits as a result of 562 alleged
restrictions maintained by 15 major developed countries. ii A panel, chaired
by a Canadian and including members from the Netherlands, Israel, Brazil, and
Switzerland, was formed by the Council in February 1962. The panel held
consultations with the 15 countries in July 1962 and late October--early
November 1962.
In mid-November 1962, the panel concluded that a prima facie case existed
with respect to the practices of 7 of the 15 countt·ies (Austt·ia, Belgium,
France, West Germany, Italy, Norway, and Sweden) and recommended that the
seven take corrective actions and report to the Council in March 1963 on such
actions. 2_/ The term "prima facie" appears in several articles of the General
Ag1·eement, but not in article XXIII. The panel found that a pdma facie case
of nullification or impairment would exist where there is "clear infringement"
of the provisions of the General Agreement, that is, "whe1·e measures are
applied in conflict with the provisions of GATT and are not permitted under
the te1-rns of the relevant protocol under which the GATT is applied by the
contracting party . . . . " In such cases, the panel would have to consider
"whether the circumstances were serious enough to justify the authorization of
suspension of concessions or obligations." The panel stated that a prima
facie case of nullification or impairment could also arise even if there were
!I Hudec, GATT Dispute Settlement After the Tokyo Round: An Unfinished
Business, 13 Cornell Int'l L.J. 145, 152-53 (1980); see also Jackson, The
Jurisprudence of International Trade: The DISC Case in GATT, 72 Am. J. Int'l
L. 747, 748 (1978).
~I BISD, 11th Supp., at 25 (1963).
ll The text of the letters of intent regarding the a1·rangements can be found
in Consumers Union of United States v. Kissinger, 506 F.2d 136 (D.C. Cir.
1974). The United Kingdom was not a member of the European Community in 1968
.
and did not participate in the first set of arrangements.
ii The complaint in essence listed all the nontariff trade barriers, without
regard to legality, including various import permit requirements, heallh
regulations, preferential tariffs, and turnover taxes, of the 15 major
developed countries, including Canada, Japan, the United States, and 12
European countries, which affected Uruguayan exports. Hudec, The GATT Legal
system and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 220-21.
2_/ BISD, 11th Supp., at 56, 95-148 (1963).
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no infringement of provisions of the General Agreement, but in such cases it
would be "incumbent on the country invoking article XXIII to demonstrate the
grounds and reasons for its invocation." !I Thus, the complainant would have
a higher burden in "nonviolation" cases than in "violation" cases.
Following the panel's report and its adoption by the Contracting Parties,
several but not all restrictions were terminated. ~/ Uruguay then asked the
panel to decide whether and how_much retaliation should be authorized, but the
panel stated that i t was up to Uruguay to propose specific retaliation.
Uruguay declined. Uruguay returned in July 1964 and asked the panel to press
for compliance. Uruguay also presented a new list of restrictions. Howevet·,
the panel declined to act on the old claims without Uruguayan participation
and declined to consider the new ones in the absence of Uruguay's conducting
the bilateral discussions required by article XXIII. II Thus, in the view of
one ·conunentator, Uruguay's effort to have GATT assume the role of prosecutor
was rebuffed. !I
In 1965, Uruguay and Brazil presented a proposal to t•eform article XXIII
procedures for the benefit of developing countries. The reforms would aid
developing countries by providing (1) greater technical assistance to
developing countries in dispute actions, (2) third-party prosecution of
developing country complaints, and (3) stronger remedies, including financial
compensation, in the case of wrongful actions by developed countries against
developing countries. 2_/ The second and third proposals were rejected, but in
1966 the Contracting Parties adopted new article XXIII procedures that
provided for expedited treatment of complaints brought by developing
countries. !!_/
In the fall of 1962, at the time Congress was engaged in final passage of
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, l/ the United States filed three new
!I BISD, 11th Supp., at 100 (1963).
£1 BISD, 13th Supp., at 46 (1965). Only Sweden reported full compliance.
BISD, 13th Supp., at 44.
II BISD, 13th Supp., at 45-55. Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade
Diplomacy, supra, at.220-22.
!I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 222.
2,1 Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 222.
!!..I BISD, 14th Supp., at 18-20 (1966). Only one case has been brought
pursuant to these revised procedures. In a case brought by Chile complaining
of EC export practices for malted bat·ley, Chile was pursuaded to defer the
case to allow greater bilateral consultations, effectively vitiating the
strict deadlines contained in the 1966 procedures. The case disappeared from
view after it was· referred to the Director-General for conciliation. These
reforms of the dispute resolution process for developing countries may have
provided some impetus for efforts to refine the GATT dispute resolution
machinery generally in the 1979 Tokyo Round. See Hudec, GATT Dispute
Settlement After the Tokyo Round: An Unfinished Business, supra, at 157-158,
179-180; Report of the Director-General of GATT: The Tokyo Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations, at 96-97 (GATT 1979).
ll 76 Stat. 872 (1962). The 1962 act authorized the President to engage in
a new round of trade negotiations (the Kennedy Round) and provided the
President with additional authority to retaliate against illegal foreign
practices (section 252, the predecessor of section 301 of the Trade Act of
1974, discussed later in this chapter).
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complaints against France, Italy, and Canada. The complaints against France
and Italy involv,ed continued restrictions by those countries on products on
~hich the European Conununity (EC) had given concessions at 1·ecenlly concluded
negotiations. The complaint against Italy was settled and withdrawn without a.
panel .. .!/ .The complaint against France was refet-red to a panel Capp. I, case
28). The panel report adopted in November 1962 called upon France to withdraw
the,restrictions. ~/ France subsequently did.
The U;S. complaint against Canada alleged that a Canadian "dumping duty"
imposed on Western U.S. potatoes violated articles II and VI of the General
Agreement (app. ·I, case 29). The duty imposed was to be in an amount equal to
the difference between the U.S. export price and what Canada considered lo be
the "normal" price of such potatoes. The "normal" price was defined as being
the average price for the preceding 3-year period. The panel report adopted
in· November 1962 co'ncluded that the Canadian dumping duty was an additional
duty and suggested that Canada withdraw it. ~/ Canada did.
Resort to the GATT dispute settlement procedures continued to decline; no
complaints were filed between 1963 and 1966, and the two complaints considered
in 196 7 we.re brought under article XXII, which provides only for consultation,
·.rather than under article XXIII. The first of these, brought by Malawi
against the-United States, concerned a U.S. export subsidy on leaf tobacco.
The working party overseeing the consultations requested that the United
States consult further in the event it considered extending the subsidy. The
United States agreed to convey the request to the appropriate U.S.
authorities; ii The second complaint, brought by the United States against
the United Kingdom, challenged certain rebates given by State-owned British
Steel to purcha~ers who certified that they purchased no imports. The rebate
program was canceled within a few years. ~/
The dispute settlement procedures, 1970-79
Tha dispute ~ettlement procedure was reactivated in the early 1970'~ and
has continued to be active since then, in large part as a result of complaints
filed by the United States. A wave of U.S. complaints (eight· of the nine
complaints filed during 1970-1972) was similar to a surge of complaints filed
by the United States during the early 1960's. This sudden increase is
attribute~ to two related factors.
First, the new Nixon administration,
concerned about loss of control in GATT affairs, was taking a more
confrontatic:mal._.approach in responding to violations; ~/ and second, the
1/ Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 291.

'P BISO, llth Supp ..• at 94-95 (1963).
3/ BISO, 11th Supp., at 88-94 (1963).
4/ BISO, _15th Supp., at 116-25 (1968).
51 f:iudec, ·.The GATT Legal· System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 224.
Hudec qescribes the two .cases as representing an effort to escape the "sharper
p•essu•es''. of article XXIII procedures. He calls them "a significant step
backward." Hudec claims that this "new sensitivity to confr:-ontation" reached
its.greatest heights a few days after the U.S.-U.K. discussion when the United
States refused to go along with a request of other governments fot· an article
XXII consultation proceeding on the ground that ar:-ticle XXII proceedings wet·e
too much like a "cons~ltation." Id.
~I Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 230.
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administration was responding to Congressional concern about trade policy and
GATT affairs. 11 The ~dministration was seeking new authority to engage in
trade negotiations. and Congress was considering a number of measures that
would ·ha.ve imposed" stringent import ·quotas and other ·restrictions on trade.
Of the· eight cas.es filed by the. United States during. this period, perhaps
the most significant is the one that marked the. beginning of :a long dispute
over Ec"tariff preference agreements with.Tunisia, Morocco, Spain, and Isc-ael
on certain citrus product_s. The _United- States- threatened- -to-orfog -a fot'ltlal arttcle XXIJI. ~-oinp.laint, but engaged ~n consultations under article XXU
instead. ··.A compromise settlement, which proved to be only temporary, was
reached in late 1971 when the EC agreep to reduce the margin of pt·efet·ence on
citrus 'during the peak U.S. export season. '!:_/
The other three U~S. complaints filed in 1979 involved· smaller issues.
The United states successfully opposed. a Greek request fot· a waiver- to penni.t
Greec·e to ·establish
preferential tarlff; 'JI a, complaint concerning Danish
import restrictions on.grains was settled through consultations; !I and
although a panel agreed with the U.S. pof?ition on Jamaican margin=:; of
preferenc~. ac~orded to other Commonwealth co.unt.r,ies,: th_e United- States· agt·eed,
with s'ome reservat~on, to the panel suggestion j:l)at; in .. view of "excepbi.onal
circumstances" re.la ting to events that occu~red pri.or, to Jamaica• s t·eceiving ~ ·
indepetJ.derice i~ 1962, ·Jamaica be granted a waiver_ for margins of pt·eference in
effect·- at ):h~t. time-.. 2_1 The four complaints filed· by· the United States in '.
197g invol'{ed tJle EC' s compensatory tax system·, Netherlands Antilles tariff
preferences, French. residual restrictic;ms, and ,u. K. ·. dollar-'-ai:'ea quotas.'. The
Antilles complaint was not pursued; the other. three complaints resulted either
in substan~£al w~thdr~~al of the offending measure (EC .compensatory taxes) or
settlement~· :~i ~he U.K. dollar-area quota complaint was tne only-one to be
referred to a panel (app. I, case 38).

a

11 For example, the Senate Committee on Finance in its report on the bill
which became the Trade Act of 1974, stated that.u.s. trade policy .. la~ked· . .
"coherence or consistency", and that the U.S. Executive, by pursuing a "soft
trade policy . . . has actually fostered the prolif.erat-ion of barriers· lo
internationa.l
The Committee further
st~ted,that·it-·"feels.that-1n ··
.
,,. . .. commerce."
.
.
.
many essent.ial respects _the GATT is discriminatory, inadequate, and ·, ..
outmoded·." .The· Committee stated that "many GATT principles are observed more
in the breach." :.The Comrnitt_ee noted that, among the contracting parties of
GATT, the proportion of imports entering at .preferential .rates increased from
10 percent in ·1955 to 25 percent in 1970, and it estimated that the pet·c·entage
would grow with the enlargement of the European Comm.unity. Trade Reform Act
of 1974: Report of the Committee on Finance . . . , s. Rep_. 1298, 93d Cong.,
2d ·sess., at 5, 11, 83 (1974).
lJ Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy., supra, at
232-33. Hudec reports that prior to the settlement .the issue was debated
extensively in the GATT Council and that there was a· lack of support fot· the
taking of any definitive legal action. The EEC, he. say.s, made it cleat· that
the it would not accept invalidation of.the Association·network, and the other
contract;ing parties, even though in agreement with· ·the U.S ..position, were
reluctant to precipitate a cr1s1s. Ibid., p. 2~2.
'JI Hudec, .The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 233-34.
!I Id. at 294.
2.1 BISD, 18th Supp., at 33, 183-88 (1972).
61 Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra·, at 294-95. ·
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Following submission of an interim report to the Council outlining the issues,
a settlement was reached whereby the United Kingdom would liberalize its
restdctions. !I
Two highly contentious cases that were to continue for several years
arose in 1973. The European Conununity challenged U.S. tax legislation that
permitted qualifying U.S. firms to defer paying taxes on certain export
earnings (Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC's)){app. I,
case 38). The United States countered with an allegation that certain tax
treatment of export businesses by France, Belgium, and the Netherlands also
constituted an export subsidy (app. I, cases 39, 40, and 41). Four panels,
all consisting of the same five individuals, were appointed in 1973 to
consider the complaints. The panel included two tax experts. The panels
reported to the Council in late 1976 that they had found that all four lax
practices constituted an export subsidy and that there was a prima facie case
of nullification or impairment in all four instances. ~/ The panel in the
DISC case specifically noted and rejected a U.S. argument that the DISC
legislation was justified on the basis that it corrected existing distortions
created by tax practices of certain other contracting parties. 11 The four
panel reports were adopted by the GATT Council in December 1981 after
considerable debate and in conjunction with an understanding concerning
extraterritorial taxation and article XVI:4 of the General Agreement. !I
Over the next 3 years, the United States filed three complaints. The
first, in September 1975, challenged Canadian import restrictions on eggs as
being inconsistent with article XI of the GATT (app. I, case 43). A working
party reported that the Canadian program appeared to be cons_istent with
article XI but did not reach any conclusion as to other related issues.
Nonetheless, the working party suggested that the United States and Canada
engage in consultations in an effort to come to a pragmatic solution,
following which Canada adjusted its quota to allow greater quantities of eggs
to be imported. ~/
In April 1976. the United States claimed that EC measu1·es imposing
minimum import prices for tomato concentrates, and its system of licences and
deposits on processed fruits and vegetables, was not consistent with the GATT
(app. I, case 44). A panel reported that the EC import licensing and deposit.
system was not inconsistent with GATT rules, although the EC minimum import
price and deposit requirement for tomato concentrates was inconsistent with
the provisions of articles I I and XI. The EC subsequently abolished the
minimum import price system for tomato concentrates, but for internal
reasons. ~/ Also in April 1976, the United States asserted that the EC

!/ BISD, 20th s"upp .• at 230-37 (1974).
BISD, 23d Supp., at 98-147 (1977).
11 Id. at 114.
!/ BISD, 28th Supp., at 114 (1982). The DISC was not repealed by the United
States until 1984 with the passage of the Foreign Sales Corporation Act. The
EEC has engaged in consultations under article XXII with the United States
regarding the consistency of the FSCA with the GATT. See GATT Activities
1984, at 42 (1985).
~I BISD, 23d Supp., at 91-93 (1977); GATT Activities in 1975, at 57-58
(1976); GATT Activities in 1976, at 66 (1977).
~I BISD, 25th Supp., at 68 (1979); GATT Activities in 1978, at 92-93 (1979).
~I
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compulsory purchase program and import licensing requit·ements for skimmed milk
powder and animal feed proteins was inconsistent with the GATT, particularly
articles I, II, and III, (app. I, case 45). When the Council adopted the
panel report that certain measures of this program were inconsistent with
article III, it noted that the program has already been terminated. 11
The United States filed four complaints in the_remaining years before the
negotiated in-the Tokyo round were to come into effect. Three of
these involved Japan and the fourth involved Spain. One of the Japanese cases
was settled promptly, ll but the other two (Japanese restrictions on imports
of leather and manufactured tobacco) continued in one form or another into the
mid-1980's. These cases and the case on Spanish restrictions on soybean oil
are discussed later in this chapter with the cases initiated after the Tokyo
round.
agre~ments

The Impact of the Tokyo Round Negotiations on
Dispute Settlement Procedures

The Framework Agreement on dispute settlement
Dispute settlement procedures were an important item on the negotiating
agenda of the United States and other nations when the Tokyo round was
launched in 1973, II but they did not become a part of the formal negotiating
agenda until November 1976. The call for negotiations was made by Brazil,
which was one of a number of developing countries interested in strengthening
the procedures to provide for stronger actions against developed countries,
including allowance for money dan\ages in the case of wrongful actions against
developing countries. !I

11 BISD, 25th Supp., at 49; GATT Activities in 1978, at 91-92;
ll In July 1977, the Japanese "prior permission system" on imports of thrown
silk yarn was challenged as inconsistent with the GATT. By February 15, 1978,
a solution of the dispute was negotiated before the panel finished examination
of the case. See app. I, case 47; BISD, 25th Supp. at 107 (1979); Gatt
Activities in 1977, at 79.
II The Congress explicitly instructed the President to seek improvements in
dispute settlement procedures in the Tokyo Round. See section 121 (a)(l),
(7)-(9), (12) of the Trade Act of 1974, 19 u.s.c. 213l(a)(t), (7)-(9), (12); S
Rep. 1298, 93d Cong. 2d Sess. at 85 (1974) (There is a "need fot· effective
procedures to adjudicate international commercial disputes. The Committee
believes a major effort should be made in the forthcoming negotiations to
remedy these problems.") and 16; Hudec, GATT Dispute Settlement After the
Tokyo Round: An Unfinished Business, supra, at 156. See also Wolff, The U.S.
Mandate for Trade Negotiations, 16 Va. J. Int'l L. 505, 545-46 (1976); Hudec,
GATT Dispute Settlement After the Tokyo Round: An Unfinished Business, supra,
at 147-48 ("In the late 1960's, governments began to express concern that the
GATT's dispute--settlement machinery was not functioning properly and the
compliance with GATT rules was suffering as a result. This problem occupied a
prominent place on the agenda of the Tokyo Round negotiations.").
!I Hudec, GATT Dispute Settlement After the Tokyo Round: An Unfinished
Business, supra, at 157-58.

'P
The aim of the negotiators with t•espect to dispute settlement was "to
secure reaffirmation of the current GATT practice, while giving the existing
procedures greater precision." 11 They produced a documents pertaining to
article XXIII dispute settlement procedures that was adopted by the
contracting parties on November 28, 1979: an "Understanding Regarding
Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement, and Surveillance" along with
its annex entitled "Agreed Description of the customary Practice of the GATT
in the Field of Dispute Settlement (Article XXIII:2)." (het·einaftet· 1·efen·ed
to as the "Understanding" and the "Agreed Desct"iption," respectively). ~I The
document, which was part of the so-called "Framework Agreements," failed to
address to a significant degree some alleged problems with the current
procedure, such as the time consuming processing of complaints as a result of
delaying tactics used by countries that are the subjects of the
complaints. ~/ For the most part, the document restated or refined cut·rent
practice. While the document did not revolutionize GATT dispute resolution
procedures, it was significant in that it represented a willingness of the
Contracting Parties to reaffirm their commitment to the existing dispute
settlement process and to make explicit what had previously been only informal
practice.
The Understanding described certain obligations that the parties had
regarding notification of other parties, consultation, and dispute settlement
procedures. For example, in paragraph 3, the Contracting Parties reaffirmed
their obligation to notify the Contracting Parties of their adoption of trade
measures affecting the operation of the General Agreement, and in paragraph 4
they reaffirmed their resolve to use the consultative procedut·es.
Most of the Understanding was devoted to a discussion of the dispute
settlement process itself. The Contracting Parties agreed that the customary
practice of settlement, as described in the annex, wQuld be continued in the
future. !I They reaffirmed their commitment to special procedures ag1·eed lo
in 1966 concerning settlement of disputes between developed and less-developed
countries. ~I They agreed that if they could not resolve a dispute through
consultations, the contracting parties concerned might request an appropriate
body or individual to use their good offices with a view to conciliation. ~I
Requests for a panel or working party were to be granted in accord with
current practice and only after the contracting p~rty that was the subject of

.1/ Report of the Director-General of GATT: The Tokyo Round of Multilateral
Trade Negotiations, at 105 (1979).
'1,/ BISD, 26th Supp., at 210 (1980). See also Jackson, Journal of Wot"ld
Trade Law, supra, at 5. The Tokyo Round also produced the 9 NTM codes, most
of which contain their own generally similar dispute settlement procedures.
The code procedures and those of the code disputes that are illustrative of
the operation of the dispute settlement procedures are discussed later in this
chapter.
JI See generally Hudec, GATT Dispute Settlement After the Tokyo Round: An
Unfinished Business, supra, at 158-159 (the 1979 reforms were generally
conservative reforms); Report of the Director-General of GATT: The Tokyo
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, at 151 (1979) (the Understanding
represents an improvement and tightening up of procedures).
Al Understanding, at para. 7.
ii Id.
~I Id. at para. 8.
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The Understanding_ specified; the procedures to be followed in the
establishment- ~nd pperation of a panel.·. The. Director-General, "after securing
the .agr~eqi~Jtt ·qf_-contracting· parties co~cerned," .would propose the composition
of .. a; pan~l of three o-r five members; dependiI)g· on the case. 'l,_I Citizens of
coµn~C'i~S·:,P?rty,_ to .1:.~.e dispute would not_ be members. -~/ The panel was to be
consti~uted as.' promptly as ,possible and "normally _.npt latet• than thirty days
from -the _<iecisiQn·.ef. tlle Con.tracting Parties." ~/ Panel members were to serve
in their ,ind-iy~dua.l capac.,i.t.i~s and not as government_ representatives. ~I
Panel~_ ~ere., to malce,- a~ ."objective assessment" of the, matter before them and to
consult regular],._y with the: paFties to the dispute. §./ Where the parties
faiJ_ed_:to ,de.v~l9p a mutuail¥ satisfactory solution, the panel was to submit
its_;.fin<i!ngs _in iwrit~en form,· together wi.th the rationa.le behind any findings
and t·.~~o~endatio~s. ·LI: Pa!='ties . were to have an opportunity to see the
descript,iv~ ·part, o(: _t;..he, report· cu:id its conclu_sions before submission to the
<;:P.nt~ac1;.ing · pa_rti.es-.. §./ : Panels. ~ere_ to. sieliver their findings "without undue
delay," which in cases of urgency would "normally" be within 3 months from the
time the panel was established. ~/ Reports of panels and working parties were
to be ,_giv~~,: ':'p,rompt.: consid~!;"~_tion~· .by the c;:ontracting Pa_rties. 10/
I
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:·,·-·:_.The-; Agree<i Descript,ion. repea.ted mud:l of what:, appeared in the
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indicated
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d,i_.f,~~}<"e~~~.!¥ b~tw~en work~ng, p_arties. and_ panels,. an~t further explained the t'ole
of the panels:":: Jfp_r. exampl~ ;_.it ..r~_stated. that the objective of the procedure
was to "secure a positive solution to a dispute," pt·eferably one "mutually
accep~~l>.!~?·. to; -the: p_at;'q_e,s .. : 11/. I~ the. ~.bsenc,e 9f s~_ch a solution, it listed
in,,9r:d~~-~of, preference. th~ .l;.hre~.. acqons __ t~at _could be taken to resolve the
dlspute,--;(l)p~i.th<;irawa-1· of.,me~s~.res, fmu_nd to-be inconsistent with the General
Agreemen·~"'_(2)~compen$ation-.. if wi_thdrawal_was impt'actical,--and (3) the
rataHa~ion,_as !3-,-_ ia~:I;.- r!'!sor:t. _121 · .rt noted that wor_king parties would include
the:p.art-i:es,:..to the dispute_, -but.·that.panels would be_ composed of individuals
agreedc·t,tp~rL.bYL the.:;parties. _to t}le,cjis.pute.and approved by the CATT Council,
who~.wo4la .. ;act: ·_:i.mpart:,ially ~ithout in~~ructions from their_ governments." 13/
Working 1 jp~ties. w_ould _-tnclud~ r.epresent~tives. fr;-om s ..to 20 delegations,
depend,~ng;_.qn t~e::·.iµ\P!'t;tanc~·:_of tpe· qµes:trion, but panels would include only
3 or 5 individuals. 14/ As is noted in the following section of the report on
-- t\l.~-::\i-~i:i_c.?.i.i~ :;eoGles:-ai>l;>roy~_d:·; ~ri: 19 79, s_~_veral. of.. the .cod_es provide more detailed
pr-ocedtira1 safeguards· than. the Understandfo-g and--Agreed Description. For
r . . · •!
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51 Id. at para. 14.
&! I~1 •. ,at:: P-?';-a·. r l._6;,.. , · . - ..•
71 Id'!:-~t p~a ... 17,. . __ ,..
•: · ,.§.! .Id:; - ~t:para-.. 1.8_; -. ,. . ,. ,-. , · . _
ii:' t~;~·-. at,~ p-~a. '_2r:f; -;· · ,: . ~:. · · ·--· ·- .... · ···
10-/ Id. at para. 21~..' --._. - ' _ . __
11/ Agreed Description.
12/ Id. at para. 4.
13/ Id. at para. 6(i), (iii).
14/ Id.
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example, the Subsidies code provides that a party could request a panel
30 days after.beginning.consultations, but the former two documents are silent
on this poidt. 11
....

!

·-·.

Many of the issues considered in the 1979 Understanding were reconsidered
and reaffirmed in a 1982 GATT ministerial declaration. In the section of the
declaration addressing dispute settlement procedures, the Contracting Parties
agree·d. when tlie part.Les fo a dispute were unable to resolve the dispute
through consultatiohs, they could seek the good offices of the
Direcf.(>~-Generai befcfre requesting a panel. Further, they agt·eed that panels
should.make cl~ar findings and suggest a solution when finding nullification
arid ·tinpa'irment. They also agreed that pane ls should ::ieek to complete their
work within the suggested time periods and that the Contracting Parties should
promptly consider such reports. ~/
In the For.Heth Session of the Contracting Parties in 1984, further
improvements were made to the procedures, primarily in facilitating the work
of panels. In patticular, ·the Director-General of the GATT was empowered to
draw up a short list of independent, nongovernmental panelists from names
submitted by the contracting parties. When the parties to a dispute cannot
agree on the memb·ers of a panel within 30 days after a matter is referred by
the Contracting Parties, the Director-General must, upon the request of eithet·
party and after consulting with the parties and the Chairman of the Council,
appoint persons from the roster of nongovernmental panelists to resolve the
deadlock. The decision at .the Fortieth Session also indicated that panels
should establish a proposed calendar for the panel's work and should set
precise deadlines for any written submissions by the parties to a dispute. d.I
Dispute settlement:procedures adopted in the Tokyo round
non tariff"" measure 'agreements
.
Dispute settlement provisions were included in a number of separate
agreements dealing with. -Uie problem of nontariff measures (commonly refetTed
to as the NTM codes) negotiated in the Tokyo round. These codes are (1) the
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (Standards code, dealing with product
standards), (2) the Agreement on Government Procurement, (3) the Agreement on
the Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI, and XXIII of the GATT
(Subsidies code,' dealing with countervailing duties and subsidies), (4) the
Arrangement Regat·ding Bovine Meat, (5) the Intet·national Dairy At·rangement,
(6) the Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the GATT (Customs
Valuation agt.·eemerit), (7) the Agreement on Import Licensing Procedut·es, (8)
the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft, and (9) the Agreement on
Implementation o_f_ Article VI (Antidumping code). ~./ A country may be a party

11 Agreement_ .on_ Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII
of the General Ag~eemeht oh Tariffs and Trade, art. 17, para. 3.
~/ BISD, 29th Supp. at 9 (19~3) ..
J_I See app. H.
!I The~nited States·was initially a signatory to all of these codes, but
withd~ew.·fra"m the International Dairy Arrangement effective Feb. 12, 1985. 24
ILM at' 5)1' (March· 1985): · In' the U.S. view, the decision of the International
Dairy coi:incil in December 1984 to allow the EC to seu·a large quantity of
butter ~nd bµtter oil to the U.S.S.R at prices below the established minimum
ef fe'cti'vely 'itwalidate·d key provisions of the International Dairy
Ar.r'angement ·:· see GATT. Activities' 1984, at 29 (1985).
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is.

to n9ne"," 'an,y, o·r all of these agt·eemen.ts, whether .or not it
a signatory to
the GATT. Each'"code establishes an administering committee or council,
generally composed of all parties to the code, which is to report to the
cor:itracting P.arties of the GATT .. !(,
··r .
~s. was the case with. the Understanding on dispute settlement, the
inclusio.n .9f.". these :spe~."ific provisions on dispute settlement in the NTH codes
was part of the general effort in the 197.9 Tokyo round to deal with.
.
shortcomings perce.ived with GATT dispute settlement procedures. The NTH code
provisio~s on .·dispute settlement, to.gether w1th t;.he Understanding, were
designed to achiev·e some fmproveinent in these proceduies .· As the House Ways
and M~ans: 9.o~i"ttee reporte~ in approving these codes·:

A major U.S. objective in the MTN was to improve the
dispute, settlement procedure of the GATT. to ensure timely
resolution. of tpe d~sputes on the basis of the.GATT Articles
and the nontariff measure agreements. This objective was
addresse.d in.the . speclfic disp~t;.e settlement procedures in each
agreement ... In add.ition, orie of the Texts Concerning a
Framewo_t;k for the Conduct of Wo.rld Trade approved by the
.Congress. . : ·contains the general procedure available undet·.
the GATT when th~ specific provisions of an agreement do not·
. apply,.
Common to the. specific agreements are the following
designed to ensure prompt and fair dispute
settlemeht:
.

prin~iples.

Timing guidelines for the dispute settlement process to
prevent parties to a dispute from delaying decisions by a
panel or a Committee of Signatories;
Consultation provisi<;>n·~ which outline principles for
bilateral and multilateral consultation prior to
establishment of an impartial dispute panel;

...

to a panel is provided in each of the agreements.
Panels are to be composed of experts who act in their
individual.capacities;

~~ght

Panels are to.review the dispute and make findings of fact
and.lq,w; and
Panel findings are sent to the Committee of Signatories
for final deci$ion which may include authority to
retaliate if a"party refuses to change the practice found
to be in violation of the agreement. £1

.11 The Arrangem~nt Regarding Bovine Meat and the International Dairy
Art·angement <io not explicitly require reports to be made to the Contracting
Pardes,but· such.reports are nonetheless st.j.11 made annually. See DISD, 27th
Supp. , at 36 ·,;:md 39 ( 1981.).
£!.ti. Rep. 317~ ·96th Cong. 1st Sess., at 172-:-73 (1979). Virtually identical
language is contained in the report of the Senate Committee on Finance. See
s. Rep. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., at 283-84 (1979).
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while the 1979 reforms !/ could be characterized as only a conunitment lo
writing of what was already largely GATT practice, although "somewhat
undependable GATT practice," the codes did create rights to certain specified
procedures that either did not exist or were not clearly set forth prior to
1979. The codes were vi~wed as limiting procedural obstacles to dispute
settlement. 2/
Close examination of the dispute settlement procedures of the codes
that no two of the dispute settlement procedures in the codes are
exactly alike, but they can be deemed to fall into two categories according to
the degree of detail.of· the dispute settlement procedures specified in each.
The first category consists of those codes, namely, the At•t·angement Regarding
Bovine Meat, the International Dairy Arrangment, the Agreement on Trade in
Civil Aircraft, and the Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures, that do not
specify detaile4 procedure~ for resolution of disputes. 11 The second
category consists of those codes (namely, the Standards code, the
reveal~

!I Two differences between most of the code dispute settlement procedut·es
and ·the GATT procedures in the Understanding are (1) that a party has an
explicit right to a panel under most of the code provisions while the
Understanding merely indicates that the normal GATT practice is to grant a
request fo'r a panel and (2) some code procedures, such as the Subsidies code,
contain deadlines for completing some stages in the dispute settlement process
that are not subject to suggested deadlines in the Underatanding.
'£,/See 6 MTN Studies, pt. l_, at 23 (1979). See also H.R. Doc. No. 153, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess., 4 (1979) (statement of President Carter); s. Rep. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess., 234 (1979) ("The changes made in the MTN with respect to
dispute settlement procedures offer possibilities of significantly improving
the· process and the results of international dispute settlement . . . ".); and 4
MTN Studiei 20 (1979).
11 The Arrangement Regarding Bovine Meat, BISD, 26th Supp., at 84 (1980),
merely provides that any participant may raise before the Bovine Meat Council
any matter affecting the arrangement, which must meet within a period of not
more than +s days to consider any such matter. Art. IV: 2, 6.
The International Dairy Arrangement establishes both a Council to
admtrlistei: the arrangement and three Committees to implement the provisions of
the three subsidiary Protocols created concerning Certain Milk Powders, Milk
Fat, and Certain Cheeses, respectively. If a dispute arises that affects the
a~plication of the·speciflc provisions of the~e Protocols, any participant
that considers that·its trade interests are being seriously threatened and
·'tha·t is· unable to re-ach a mutually satisfactory solution with the other
padies' to _the dispute may request the Chairman of the Committee fot· the
reievant Protocol.to convene a meeting of the Committee as soon as possible,
and within 4 working days if requested. The Protocol Committee is to
defermlne_'appropriate measures to be taken. If a satisfactory solution is not
reacn~d. ~he Council, if requested by the Chairman of the Protocol Co~ittee
involved, must meet within a period of 15 days to consider the matter. BISD,
26·th Supp., at 91 (1980), arts. VII, and art. IV: 6.
Any participant to a dispute concerning matters affecting the Dairy
Arrangement may raise the matter. before the Council. Each party to the
dispute must promptly afford adequate opportunities for consultations
regarding such matters.
(Continued)
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Customs .Valuation Code, the·Goverriment Procurement Cod~, the Subsidies code,
and the Antidumping· code) that contain much· more deta.iled procedures for
resolving disputes between parties to the agreements. Although there is some
variati'on. among the dispute settlement provisions in the second group, several
similarities. are apparent.
All of the codes in the second group generally provide for a four-step
process .for resolving disputes:·. -Cl) mandatory consultations betwe~n the
parties to the dispute, followed, i f necessary, by (2)· conciHation mediated
by ·the ··administering· council or committee,· Jollo~ed, if..necessary and if
requested, by (3) proceedings before a panel or working or technical group, or
a ·combination· 'of ·the above, which issue(s): a report ·to the council .or
conunittee ·if the· 'dispute has not been resolved·, followed by {4)· issuance .by
the administering ·council·. or committee· of appropriate findings, rulings, or
reconuneridations·. · 11 ·Every stage of the dispute settlement proces.s encourages
the parties to reach a mutually satisfactory solution that wquld obviate the
.need for proe:e~~ings before panels or the administering council or conunittee.
I

·~

.·

..;.

.,

•

•

..

Ea:Ch of the more detailed dispute provisions also generally indicates ·
that the :dispute .•settlement process may be begun: once .a p.arty to the code
involved .·considers that any benefit accruing to it, .directly or indirectly, is
being nullified or impaired, or that the attainmen~: of :.any, objective of the
(Continued)
<:
, The Ag1:eement on Trade in Civil Aircraft· similarly est.ablishes a .
C6tiunittee on Trade in •.Civil Aircraft composed· of representatives of all
s ign.iltories· to the Agreement. BISD, 26th Supp; , at 16 2; art. 8: 1. The
Committee's functions with respect to disputes between the signatories .are to
· consider reques.ts for review of a dispute whenever a signatory considers that
its .. trade interests in civil aircraft manufacture, repair, .maintenance,
rebU'HdinM modifi~ation or conversions haye been or are likely.to be
adversely a'ffected by;'any action of any other.Signatory". Arts. 8:1 and 8:7.
The c·ommittee, upon receiving a request for. the reyiew of a dispute, must
convene within 30 daysand·review the matter as quickly as possible.· The
applicable: dispute· settlement provisions of arts. xXII and Xxlll of the
·General. ·Agreement· otherwise apply to dispute settlements. under the agreement .
.::·ArL • 8:,8. : ' ..
. The Agreement· on .Import Licensing Procedures,. BISD, 26th Supp. , at 154,
establi'shes a coordinating Committee compose.d. of representatives from each of
the ·par.ties· to the agreement, but merely provides th.at that Committee is to
meet as necessary for consultations on any matter r~l~ting to the operation· or
objectives of the .agreement. Otherwise.,· the Agreement exp["essly adopts the
procedures •of ·arts. -XXII ·and XXIII of. the General .. Agreem~nt for the. purposes
of consultations and the settlement of disputes. Ar.t. 4.
·
.' 1/ The .Antidumping code provides specific provisions on dispute settlement
th;ough the stage at.which a panel is to be established, and otherwise notes
merely that the .. settlement of disputes is to be governed by the applicable
provisions of the Understanding Regard.ing Notification, Consultation, Dispute
Settlement"and surveillance. Art. 15:7.
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relevant code is being· impeded. by another party or parties. ],/ As noted
above, the codes generally require that a~ aggrieved party consult with any
offending. party or parties. before exercising the dispute settlement procedure
specified in the code. The codes require parties to give sympathetic
consideration to the .representations or proposals of an aggrieved party and to
sett.le al.l disputes promptly and expeditiously.
In the event that the parties are unable to reach a solution through
consultations, a request may be made by any party to the dispute that the
supervisory committee or council investigate the matter. it An investigation
must,be commenced by th~ conunittee within 30 days of receiving such a
request. 11 At any time during the dispute settlement process, the committee
or council may consult and seek the assistance of any competent bodies and
experts. 11 If no mutually satisfactory solution is reached within 3
months, ~/ one of the disputing parties can request that the dispute be
li.The wording of this jurisidictional phrase differs in some of the codes.
For.example, in the Standards Code, a country's trade interests must also be
significantly affected. Art. 14:2. Further, the dispute settlement process
under that agreementmay be invoked in some circumstances even where the
ac~ions of non--governmental bodies are involved.
See Agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade, art. 14:24. The Subsidies code provides a broader basis
for invoking the dispute resolution mechanism: ..Whenever a signatory has
reason to believe that an export subsidy is being granted or maintained by
another signa~ory in a manner inconsistent with . . . this Agreement" or .. any
subsidy is being granted or maintained by another signatory in a manner
inconsistent .with . . . this Agreement" and "such subsidy either causes injury
to its domestic industry, nullification or impairment of benefits accruing to
it under the· General Agreement, or serious prejudice to its interests"
consultations may be requested. Arts. 12:1 and 12:3.
In some of the codes, the parties to the dispute are required to complete
the specified dispute settlement procedures before availing themselves of any
rights they have under the GATT. See Standards code, customs Valuation code,
Antidumping code.
~I Th~ Subsidies code provides for specified periods of consultations before
the dispute may be referred to the Conunittee. When the dispute centers around
the alleged existence of an export subsidy that is inconsistent with the
agreement any signatory par~y to the dispute may refer the matter to the
Committee if no mutually acceptable solution has been reached within thirty
days of the request fo~ consulations. Art. 13:1. When the complaint is the
more general one that an alleged subsidy either causes injury to the
complainant's.domestic industry or nullifies or impairs benefits accruing to
it under th~ GATT, the request for conciliation by the Committee may be made
if no_~tually satisfactory solution is reached within sixty days of the
request for consultations. Art. 13:2. Either of these deadlines may be
extended by mutual agreement. Art. 13, n. 1.
"}__! . The 3ubsidies code provides that the Committee shall "immediately"
review the facts involved. Art. 17:1.
~I The Customs Valuation and Standards codes provide for technical working
groups as an adjunct to, or instead of, panels to give guidance on technical
matters. If a technical group is utilized in addition to a panel, it could
extend the settlement process by at least 3 to 6 months.
51 The Subsidies code provides that a party may request that a panel be
established 30 days after the request for conciliation by the Committee was
made. Art. 17:3.
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referred to a panel. one important change from previous GATT practice is that
a party to a dispute has a right to refer the dispute to a panel if
consultations.or ·conciliation efforts are not effecti~e. If no party requests
a panel. i,.t appears that the conunittee or council will. aft.er completing its
investigation, issue any findings, reconunendations, or rulings that it deems
appropriate, but there is no suggested deadline for this to occur and it
appears that conciliation efforts can go on indefinitely. _Jn_ the d-ispute
involving the U.S. complaint 1.!t\d~r. the Sub.sidies· coae-reg!3-rding EC export
subsJdies. on--poultry~ consultations under article 12(3) of the code were begun
in --February 1982 after the filing of a s.ection 301 petition by the National
Broi_le:r Council.· A complaint. of Brazilian practices was subsequently added.
Concili~tion by t~e Subsidies Conunittee was begu~ in November 1983 and is
still in progre_ss. !I
·
Members of panels are selected from an informal list of persons
maintained by-th~ cha~rman of tpe conunittee or _council. Citizens of countries
that are central participants in the dispute are not eligible to serve on a
panel. dealing .with .the dispute, ~/ although individU;ilS serving on the panel
are to serve _in their individual capacities and not as representatives of a
govet~~ent or organization.
Within 7 days after a panel has been established,
the chait~an of .th~ council or conunittee is to propose the composition· of the
panel, which consists of .three or five members who have experience in this
field, 11 preferaply government officials. The parties have 7 working days to
"react" _to the proposed composition of the panel, but are not to oppose
nominations except for compelling reasons. !/
Qne. in.teresting development under the Antidumping code is the referral of
one dispute, concerning a complai~t by the EC regarding an antidumping
investigation conducted by Canada with respect to electrical generators from

.JI BISD, ,30.th Supp. at 43; Section 301 Table of Cases, Office of the U.S.
Trade Repres,entative reprinted in 2 Int' 1 Trade Rep. (Nov. 6. 1985); GATT
Activities in 1983, at 16 (1984).
~/ Jhe Antidumping code provides no further details on the settlement
proceaure. to be followed after this point other than specifying that the
~ettlement_of. disputes is to be governed by the provisions of the
Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and
Surveillance, to the extent they are applicable. The code further specifies
that parties must complete the dispute settlement procedures of the code
before availin~ themselves of any rights under the GATT. Art. 15:7 and art.
15, n. 1.
11. The qualifica·tions for serving as a panel member differ somewhat from
code .lto code, though. it is difficult to determine whether the differences are
intended to be significant. For example, the panel members selected pursuant
to th~ Subsidies code may serve if they are qualified in the fields of
economic development and "other matters covered by the General Agreement and
this Agreement" as well as in trade relations. Art. 18:4. However, annex 3
to the Standards code provides that panelis~s be experienced in trade
relations or economic development while article VII:8 of the Government
Procurement code provides merely that panelists be experienced in trade
relations.
!I The Subsidies code states that a panel should be established within 30
days after 1 .is requested. Art. 18:2.
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Italy, to a standing ad hoc group. !I It is not clear whether this may
constitute a precedent for referring disputes to a standing working group or
party rather than establishing special panels for each investigation under
that code or under any of the other codes.
Each panel may establish its own procedures, but the panel will generally
examine the issues, consult with the parties, and make factual and other
appropriate findings that will assist the committee. A draft of the panel's
written report. which includes a statement of the issues. findings and ·
recommendations, nrust be circulated to the parties for comments. before being
issued. with the part of the panel's report that describes the issues in the
case being submitted first, followed by the draft of the panel's conclusions.
No firm deadline for the panel's action is specified. but the codes generally
contemplate that a panel should strive to deliver its findings and
reconunendations within at most 4 months of the establishment of the panel. '!::_/
In practice there has been considerable disagreement over the issues to
be addressed by the panel and the scope of the panel's investigation (the
so-called "terms of reference" problem). This can cause considerable delay in
the panel's consideration of the dispute, notwithstanding the suggested
deadlines contained in the codes. In a recent dispute between the United
States and the EC under the Subsidies code (involving the definition of the
wine industry in the U.S. Trade and Tariff Act of 1984), the panel's work was
delayed for several months while the terms of reference were decided. ~/
After the panel issues its report. the committee is to promptly consider
it and to issue such findings. recommendations and rulings as it deems
appropriate. This action is generally directed to take place within 30 days
of the submission of the panel report. In practice. however. this timetable
is sometimes delayed. In two cases under the Subsidies code. panel reports
have not yet been adopted, notwithstanding the expiration of this suggested
deadline: the panel report involving the U.S. complaint of EC subsidies on
exports on wheat flour was submitted to the Subsidies Committee on March 21,
1983. and the panel report on the U.S. complaint of EC subsidies on exports of
pasta was submitted on May 19. 1983. !/

!I See GATT A.ctivities in 1984. at 20-21 (1985). The standing Ad-Hoc Group
also known as a working party was established to·generally examine problems
related to the implementation of the Antidumping Code. See BISD, 30th Supp.,
at 69, (1984).
'!::_/The deadline suggested for panel reports is 60 days under.the Subsidies
code; 3 months under the Customs Valuation code.
~I The EC complaint was initiated in February 1984.
GATT Activities in 1984
at 22-23 (1985). The terms of reference were not established until October
1985.
!I BISD, 30th Supp., at 42. The United States first comj>lained of the EC
subsidies on the export of wheat flour in 1981, and the matter was referred to
the panel in January 1982. The EC also complained in the Subsidies Committee
about U.S. subsidies on the export of Wheat flour to Egypt, and a panel was
established in that dispute in May 1983. BISD, 28th Supp., at 30; BISD, 29th
Supp., at 46; BISD, 30th Supp., at 42; GATT Activities in 1983, at 15-16
(1984); GATT Activities in 1984, at 22 (1985).
(Continued)
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After the panel report is adopted, and the committee or council issues
its findings, recommendations, or rulings, a party that considers itself to be
unable to implement recommendations of the committee that are addressed to it
must give its reasons for the inability in writing, at which time the
committee may take such action as it deems appropriate. As a mechanism of
enforcement, the committee may authorize one or more parties to suspend its
obligations under the agreement in question with respect to any other party.
However, this enforcement mechanism has also b~en subject to delays. In one
dispute under the Government Procurement code regarding a U.S. complaint about
EC practices in deducting value added tax (VAT) payments from the value of ·
government contracts, the United States formally invoked the dispute process
in July 1982. A panel was formed in 1983, and it issued its report in
February 1984; the report was adopted by the Committee on Government
Procurement in May 1984. The committee issued a recommendation' that the EC
take action to change this practice. While the EC indicated that it was
beginning to take steps to implement the recommendation of the Committee late
in 1984, 11 it appears that the practice has not yet been changed and that the
United States and the EC are still consulting on this matter.
Developments in Dispute Settlement Procedures under the
General Agreement since the Tokyo Round
While some cases have been brought pur:suant to the code settlement
mechanisms, a significant number of complaints h~ve beeri filed or pursued
under article XXIII procedures since 1979. The United States has been heavily
involved in several of these, bot~ as a complainant and respondant. ~/ · In
general, the dispute settlement process is considered by most GATT observers
to have operated wel.l during the post-MTN period, except in cases in which a·
resolution has been delayed, sometimes for several years. Two illustrations
of this are found in cases that had been initiated by the United States
against Japan but not yet resolved when the Tokyo round ended. A second
development of interest during this period is the' publication,· for the first ·
time, of a full panel report dealing with the merits of a case after a
bilateral settlement had been reached between the disputants.
In July 1978, the United States filed a complaint against Japan's
restrictions on imports of leather in pursuance of the case brought by the
Tanners Council of America in August 1977 under section 301 of the Trade Act
of 1984 (app. I, case 49). A panel reported in March 1979 that the United
States and Japan had negotiated a settlement and the United states was
(Continued)
The pasta dispute was the subject of a section 301 petition by the
National Pasta Association filed in October 1981. The United States requested
that a panel be es tabl ished under the Subsidies code in April 1982, .and one
was established in June 1982. BISD, 29th Supp., at 47; BISD, 30th Supp., at
42. While the pasta dispute is still unresolved, the United states has raised
the duties on imports of pasta as a retaliatory measure in the citrus dispute
described in the preceding section. Section 301 Table of Cases, Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative, reprinted in 2 Int'l Trade Rep. (Nov. 6, 1985).
!I GATT Activities in 1983, at 16 (1984); GATT Activities in 1984, at 25
(1985).
~I Article XXIII cases, including the post-1979 disputes are summarized in
app. I (cases 52 through 84). A number of recent and controvet·sial cases are
also described in connection with the section of "Operation of the Process" at
the end of chapter II.

~
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wilhdra~ing the complaint.

The two parties reserved their rights under the
GATT if the bilateral agreement was not put into practice to the mutual
satisfaction of both governments. In March 1983, the United States informed
the GATT Council that the bilateral arrangement had been ineffective, and
while' the Council requested that the United States and Japan continue
bilateral consultations, it agreed to establish a panel to review the matter
in April 1984. A panel report adopted by the Council in May 1984 found that
the Japanese restrictions did nullify or impair U.S. benefits under article XI
of the GATT (app.· I, case 75). The measures taken by Japan to liberalize its
restrictions were unsa'tisfactory to the United States. In September 1985. the
United States Trade Representative (USTR) began the domestic procedures to .
take retaliatory a_ction against U.S. imports of several Japanese products. 1/

·The case filed by the United States in November 1979, just as the Tokyo
round ended, ·against Japanese import restrictions on manufactured tobacco has
·followed a ·somewhat similar course (app. I, case 56). After a panel was
established in February 1980, the United States and Japan reached an agreement
on the problem and the United States withdrew its complaint. £1
For the first time in _the history of the GATT, just 2 years after the
Tokyo round ended. the Contracting Parties could not agree on the ·adoption of
the report of the panel in a dispute. The United Stat.es complained in
November 1979 that Spain's restrictions on soybean oil imports were
inconsistent with articles III and XVII of the General Agreement. The panel
report, discussed by the Council_ in November 1981, was contested by the United
Stah:?s. which indicated· reservations about some of the panel's find~ngs or
interpretations of several GATT provisions. Although Spain urged that the
report be adopted, the reservations of the United States and other countries
about certain findings of the panel blocked a consensus and the Council merely
took note of the report. ~/ Since this initial failure of the Contracting
Parties to agree on a panel report~ additional cases have arisen in which a
report has not been adopted (see ch. II).
Another development of interest came in early 1982. When parties to a
dispute reached a bilateral settlement before the deliberations of the panel
were completed, the panel customarily did not examine or rule on the merits of
the case but only noted that a bilateral settlement had been reached. In
January 1980, Canada complained that a U.S. embargo of tuna from Canada,
imposed as a result of a fisheries dispute with Canada, was contrary to GATT

11 BISD, 26th Supp .• at 320 (1980); GATT Activities in 1978, at 94-95
(1979); GATT Activities in 1983. at 43-44 (1984); GATT Activities i.n 1984, at
40-41 (1985); 35 GATT Focus, at 1, 4 (August-September 1985). Note that other
countries had indicated their interest in the U.S. complaint. Id. Canada
filed its own complaint regarding Japanese leather imports restrictions in
November 19l9; and after a panel was established, it was reported that Japan
and Canada had reached a mutually satisfactory solution of the dispute an.I
thaL Canada was withdrawing its complaint. GATT Activities in 1979, at 78-79
(1980); GATT Activities in 1980, at 53 Ci981). The United States has sought
to apply the conclusion of the leather panel decision to a related dispute
involvitig the Japanese leather footwear quota. Sec. 301 Table of Cases, supra.
£1 GATT Activities in 1979, at 79; GATT Activities in 1980, at 52; and GATT
Activities in 1981, at 46.
ll GATT Activities in 1979, at 58; GATT Activities in 1981, at 48-49 (1982);
Sec. 301 Table of Cases, supra.
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obligations." A ·pan·et was establ'fshed in March 1980. The· Unite-d State's ended·
1
the embarg·o in·-August· 1980, but the panel continued ·to irivestigat:e the m'att e~ -at ll1e request of" Canada and with the acquiesence of the· United St.ates .. · .The
panel issued a report, subsequently approved by the Counci'l, ·whicll found t.hat ·
the u. s. embar&o had been in violation of article xr· and tha:t" art i~'ie xx· of .
the General Ar,reement did not "apply·. J/ ·
..
· · ·..
··

The 'number of ca'se's 'deaU,ng' with 'nontat~iff issu~~ has i~cr~a·sed since the
Tokyo round: ll'luslt·ative of such case~ is. the Unit.ed States ·complaint in
March 19S2 that .practices associ~ted with Canada's F'oreign It\vest_ment"Review
Act were in~~msistent with articles· III, JCI and xv·n of tl}e General
Agreement. ·"A- p~t~e1 rep~rt, iss.ued in July 1983 and adopted by the Council in
February 1984, found .that certain. of. the .Canadian pr.act ices we~e inconsist.ent
with a:i~'ticle 'III:4. ·'canad~ indi,._ca,ted that it woµld _ta~~ ·s.teps- 1 to n:ieet its
GATT "'obligat i.o'ns ;·-· and the United States· indicate·d· it considered the panel's
work .. I t6' be e:x~mpla~;y -~·f ~ow th_e' :.GATT. dispt°it~ settiement proc~ss -should, •"'
func't'ion'. • .. 21'
- ,.
·' ...
··
- ·
.
.
Di.sput_e. Settlement Proc~du.re~. in the Mu~~i'fiber Arrang~ment

The Arrang_ei:ne~t- Reg~rding Int:e~at~_onal Tr_ade in Textiles, -otherwise.
·. .
known as the MuHifiber' Arrangement (MFA), is a multilateral' arrangement
sanct io1\e:d 'u~der the GATT for the· regulation of· international trade in· ·
te~t'i:te's' and ,apparel of cotton, wool, a~d manmade f~ber _through ~ ~etw~rk of.
supervised bi l'aterai arrangements, o·r, · in some cases, through unilater,a1
action.: .~/ · 1 The 49 signat<?ries. tb 'the ~A account for: over so· pe~~erit of u. s.
1
impot:'ts ·fo 'texti'les' and related produ cts. The MFA ·~ontains. provisions for t.h~
re so iution :of di$pute~ "among' the signatories on tr~de in the te'xtile .and
related [ articie's' it c'overs~ '.. ..
.
~

...

.

~.

'r-

...

In general, the MFA dispute settlement procedi:ires' consist' of
consultations between or among the countries involved in a dispute, foiiowed
by referr.ai -of· th·e ..dispute· to the Textile Surveillance Body (Ts8), ·v ·composed
:

•.• •

•

.

.

.

.

.

·'!

..

· . .-

:"'

,·•

];_i BISD/ 29tl1 Supp., at 9i (1983); GATT Activities in 1982, at 62--63 (198~):.

~I GATT Activifies.in-1~83, at 39-41.

"}_/ ~e MFA dispute settlement mechanisms have been sugge~ted ·:a~ a ~odel tha(
might be worth ·eim:ilating, although the procedures are regarded.by some 'as
being essent-ially the same as in the· NTK code~'. _One official· interviewed in
Geneva indicated that the effectiveness of the.MFA in dispute settlement
depended.on having a strong chairman of the supervisory Textile Surveillance
Body who could make the deadlines work, and noted that as the.MF~ is concerned
with only ·one area of trade (textiles and related products), it ·may be easier
to genetate compromise or consensus in disputes than would be the case u~der
the dATT; where decisions could have a wider applicati_on.
· ·
4/ In Hud~c's view the success of the MFA in dispute settlement is due to
th; TSB Is character as 'a "small permanent corps. of tough-minded -e)cperts .. in
the "'~<?rid-into-itself' qu~lity of the textile trade" that imparts
closely
knit authority s~ructure to 'the. TSB. Hudec, GATT Dispute Settlement After the
Tok~o:Ro~nd:
An Unfi~ish~d B~siness, supra, at 168-70.

a

of eight__ membe~·s. i f the dispute is not resolved by mutual agreement. l/ In
certain-spe~ified circumstances involving market disruption caused by textile
products not alr.eady subject· to restraint, the complaining party may take
·
unilateral action to.refuse -to accept imports above a certain level from the
exporting countries .involved pending action by the TSB. £1 As a general rule,
the TSB is to.make: recommendations or -findings with respect to a dispute
within 30 .days after-the dispute is referred to it. If problems persist
despite the findings.and recommendations of the TSB. those matters may be
brought ~efore the Textiles Committee or the GATT Council through the normal
GA'l'T procedures .
PrQvisions of U.S. Law.Relating to Enforcement of Trade Agreement Rights
..

--The.G.ATT and.NTK codes' dispute settlement procedures are by their terms
open only.to ~he governments of signatory countries. There are no provisions
for.access.by private individuals or organizations. However, under U.S. law
indirect access is available. Sections 301-306 11 of the Trade Act of 1974 0
as amended. provide that a private party may petition the USTR to enforce U.S.
rights-~nder any of.the agreements. !I.
Amendments to sections 301-306 by the
Trade. Agreements-Act of 1979 and the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 have
generally made the parameters of indirect access more certain and defined.
While this statutory mechanism provides private parties an indirect means of
starting the.international dispute. resolution process within the GATT and NTM
codes .•. there are limitations on the role a private party can play after
initiation. ~ost importantly, the decisions as to whether and how to proceed
are still subject to political considerations beyond the scope of the
immediate trade practiee:in question and out of the hands of the
J._1,BISD •. 21st Supp. ·(1975). art. 3 (disputes regarding textile products
whose trade is not already restrained by agreement); art.-8 (disputes about
alle.ged circumvention of the ·arrangement);. and art. 11 (disputes generally).
One important feature of the MFA is that the TSB is to be kept informed of all
information underlying any disputes. as well as any bilateral agreements
designed to solve the dispute. See art. 3:3. 3:4. and 8:4.
£1 See MFA, art. 3:5. There is also provision for an emergency bilateral
arrangement to limit imports under the circumstances specified in art. 3:6.
11 19 u.s.c. 2411-2416 ..
4/ The scope -of sec. 301 is quite broad and the President is directed to
take appropriate and.feasible actions:
(A) to enforce the rights of the United States under any
trade agreement; ·
(B) to respond to· any act, policy. or practice of a
foreign.country or instrumentality that-( i) is inconsistent with.·the provisions of. or
otherwise denies benefits to the United States under,
any trade agreement, or
{ii) is unjustifiable. unreasonable. or discriminatory
and burdens or restricts United States commerce .
19 u.s.c. § 2411{a).
In additicm. to taking action pursuant to a petition from a
private party, the USTR may also self-initiate an investigation.
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petitioners. !I .. Furthermore, -if .the consultat·ion• 'and :dispute resolution
proc.edut·es do. not r.esult .in a satisfactory•result (and it is the Government
not the p~tit~oning .'party that: makes this evaluation), the sanction is·
" ·.·
retaliation. tl:la.t might pro.vide, no·.direct ·relief whatever to the petitioner·.
Thus. : even thqugh the primary expense. and effort in these cases· ·are .the
..
responsibility of the.Government, the uncertainty of .. the result·has limite·d'
the number .of petitions fi.led. ?:_/ - ·This uncertainty· of' res·ult may be a reason
why signiJicantly fewer petitions oare 'filed under "section 301 .than under other
U.S. laws provid·ing ·,relief. for domestic industries -in international: trade . ·.
matters. 3/
·..
Procedurally, an interested party !I may file a petition with USTR under
secti.on _302(.a·) .r.equesting action- and -setting forth allegations in support of
the request. The USTR then makes a decision within 45 days as to whether to
conunence an investigation~ If· the 'determination is negative the petit:ioner
must be presented with the· reasons ·for the decis'ion. ·Notice of the
.
dete1;mination. and a summary' of ·the. reasons for it a-re published iri the Federar-'
Register. ~/

!I ·A1hearing.-held by USTR on Nov.-18, 1985, concerning possible retaliation· .1
against Japan :for ·its quotas .on imports of leather goods including.·foolwear;' ·
illustrates :the the .broader ·domestic .cconcerns· that must be considered ·before
instituting countermeasures .. ;The Leather Industries of America,· Inc.,
recommended :restrictions on. exports of iU.S. hides ·to-.Japan. · This was strongly
opposed by.the U.S. Hide, Skin and. Leather Association. Proposed restrictions·
against;. various nonleather imports ·from Japan were also vigorously ··opposed by·
such groups ...as the -North ·American Telecommunications· Association,. a trade
group representing manufacturers, suppliers and distributors. of-.·.
teleconununications equipment.
.
.
.
.
~.I Between -1~ 74 : and·· Nov~mber l 985. · tl~ere were 51 sec. 301 petitions filed.
'JI FQr. instanc~; -under. title VII of the· Tariff Act of 1930. there have been
over 550, petitions. filed since 1979, alleging dumping or subsidization·.·
!I -The regulations define "interested party"·as follows:
.· .. .(b) Petitions .may. be submitted by al} interested
f
party. An interested party is deemed to be.a party who•
, has a significant -interest; . for example. a. producer or . a
<;.C)nune:c:cial importer or exporter of a.product which is
affected ·either by the failure to grant rights· to the
Unite~. States under a· trade agreement or by the act,
policy or practice complained of; ·a trade·association, a
certified union or recognized union or·group of workers
which is representative of an industry engaged· in the
manufacture~~ production or wholesale distribution in the
United ·states of a product so' affected; or any person
representing a significant economic- interest affected
either by the· failure of· a foreig11 government to:grant
United States rights under a trade agreement or by the:
act,. policy or practice complained. of in the petition.·
15 C.F.R. 2006.0(b).
~I 19 u.s.c. 2412(b)(l).
The review of a complaint received under
sec. 301 may be terminated or suspended by USTR upon publication of
a notice and statement of reasons in the Federal Register.

4i
Following·an affirmative determination to initiate an investigation, USTR
publishes the text·of the petition and commences an investigation including a
period for a public bearing and the filing of comments. !I The USTR is also
~o commence ·consultations with the foreign government or instrumentality.
The
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 amended section 303 to provide that the beginning
of these consultations may be delayed for up to 90 days after the date of the
affirmative determination if extra time is needed for gathering or verifying
information.
·If,·at .the end of any consultation period specified in the relevant trade
no ·adequate resolution is reached, the USTR must then request
proceedings under the fot-mal dispute resolution procedures of such trade
agreement. The USTR is required by section 303 to obtain information from the
petitioner and other appropriate private sector representatives £1 in
preparing for consultatio.ns ·and dispute resolution proceedings .
~greement;

. Fo.llowing ·investigation and consultation, the. USTR must then recommend
action to the. President, which may include retaliatory measures. ~./ Within 21
days of r~ceiving the .USTR's recommendation, the President must decide what
action, i f any, to take, !/ and publish the decision in the Federal
Register. ~/ The President's retaliatory powers were expanded by the Trade
and Tariff Act of 1984 to include additional actions against services of
·foreign countries and instrumentalities. ii
Section 301 was enacted to authorize the President to retaliate against
otber:count:,ries' "unreasonable" and "unjustifiable" import restrictions. l!
The House bill originally included a requirement that the President consider
the relationship of any retaliatot·y action to the United States• international
obligations.· This· provision was deleted by the Senate so that the President
could retaliate or threaten to r~taliate "whether or not such action would be
entirely consistent with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade." !!I
Congress wanted to give, the President authority for "swift and certain
· retaliation" against the commerce of foreign countries or instrumentalities
that discriminate against U.S. conunerce. ~/

11 19 u.s.c. 2412(b)(2).
21 Sec. 135 of.the Trade Act of 1974, 19 U.S.C. 2155(i), requires USTR to
consult with the appropriate general policy advisory committees established by
the President· for industt·y, labor, agriculture, and services as well as
private organizations representing labor, industry, agriculture, small
busines·s, service industries, consumer interests, etc.
·~1 19 u:s.c. 2414.
'.!l 19 u.s.c. 24ll(d)(.2).
~I Id;.
ii 19 u~s.c, 2411.
71 S. ~ep. 1298, 93d Cong. 2d Sess.; at 163 (1974).
8/ Id. at 166.
'}_/ Id. at 164

11·2

.~. • · '!fhe ·sena.te F.inanc·e- Cdmnitttee cited ·as ·a.. "class.i:c .example" !of .-...i'; •, .· · . . . :-.
discriminatory standar.ds (i.e., 18ws., regulations; -speci:fications:--and ot;bet;"·':
requirements with,:respe_ct to·,the prope_rties or.the:rnanrter, conditions·, -.or .,
circumstances' under which products· are produced ·or·: marketed)_ a·.European:., , .
organi:Zation ·called the Eui::opean' Committee for ·Coordination 'of Electrical < · ·
Standardization, which·:the Finance Committee said virtually excll,sded -.u. s ... .- _. ~, ..
products -ftom·the"European·rnarket. 11· 'However, :retaliation.was not expected ·:
to be used "frivolously or without just~f_ic~tion"_ .and it was--hoped that •the--_.
threat of retaliation- under sect1on Joi would "serve as negotiating leverage
tO'·'eliminate those barr.iers'to; and'otl).er:distortipns·of trade~: tl)at.the)act
gave the President'broad authority to.. harmoniz.e,1reduce; or•.e).iminate.on a .....
reciprocal ba'sis. £1 · .. ,
· .' . .
, ...
·'•
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The retal'iatiort' ·provisions in the 19·7'4 ·act' are: successors.i to. .the ..>
retaliation provisi'on·s against foreign import.':restrictions contained', in._ .!.-··~- ";
sect_ion 2.52 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, though the policy of providing
t:r.·ade C.ot1-cessiotls· by ·towering tariffs and then providing-- for .reta.liatory power
tc>" remove" the concessions in the. event of discriminatory •treatment"'·by another ·.
counti.·y· goes· back fur~her. than :sectfon 252. Under ·section 252(-a» ,i ·the· :· ~ '' '·
President wa'_s: .:t.o ':take ali. appropriate' and feasible steps'·"to eliminate •any;·:. · .,,.
re.s t(t i~l iofrs that. "oppress . U'~ S .· ·commerce.-" However/ 'reta:l·ia t ion un"~r .. Se~ ti.i;.9.11
252(b) was ~-onl:y in the form·t:>f removal· 'of 'negotiated trade..agreement ·::: .u'' : ;;_;,
concessions. Thus, section 252 represented a 'continuation ,in ·somewhab . ,.1 '"r0i
different form of the provisions enacted in the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
Act'of:1931,-,··which amended the·:Tari>ff ·Act of.1930 by 'addingrsection ..350-.to
pro,/fde 'authority for .. the ·President 'to '.ne·gotiate -bilateral ··trade .agreements.--.;·
and:·fo'withdraw.any sudi con"c!essions granted· if the.other.,C:ountry.
,. '"· . ,
dfs'c-riminated against American commerce;" These ·provisions, in::;t:urn; .. were i "
bas.e'd~ori ··withdrawal of· concession provisions: contained in '1:,he :McKinley 'A<;~: Qf.
1890 -(26 Stat.· 567) and the ·Dingley,Act of 1897 (30· Stat.: .. 151) ..."J._/ Tpe. , , , .
innovation of 'section JSO ':was to prospectively authorize the,·President to:. ~-.
enter into: reciprocal :'traae· agreements .and avoid.·the·;·filib~stering that
occurred:with.'respe~t"to' treaties negotiated under .the· Dingley Act.-!/ ... _;
,.
Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. is diffe~ent f"rom these predecessors in.:.'
. --that ret.aliation under. its .. provisions is availaQle aga_in~t tjle _goods at\_li _ .. __
services of any countries that discriminate against U-. S; commerce·, and'. is· not
limited
the Withdrawal· of trade concessions previously negotiated .. : .
y~ ~ .;
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The' retaliation au'thor·ity of· section 252 was used i.n 1964 .by~.P.resi:dent .. :
Johnson in· :the ••chicken war... In that ·instance, German tariffs on. poultry ;. -.
imports were replaced in 1962 by'the-.'inuch higher var'iable. levies· of.: the-EC.
The United States threatened retaliation. After much public attention and :the
consequent hardening of the parties' positions, both ·the-Uni'ted States ·and-the
EC were willing to submit the dispute to a neutral GATT panel to prevent a.··
further escalation. The panel arrived at a retaliation figure· between those
proposed by the parties and 'this ·re.solution was 'accepted by both sides ....
.... ,
!I Id ..
£1 Id.
"J._I See testimony of Secretary of State Cordell Hull in hearings before the
Senate Committee on Finance on H.R. 8687, 73d Cong. 2d Sess., at 9 (1934).
!I Testimony of Secretary of State Cordell Hull in hearings before the House
Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 8430, 73d Cong. 2d Sess., at 5 (1934).

President Johnson then issued Presidential Proclamation No. 3564 1/
withdrawing previously proclaimed tariff concessions. 2/ The resolution did
not include any change in the EC tariffs to help the American poultry
exporters. ~./
A case that ·shows both the potential for providing relief as well as the
iimitations of _section 301 was one that was threatened by a U.S. industry but
never formally filed, the metal baseball bat case. !I During the 1970's, the
U.S. aluminum bat industry held a leading position in the Japanese market. ~/
In the mid-1970's, safety-related problems arose, primarily with respect to
Japanese-made bats. The Japanese Government then set safety standards for the
bats. However, the standards did not apply evenly to Japanese-and-Americanmade bats. Entry into the largest segment of the market required an approval
mark on the bats from the Japanese Rubberized Baseball League, and the league
refused to provide approval for any foreign-made bats. Also, the Japanese
Government "S" (safety) certification mark was available to U.S. manufacturers
but not on an equal basis with their Japanese competitors. ~/
~he United S~ates contended that these procedures violated the Standards
code. Fairly lengthy bilateral discussions ensued. On September 17, 1982,
the United States formally requested the Standards code committee to
investigate Japanese certification procedures pursuant to article 14.4. of the
Standards code. At this point a U.S. trade association threatened to file a
section 30~ complaint against Japan. Faced with these two possibilities, the
Japanese P.t'oposed a new solution in March 1983, and the case was essentially
settled on. the basis of _the Japanese proposal.

··

Thus, on the.one hand, the case apparently was successfully resolved, and
the problems of Japanese technical barriers highlighted, due in part to the
threat of a section 3_01 petition with the adverse publicity and threat of
retaliation it entailed. For this reason, the case has been cited

!I 28

Fed~ Reg. 13,247 (Dec. 4, 1963)
Since the case was brought pursuant to arts. XXIV and XXVIII of the
General Agreement, the withdrawal of trade concessions was done on a
most-favored-nation basis rather than specifically against EC products.
Though the products chosen.were meant to be ones imported almost exclusively
from the EEC, there was a broader impact. Nevertheless, the President's
authority in issuing Proclamation No. 3564 to retaliate in this manner was
eventually upheld. United States v. Star Industries, 462 F.2d 557 (C.C.P.A.

~I

~972).

ll Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, supra, at 219-220.
!!_/ For a description of. the case,

~ Note, Dispute Settlement Pursuant to
the Agreement on·Technical Barriers to Trade: The United States-Japan Metal
Bal Dispute, 7 Fordham Int'l L.J. 137 (1984).
~I See Lohr, How the U.S. Struc~ Out in Japan, N.Y. Times, Oct. 25, 1981,
§ 3, at 17.
~I Product inspection could .be carried out in either of two ways, by factory
inspection or "lot inspection", the latter being a selective sampling done at
the dock. The lot inspection system was the only one available for U.S. bats,
which required an unpacking of all of the bats after a successful test
sampling and marking each individually with the "S" mark. U.S. producers
claimed that this. put them at a competitive disadvantage. Both the league
officials and the Japanse Hinistt·y of International Trade and Industries
acknowledged that there was a discriminatory effect to these certification
rules. See Note, Dispute Settlement Pursuant to the Agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade: The United States-Japan Metal Bat Dispute, supra., at 157.
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as an example of how tl(ell.·sect.ion 301 potentially. can·worlc for u.s·:
industry. ]/ ... However. by the time the "resolution" ·was achieved, condit:'ion.s
in the industry .ha~ changed. some of the techniCal problems with the Jap'ane'se
bats were solved, and few American bats are now sold in Japan. £1 White· the
resolution may have a beneficial effect on the conditions of future United
States-,-!apan '.tr.~cie, .i.t wa.~ o·f little practical value ·to Uie' U·.=·s. irtdustry.
Thus, e,ven when the system .can .be viewed as' functioning 'well', the ·l_ack of
actual relief to the. industry bringing' the easer due to political or"·cither'
fac,tors out.side of the lega·1 process· may lead to frustrabiori. '
·
';
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··A ,second illustr.ation of· the resolution ·.of a sect.ion ·301 c·ase withOut· ·. ..~
benefit· =(and possibly some hann) to the U.S. ,industry concerned is' found' in·· '·'·
the U~ S. c~mp.laint against EC tar;iff preferences on citrus imports from· ·
'· ,.
certain ~editerranean .countries. ~.l The dispute was first •formally initiatect ·
in 1980.. 4/ By 1985 there was still n:o resolution of the dfspute and even' _....
after the:-full panel report was submitted' in December· 19s4. ifupporting the u·.·s.···
position. the EC blocked any action. On April 30; 1985 .··the United ·states ·
stated that it considered the dispute settlement process completed. In
re la liation for the EC' s discr~iminatory •actions. Presi.'dent:> Reag:ari, an~o~n~~d
retalj.ation in the. form of substantially iricreased U.S.- dtit::i~i:i on. imports of
pasta from the EC'.· ~I · The EC then ins'tituted 'its ow courit~r-retaliation 'in
the fot-m of increased' duties on imports of American lemons: and w.illnuts: ·Thus.··
in this;, instance the: retaliation provisions of section' 301' were utilized.'. .
without :regard for. GATT authorization, yet the citrus dlspute s'till has· not
been ..settled ..with- resp·ect to the original: issue of discrimination against · '. · ·'
expo~ts of American citrus products to "Europe. ·While ·the· delay·s' and panel···
procedures are cited as the most vexing aspects of the proceedings, §_I _this
!

1
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!I Fi.sher & Steinhardt.• Section 301 of the Trade Act' of 1974 :' Prote;ction
for u. S .. Expor.t~rs of Goods. Services and Capital. 14 Law & Pol' y in Int·' l ·
Bus. 569 610-612 .(1982). See also Note; Dispute Settlement ·Pursuant t:o"the
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade:. The. U:ni ted States-Japan. Metal Bat
Oi'spute·; supra:. ·at 161-65.
·'
~.I C ..Rapopor~,. U.S. Exporters May Pitch. in as Japan's Bats F-all ·to Bits,
Financial Times, Aug. 6, 1985, sec. I, at 4.
.....
.,
·..
.}/ Petiti.on filed ..by_.Florida Citrus Commission",· et.·ai.. Nov. 12, 1976. · ·
1,1 _Sect~on 301.Table of Cases, supra. at 1415-16 '(Nov. 6 0 '1985).
2,1 Pre.~··~,Proc. 5354; 50 Fed. 'Reg. 26,143 (June '25 1 ·1985).;· 'The increased·
duties_.,Qn pasta eventually. became effective on Nov·. l; 1985. ··In effect, this · ·
retali'iition ·can also be considered. a "resolution~·.. of· the· section 3C>T pasta
case. That case was filed Oct. 16 1 1981 1 by the National Pasta Association .
alJeging v~olation.of t:.he Subsidies. c.o~e and art. XVI .. of the GATT.by EC.export
susidies qn pasta~ ...T.his ·case.was·r!?ferred to a·Subsidie·s code panel in 'July
1984. -The EC-requested an additional-panel meeting which.was·held in·March·
1985 and the panel report was submitted to the Subsidies code Committee on
May 19;.where it is still.pending; Pres. Proc. 5363, 50 Fed. Reg. 3·3,·711
(Aug. 21, 1985).
6/ See Statement of Florida-Citrus.Mutual. filed Sept. 23, 1985, in
co~~ection with U.S. ·International Trade' Commission investigatio~ No.
332-212. See also Statement of California Cling Pea·ch Advisory Board, filed
Sept. 23 1 1985 1 in connection with U.S. International.Trade Commission
investigation No. 332-212 discussing the section 301 petition filed Oct. 29,'
1981, concerning European Community production subsidies·on member states'
canned peaches,. canned pears and raisins.
1

1

•I

,·
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case is a good illustration of the problem of expecting definitive, legally
enforceable results when there is a fundamental disagreement between the
contracting parties involved as to the purpose and nature of the dispute
settlement procedures of the GATT and the NTH codes. Section 301 provides an
apparently legally definitive structure for pursuing trade complaints, but
this can be misleading as to the eventual result when there are such
fundamental disagreements among countries about the dispute settlement
processes to which it provides indirect access.

CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OF DISPUTE SETTLEMENT ACTIVITY
· To assist in assessing the effectiveness of the GATT dispute settlement
process, this chapter examines the record of selected cases, the circumstances
in which the process has worked to resolve disputes, and those in which it has
failed.' Information on disputes referred to the signatories of the General
Agreement and the NTM codes negotiated in the Tokyo round is sunuuarized in
terms of the pattern of country participation and the kinds of products and
trade measures addressed, and then according to the various stages of the
process to illustrate the record on operation of the process. For each stage
of the process, the information illustrates the strengths or shortcomings so
that obstacles to effectiveness may be identified.
The statistics summarized in this chapter are based on a ·set of 84 cases
that were referred for resolution under article XXIII:2 to the Contracting
Parties as a whole or to panels established by the Contracting Parties, or to
panels established by the committees of the Tokyo round nontariff measure
codes. l/ These disputes, therefore, concern issues that could not be
resolved through the mechanisms for bilateral consultations available to
signatories. While article XXIII:2 does not name any specific methods for
handling disputes, as indicated in chapter I, customary practice has developed
for the Contracting Parties to establish a panel to examine a dispute brought
before them. Since 1975, panels have been used to examine over 85 percent of
the cases brought und.er article XXIII: 2. The remaining 15 percent wet·e
referred to working parties or further consultations. The 1979 Understanding
on dispute settlement has had the effect of standardizing the use of panels in
this process. Of tne 28 such cases initiated since 1980, all but 2 cases have
been referred to panels.
Thus, this summary examines predominantly the use of panels to resolve
disputes. It also includes, however, article XXIII:2 disputes that the
Contracting Parties examined by other methods employed more ft·equently in the
early years of the GATT than at present. £1 A list of the cases included in

l/ The review was limited to this class of disputes for two 1·easons: (1)
information on these cases is formally documented and publicly available (in
the form of panel reports or published decisions) whereas that on
consultations notified under arts. XXII and XXIII:l and similar code
provisions are not, and (2) although consultations under art. XXII and XXIII:l
are a very important part of the dispute settlement mechanism, those cases
that could not be solved in consultations provide a view of the functioning of
the dispute settlement throughout the entire process.
£1 Such methods include working parties, groups of experts, and handling of
complaints directly in sessions of the contracting parties or meetings of the
Council of Representatives (acting on behalf of the Contracting Parties).
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the profile is provided in appendix I. In the review of these cases~ it is
important to keep in mind that a much larger number of complaints in which
bilateral consultations were requested under articles XXII and XXIII:l of the
General Agreement and under provisions of the codes have been resolved without
requiring fut"ther examination under article XXIII:2 ot" by panels under the
code committees. Generally, it can be assumed that some form of mutually
satisfactory bilateral settlement was obtained or the complaint was dropped
for some other reason if the complaining country did not request examination
by the Cont.t·acting rarties under article XXIII: 2 or by the appt'Opriate code
commit tee. !I
Profile
Resort to that part of the dispute settlement process beyond the
consultation stage has increased dramatically in the last decade. One-half of
the 84 cases reviewed ~et"e filed after 1975 and one-third were filed after th~
conclusion of the Tokyo round in 1979. Together with this escalation in the
level of disputes, the perception has.grown that the dispute settlement
process is. not wholly effective.
Country participation
One of the most salient features of country participation in the 84 cases
examined is the degree to which it has involved relatively few of the GATT
members. Participation has been dominated by the United States and the Ee: (or
countries that became members of the EC, represented since 1962 or since
accession by the Commission of the European Communities (the EC Commission) i'n·
disputes £1). One or the other was a party in 77 of the 84 cases. In 26 of
these cases they engaged in disputes with each other. Other countries were
involved much less frequently. Of the 90 countries that are currently. members
of the GATT, ll only 21 countries, other than the United States and the EC
countries, were parties to the formal disputes reviewed. Jackson states that
''Many countries have hesitated or refused to invoke the procedures of article
xxui," and he notes that a small country, even if allowed to retaliate,
doubts' that its retaliation would have any significant effect on the large

ll Under provisions for consultation under art. XXII and XXIII:l,
contracting parties often provide writte.n notification to the Contracting
rarties of a request for consultations. No further notification or
information is presented or required unless a panel is requested. Although
cont~acting parties sometimes notify the Contracting Parties that
consultations have been successfully concluded, such optional notification
normally does not include any details on the nature of the settlement.
£1 The EC Co:nrnission is the administrative body of the European Communities
that initiates policies for the approval of the Council of Ministers,
implements decisions made by the Council, and represents the EC members in
official international trade matters. The EC Commission took responsibility
for representing EC member countries in GATT dispute settlement after 1962 in
accordance with the common commercial policy mandated by art. 113 of the
Treaty of Rome.
ll App. D ccntains a list of all GATT signatories.
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country. !I This observation was confirmed in interviews with officials from
country delegations to the GATT. Small countries, regard less of theit· level
of economic development, perceive a common set of problems with respect to
their use of dispute settlement. 'j._I As a result, these countries have limited
their resort to panels.
The United States.--As illustrated in tables 1 and 2, the United States
has participated in the cases reviewed more than any other single GATT countt·y
member, most often as a·complainant. A party to more than one-half of all the
cases, the United States filed complaints in J3 cases and was named in
13 complaints. The most frequent targets of U.S. complaints were the EC or EC
member countries, against whom about two-thirds of the U.S. complaints were
filed. In 14 cases, the U.S. complaints concerned agricultural products
(table 1), and 10 of these were against EC measures. The second-ranking
target of U.S. complaints was Japan, which was the subject of five U.S.
complaints.
The United States has step~ed up its activity in disputes in the last
decade. Nearly one-half of all u. s. complaints in the cases t·eviewed have
been filed since 1975. Of these complaints, eight were against EC measures
and five were against Japanese measures. Since passage of the Trade Act of
1974, 11 of the cases reviewed originated in petitions filed by private
parties with the U.S. Government under section 301; nine of these were
referred to panels under the General Agreement and two were refet·t·ed to panels
tinder the Subsidies code. ~/
Complaints against U.S. measures have also become more common. Over the
last decade, eight panel cases were filed against U.S. tt·ade measures. In the
27 years prior to 1975, only five of the cases reviewed named U.S. measures.
The EC or its member countries (hereafter generally referred to as the EC)
filed five of these cases on U.S. measures; three of them since 1975. Since
1975, Canada complained of U.S. actions in three of the reviewed cases, and
India and Nicaragua each filed one of the cases.
.
The European Community:--As a group, EC countries have heavily engaged in
formal dispute settlement. ·As table l shows, they were involved in 62 of the
examined cases--accounting fot· about 74 percent of all GATT and code
panels--most often as the target of complaints. !I While EC countries filed

11 Jackson, Governmental Disputes in International Trade Relations: A
Proposal in the Context of GATT, 13 J. World Trade Law 5 (1979).
£1 See ch. III for further discussion.
ll The United States has also frequently employed consultations under the
provisions of art. XXII and of the NTK codes to address sec. 301 petitions but
only 11 cases have proceeded to the panel phase.
!I For statistical purposes, the EC country group consists of Belgium,
Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Greece is categorized under "other
developed countries" for statistical purposes because its accession to the EC,
in 1982, is so recent that all of the cases in which it was directly involved
occurred prior to its accession. Cases involving EC members prior to 1962
when the EC Commission assumed responsibility for representing EC countries
are included in this figure. In 12 of the examined cases occurring prior to
1973, EC member countries filed as individual countries. Five of these cases
were disputes between EC countries.
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Table l.-S111111111ry of cases by country or country grouping; I/ type of·product,
and type of trade measure, \94g to Sept. 1, i985
1948 to Sept. I, 1985

Total

caaea--~1

United Statea1
1
Filed by-----1
Filed againat-1
Total---1
European COllllllllni ty countries I 9/
FHed by---·--1
Filed against-:
Total---Canada:
1
Filed by----1
Filed against-:
Total----1
Japan:
Filed by-----:
Piled againat-1
Total---Auatra lia 1
1
Filed by----1
Filed againat-1
Total
1

84
33
13
46

23

100
I

I

Type of Measure•

Type of Product
XgnManuOther
f actcultura 1
uud 3/
4/

'.Percent
Total •
of
total
~/

Country

Tariff

v

33

28

.39

I

5

I

14

14

15

I

5

I

5

3

1Subaidy 1

I

LI

5
3

I
I

3
0

NTK

Tax

I

8

I

4

9
I

oeve loping
1
countriea: !!J :
Filed by----1
Filed againat-:
Total----

4

13

. 16

8
3 :

\

0

2

55

I.

20

I

·24

I

42
62

I

50

I

74

I

7
6

8
7

13

15

7

0

0
8

7

8

5
1
6

I

1
5

I
I

I

3

I

I

2

J

I

23

3
2

I

10

7

14

1

\
2

I
I

0
0

2
I

3
13

2

I

\

I

5

3

8

I

10

4

0

1 :

0
0

4
.I

\

0
I

1

I·

2 :

I

5

0
I

0
l

5
0

0

I
I

0

0

1

I
I

0

0
0

I

00

I
I

0
0

I

4

I

l

I

0

0

0

4

1

I

I

0
1

I

6
\
7

0
0

I

0
0

I
I

\
0

·1

0
2

I

0
0

·1

I

Other developed 1
countriea1 !1f 1
Filed by----:
Filed againat-1
Total----:

Other

81
18

14

19

Other

Quota

6

7

3

12

14

~

21

18

I

\

I

2

I

2

I

6

I

0

2
6

0

I

0

2

.\

2

I

2
I

I

. I

15
4
19

13
3
16
I

I

5

I

1

;

3
1

7
I

t

0

I

2
:

4
I

:

0

I

5

0 :.

0

\

0
\

I

I/ Sae app. 1 for \iating of caaea included in each country grouping. Country groupings were baaed on the

definitions found in the World Bank'• 1984 edition of the World Development leport. Gro•• Rational Product (GNP) per
cap,·ta is the criteria uaed by the Bank to claaaify countrie1 by 1tage of develop..nt.
2 Percentages do not alvaya total due to round~ng.
:r: The manufactured product category does not include procaaaed aaricultural product•.
1£/ The agricultural product category includes raw and proceaaed agricultural and .fi1heriea product1.
5/ The other category conai1t1 mostly of ca1ea involving a general practice, rather than a •pacific product.
{I The tariffs category alao include• tariff-quot••·
7/ Embargoe1 are included under quota•.
[I The "other NTK" Cnontariff . .aaure•) category includea, for exaaple, import licenaing, 1tandard1; and other
domestic regulatory actiona.
?_I The European Community country grouping include• Belgium; Denmark, Federal Jlepublic of Geraany, France, Iceland,
ltaly Luxembourg, Retherlanda and the United Kingdna. Greece ia not included her• becauae a\\ ca••• directly
invol;ing Greece took place prior to ita acceaaion to the EC in 1982.
10/ Czechoslovakia, Finland, Greece (prior to entry into the EC), Bev Zealand, Rorvay, South Africa, Spain, and

s11eoen.

!,!./Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Hong Kong, India, larael, Jaaaica, Ricaragua, Uruguay.

I
0
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Table 2.--Summary of cases by country or country grouping, II type of product,
and type of trade measure, 1975 to Sept. l, l985

1975 to Sept; 1, 1985
Country

of
total

Manu-

f actured 31

'll

Agricultural

41

1

3

3
0

4
3

0

3
1

3
2

0
8

0
3

0

14

0
0

4
I

0

16
8

38

4
4

10
3

Canada:
Filed by------:
Filed against-:
Total-------:

6
5
11

14

12
26

3
2

Japan:
Filed·by---:
Filed against-:
Total-----:

0
1
7

·Australia:
Filed by-----:
Filed against-:
. Total----:
Other developed
countries: 101 :
Filed by-==--:
Fi l'ed against-:
Total-------:
Developing
countries: 111 :
Filed by-=--:
F.iled against-:
Total----:

Other

NTM

8/

l

United Sta tea:
Filed b y - - - :
·Filed ag~inst-:
Total-------:

4
2

Tax

7_/

2

21

17
40
57 :

Other

Quota

12

16

17
24

:Subsidy

6_/

8

100

24

Tari ff

8

42

European Community countriu: 91
Filed by-----:
Filed against-:
Total---:

Other

51

. Tot~l cases----:

19
51

Type of Measures

Type of Product

'Percent

Total :

10

2

6

0

2

0
0

3

0

:.
7

0
0

I

0
1

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
l

0
0

0

l

0
0

0

5

4

·1

5
0
5

0
0

2

0
0

0
0

2
0

0
0

0

0

4

2
3

0
2

0
0

1

2

0
0

0
l

3
0

6
0

0
0

2
0

3
0

4

0
17

17

2
0
2

2
5
1

0
2

I

I

12

0

l

17

9
0

21
0

9 :

21

0

1/ See app. I for listing of cases included in each country grouping. Country groupings were based on the
de1initiona found in the World Bank's 1984 edition of the World Development Report. Gross National Product per capita
is the criteria used by the Bank to classify countries by stage of development.
21 Percentages do not always total due to rounding.
l/ The manufactured product category does not include processed agricultural products.
!;I The agricultural product category includes raw and processed agricultural and fisheries products.
S/ The other category consists mostly of cases involving a general practice, rather than a specific product.
6/ The tariff category also encompasses tariff-quotas.
JI Embargoes are included under quotas.
Bl The "Other NTM" (nontariff measures) category includes, for example, import licensing, standards, and other
do;estic regulatory actions.
~I The European Community country grouping includes
Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Iceland,
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Greece is not included here because all cases directly
involving Greece took place prior to its accession to the EC in 1982.
10/ Finland, New Zealand, South Africa, Spain, and Norway.
!II Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Hong Kong, India, and Nicaragua.
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panel reque.sts, they were the subject of complaints in 42 of the panel
Since 1975, the EC has been a party to 24 of the 42 panel cases
tiled. Over 40 percent of all the panel complaints against the EC have been
filed since 1975.
~ases.

Complaints against the EC concerned subsidies more frequently than any
other type of measut"e. Subsidies were the topic of· one-third, ot· 13, of 'lhe
.. examined c.omplaints against the EC. More than one-ha-l-f· of ··the examined
c0mplaints agairist the EC (2~ out of 42 ~omplaints) ·have concerned mea·sures
·affecting trade. in agricultural goods. The proportion of t·he cases against
_the. E~ involving tr_~de in agr_icultural goods .increased. substantially _after.
1~75.
ln the last decade, 14 (or 82 percent) of the 17 examined compiaints
af.ainst t.he EC concerned its measures affecting agricultural trade ..
Ct.her participants. --Other developed countries participated itl:. th~ cases
examined much less frequently than the United States and the EC and have
tended to be major trading nations such as Canada, Japan, and Australia.·:··'
Canada has become increasingly involved in the panel process to resolJe its
trade dispute.s. Prior to 1975,· Canada was a party to only two.cases. ·'·'since
1S75, Canada has filed six panel requests (five of these since 1980{ and has
b~en named in five panel requests by other countries.
'
....

··1-

··,·. ·.

All seven cases involving Japan occurred in the .last decade and· !!li
co:1sisted of complaints by other countl"'ies about Japanese measures. Five of
these were U.S. complaints. Because Japan has preferred l."'esolvi.ng disputes
th.rough bilateral negotiations, it did not file a panel request in· any··.of the
cases reviewed. ]:/ Most of the cases· against Japanese measures concerned
Ja?anese barriers to imports of manufactured .Products; four addt:e;;sed ··:·' '.'
restrictions on lea,ther imports. 21 Australia filed· five, of the-complaints
examined; four of. them concerned EC trade measures.
,.,.:
Developing co~ntries have used the process intermittently ·but 'hav~ ·:
requested panels more often in recent years. ~I Three-fourths of their'
... ·
examined complaints were filed in the last 10 years~ Only eight.developing
country: GATT members were complainants in the cases examined: three case·s·
were brought by Brazil, three by Chile, two by Hong Kong (represented .by.the
United Kingdom), and one each by Argentina, Israel, Nicaragua, Urug~ay and
India. At the same time, however, industrialized GATT members have .. rarely
f i'led ·complaints· against. developing countries.
·
·· ·_·-· ··
· ·
.

:

.-:

1./ In 1981, Japan filed one significant art. XXIII:l complaint involving EC
import barri~rs to video tape recorders (VTR's). This case is not included in
the analysis sir.:ce it was not handled under art. XXIII: 2. Howevet' ~ t~e · ca_se
raised technical issues about trade in high-techno.logy products and was
referred to the- Committee on Tariff Concessions. See Operation of the Trade
Agre-ements Program, 36th Report, 1984, USITC Publication-1725, at ..114 .(1985·):
The matt·er was finally addressed _through conclusion of a voll1llta~y e~oc:t · ;__
restraint.
£! One complaint by Canada in 1979 and three complaints by· the United
Stat.es; one in 1979, the sequel to this case filed in 1983, and the addition
of the leather footwear case filed in 1985.
~I The General Agreement and other GATT instruments do not provide a
definition of what constitutes a developing country or provide any
illustrative list. World Bank classification standards at·e used as a basis
for categorization. See n. 1, table 1.
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TyPes of products involved in disputes
Agricultural practices have proven controversial for the application of
rules of the General Agreement and the Subsidies code. This is i·eflected in
the pattern of the types of products subject to complaints. Of the 84 cases
reviewed, 56 cases involved agricultural or manufactured products (see
table 1). !I The majority, or almost 60 percent, of the cases in which
products are identified involved agriculture (raw or processed agricultural or
fisheries products). Another 39 percent involved nonagricultural manufactured
products. Among other products, two cases involved raw materials and one
involved intellectual property. £1 The remainder of the cases usually
involved tax or general tariff measures in which a particular product was not
involved.
Agricultural products.--A total of 33 of the examined cases addressed
trade in raw or processed agricultural or fisheries products (see table 1).
In 23 of these cases, or almost 70 percent, measures taken by EC countries
were the subject of complaints. The largest single product group among the
agricultural cases is that of fruit and fruit products, which were involved in
eight cases. In other product groups, five cases involved sugar or sugar
products .and three cases involved subsidies on wheat flour.
Application of subsidies and quotas was an issue in most of the
agricultural cases. Subsidies on agricultural goods were the subject of
dispute in 11 cases, and all of these complaints concerned subsidy practices
by EC countries. Eight of the subsidy cases were filed afte1· 1975. The
number of complaints about quotas on agricultural imports has increased in
recent years. Quotas on agricultural products were the subject of nine
disputes; seven of these occurred in the last decade.
Nonagricultural manufactures. --Nonagricultural manufactu1·ed products we1·e
involved in 23 of the cases (see table 1). No one type of manufactut·ed good
stands out as a subject of complaints. However, several of the cases
concerned products produced by industries currently considered to be import
sensitive in industrialized countries such as textiles, leather, and
!I Of the 28 cases in the other product category (table 1), 25 of the cases
did not involve particular products and usually focused on internal tax
measures or on generally applied tariffs; three cases involved products that
did not fall under the agriculture or nonagricultu1·al manufactu1·es catego1·ies.
·~/ Three cases included in the other product category on tables 1 and 2
concern products that are neither agricultural nor manufactu1·ed. Two are
cases on raw mate.rials: One brought in 1954 by the United States against
Belgian quotas on coal imports; and another in which the EC protested in 1976
that Canadian withdrawal of concessions as a response to EC tariff revisions
on lead and zinc were unreasonable. The third case was on intellectual
property, the topic of an EC case filed in 1982 against the U.S. Manufacturing
Clause, which prohibited imports of certain literary materials by American
authors into the United States. See Operation of the Trade Agreements Program
(OTAP), 36th Report, 1984, supra, at 53).
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footwear. In four cases, measures relating to textiles tt·ade wet'e
debated. !/ Three disputes were filed concerning Japan's leather import
restrictions. Footwear wa~ involved in two complaints.
TyPes of trade measures disputed
The articles of the General Agreement govern the use of various types of
trade measures by contracting parties (see app. E). Table 3 below summarizes
the frequency with which certain categories of trade measures have been the
subject of disputes.
Table 3.--Summary of panel cases by time period and type of trade measure,
·1949 to Sept. 1, 1985 !I

Type of measure

Overall, 1948
to Sept. 1.1985
Percent
:Number
of total

Tariffs ~/-----------:
Quotas ~/------------:
Subsidies---~--------:

Taxes !/-------------:
Other NTK's 2.1-------:
Other-----------------:
Total------------:

19
18
14
16
13
4
84

22.6
21.4
16.7
19.0
15.5
4.8
100.0

1975 ·to
SeEt. 1. 1985
Percent
Percent
of total :Number
of total

1948 to 1974
:Number
11

6
6
13
3
3
42

26.2
14.3
"14.3
30.9
7.1
7.1
100.0

0
12
0
3
10
1
42

19.0
20.G
19.0
7.1
23.0
2.4
100.0

!I See app. I for a list of the cases included in these categories.
~I Tariff-quotas are classified under tariffs.
~I Embargoes are classified as quotas.
!I Includes' both internal tax measures as well as taxes on imports.
2.1 Other nontariff measures include import licensing, standards, other
domestic regulatory measures, and application of national laws in a way that
discriminates against imported products.
Application of tariffs, the principal trade measure addressed in the
several multilateral negotiating rounds sponsored by the GATT, has been a
leading concern in the disputes examined. Disputes over tariffs have remained
prominent, but their importance relative to that of disputes over other types
of measures has rec·eded. Between 1948 and 1974, tariffs and tax measures,
involved in 11 and 13 of the cases respectively, were the most frequent
subjects of disputes. In the 10 years since 1975, and as tariff levels we1·e
progressively reduced, tariffs were the subject of another eight cases, but
accounted for only about 19 percent of the total panel cases filed.
!I The United States complained about CUban textile import restrictions in
1948. In 1972, Israel filed a complaint about U.K. impo~t t·estt"ictions on
cotton textiles. In 1977, the United States complained about Japanese import
restrictions on silk yarn and fabric. Finally, in 1978, the United Kingdom
represented Hong Kong in a complaint about Norway's quotas on textile imports.
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Since 1975, tariff-related disputes have been equaled or exceeded by
cases aiainst quotas. subsidies, and nontariff measures. Over the last
decade, quotas became a prominent type of trade measure disputed, accounting
for nearly 29 percent of the cases examined.
Moreover, nine of the cases on.
quotas have been filed since 1980. Of a total of 14 cases concerning
subsidies, 8 of these were filed after 1975. In spite of the availability of
dispute settlement ·mechanisms under the Subsidies code, only two of five
panels examining subsidies since the code was concluded in 1979 were set up
under code provisions rather than under the General Agreement. !/ For
example, in a subsidy panel case filed by the United States on EC restrictions
on canned fruit, the United States filed the complaint under article XXIII of·
the General Agreement because it alleged that the subsidy nullified and
impaired a tariff concession bound under the General Agreement. The most
notable characteristic of the subsidies-related disputes is their link to
trade in agricultural goods. All of the panel cases initiated since 1975 to
examine subsidy practices have concerned agricultural products.
Nontariff measures were involved in 13 of the cases examined, 10 filed in
the last 10 years. This pattern reflects a trend towards the increasing use
of nontariff measures to restrict trade. ~/ In spite of the conclusion of the
Tokyo round codes on nontariff measures, dispute settlement provisions of the
General Agreement are still sometimes used to resolve such complaints. Only a
few panels have been established under the NTH codes-- those on subsidies
discussed above, another panel requested in the in the Subsidies code by the
EC on provisions of the U.S. Wine Equity Act affecting U.S. countervailing
duty law. and one requested by the United States regarding EC value-added
taxes filed under the Government Procurement code.
Although tax measures ranked third, along with subsidy practices, as a
topic of all the disputes examined, the frequency of disputes involving tax
measures has diminished significantly in recent years. Some officials
interviewed credited this decline to the dispute settlement process, saying
that a clear understanding of the rules on tax practices had evolved out of
the early cases. Accordingly, most of the tax-related cases (14 out of 16)
were filed prior to 1975. Although issues on taxation, related to the 1973 EC
case regarding the U.S. DISC program, remain controversial, only three new
cases have been filed since 1975 concerning discriminatory application of
internal taxes. l/
!I A third panel case, currently pending under the Subsidies code, concerned
provisions of the U.S. Wine Equity Act. The issue in this Subsidies code
panel case is not the application of a subsidy but the substance of certain
temporary changes made to U.S. countervailing duty law.
~I See Nogues, et. al .• The Extent of Nontariff Barriers to Industrial
Countries' Imports, Development Research Department Discussion Paper, Ho. 115,
The World Bank, at 15 (1985).
11 One panel involved a U.S. complaint in 1979 against Japan's. taxes and
other measures affecting imports of manufactured tobacco. A U.S. panel
request in 1982 under the Government Procurement code addressed EC value-added
taxes. A panel established in 1985, at the request of South Africa, examined
a Canadian (Ontario) retail sales tax on gold coins.
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Operation of the Process
The five main states of the present dispute settlement process are
(1) consultation and conciliation, (2) establishment and fot'lllation of a panel,

(3) deliberation of the panel, (4) consideration of findings and
recommendations, and (5) followup and implementation. !I The stages involved
in dispute settlement under GATT and the codes are basically similar.
Information on the cas~s e~amined is summarized be-low to illustrate perceived
strengths-and weaknesses of the process at each of these stages, except the
consultation and conciliation stage.
Consultation and conciliation
An important concept of GATT dispute settlement is its emphasis on
achieving a solution satisfactory to the parties concerned through voluntary
bilateral settlement. GATT dispute settlement practice and procedures were
designed to reflect this con~ept and create pressures in this direction. Doth
the NTK codes, generally, and practices under article XXIII of the General
Agreement urge complaining parties to attempt to obtain voluntary settlement
prior to requesting a panel. Indeed, many disputes handled under the
bilateral consultation phases provided for in article XXII and XXIII:l of the
General Agreement and under the similar provisions of the codes at·e not
subsequently referred to panels.

At the consultation stage, discussions are solely among the parties
concerned. The Contracting Parties are notified of a request for
consultations, but neither the substance of such discussions nc'lt· any t·esulting
settlement needs to be reported to any other parties or official body. At the
same time, howeyer, the.confidentiality of consultations may contribute to
expedient resolution of disputes. Bilateral consultations genet·ally have
worked well, but because there is no formal requi1·ement to disclose the
results of consultation, a third party may not be able to discern until much
later .if a settlement reached between the consulting parties could harm its
trading interests.
Data are not available from which a tabulation could be made of the
outcome of the numerous consultations that contracting parties have held under
articles XXII and XXIII:l that would give some measure of the success or
failure of the consultation process. However, it is generally perceived to
have worked well. Since the 84 cases examined in this chapter were those
referred to the Contracting Parties or a code committee panel, it can only be
said that initially, at least, the consultation process had not resolved the
issues in these cases. In some of these cases, however, consultation
continued after the reques~ for a panel and led to a resolution of the issue
before the panel finished its deliberations.

!/ The categorization of the process into these five steps is for the
purpose of organizing and presenting reievant information. It is not intended
to portray specific or 1·equired procedures in any definitive legal sense.
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Establishment and formation of panels !I
If consultations do not yield a solution, a complaining party can request
the establishment of a panel. A request for a panel is usually considered at
the next monthly meeting of the GATT Council. Although furthe1· consultations
and efforts at conciliation at times have been recommended as a precursor to
panel establishment, the decision is often taken after consideration of the
request at one or two of the monthly meetings. When delay at this stage does
occur it more commonly is due to the parties' difficulty in agreeing on the
members (three or five persons) and terms of reference of the panels.
For the 50 cases in.which dates were available, the membership and te1ins
of reference for.most panels were set up in less than 2 months. 'l:_/ The most
notable exceptions were the 1973 set of cases between the United States and
the EC on the U.S. Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) program and
tax practices of three EC countries (see app .. I, cases 38-41). These panels
took nearly 3 years to compose. Other notable exan~les of delay at this stage
include the United States case on EC value-added taxes (VAT) under the
Government Procurement code and the recent Wine Equity Act case under the
Subsidies code: each of these panels took 7 to 8 months to compose befo1·e
their substantive work could commence. (app. I, cases 72 and 81).
Agreement on panelists is becoming more difficult. Recognition of this
problem resulted in a decision by the Contracting Parties in 1984 to develop a
roster of independent experts (see app. H). Since that time, two independent
experts, both retired GATT Secretariat officials, have served on some panels.
Deliberations of panels
The Understanding on dispute settlement (app. F) indicates that panels
should ac.t "without undue delay." The Understanding also says that panels
should aim to deliver their findings within a "period normally of three months
from the time the panel.was established." Again, lengthy delay in the
deliberations of panels.is the exception rather than the rule. Many panels
meet between three and five times before issuing a report. Two cases were
outstanding exceptions in this regard. Numerous panel meetings were required
to resolve the 1973 DISC and i·elated tax cases as well as the 1982 case on EC
tariff .preferences on citrus. products from Kedite1·ranean countt·ies (app. I,
case 69). Since 1975, panels have met an average of eight times, when
complicated cases, such as the one on citrus, are included.
The lime required for panel deliberation depends partly upon the
availability of the panelists (who are at the same time usually attending to
the regular demands of their positions on GATT delegations), but also on the

11 The term establishment is used to refer to the formal approval of the
panel request. Formation is used to refer to setting up the panel with regard
to its membership and terms of reference. The panel cannot commence with its
substantive work until these issues are resolved.
~I Dates of request were obtained from GATT documents, for each case, in
which a complaining country formally requests a panel. Dates of the
completion of the formation of the panel, and any other dates relevant to
assessing the promptness of the process discussed in this chapter, were
obtained from panel reports, minutes of meetings, or other GATT documents that
provided such information.
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promptness with which disputing parties pt·epare -and .submit. infotinatlon· to· the ·
panel. In rare instances, disputing parties· have delayed panei deitberations
by submitting new· in.formation in the final stages, !H>metimes .aftet".,viewing the
draft report. - The' proble111 of delay· at this_ stage was. a~dt~esse~ ln. the. ~ 98!4
decision on dispute settl.ement (app. H) ,. which states that paneltsts shoul~ ,
establish·schedules. and that.disputing parties· should respect. the scheduled
deadlines . for: submission of-rinformation. In· an informal. n1easut:e., to expedite
deliberat.ions·, the Secretariat .recently has· increased: its technical. s1,1pport .
and other assistance tco panels'.· ·
--... . .
- - :. f

'.

In about one in five panel cases, continuing consultations concurrent
with·panel deliberations resulf.ed· in bi-lateral settlements: of" disputes before
the ··panel :completed its work. - The tendency to arrive., at bilateral settlements
after>. the· panel process has been· initiated is diininishing,·.but. this. may
reflect the: results of some· of the recent reforms.: Prior·:to the. adoption of .. :
the.·1919. Understanding on-dispute settlement, .. parties requesting .. a~·panel· were.
at times asked to engage first in bilateral discussions. ·The Understanding·; · .
clarified '·and. standardized the procedures to 'be followed· so now. a panel ·' · ·request \is usually. filed only after ext.ensive bilateral·. talks. have yielded 'no,,.results. ··'.Accordingly;_ since.1980. 9 .. a· bila.teral settlement-· fc;>llowed·-pane,J. : , ':
establishment in only three· of: the ~t:tel cases :comp,let.ed;. a-,.u.S~; c~se· on,.
Japanese restrictions on imports of manufactured tobacco (app. I, case 56), a
Canadian case:· on· the U. s. tuna.- embargo (~pp. I, .. case.. 5.7) ,. ~nd an Indian_ ct(lse
on U·;S·. imposit'ion of countervailing duties Capp. I·,.cas.e 61J. r:.-.:
-. - ,, '.~.- . ,
.·.. :

.: . ~

~-

".

:.. .:

Although interviews with GATT off-icials indicated that many cont~ac~j.ng;.-..
parties support the flexibility of the process to allow continuing bilateral
negotiations even after the panel process is initiated, as noted in chapter I,
settlements achieved in this practical mannet• are frequent,l.Y, effec.tive but•_d?·~·
not always ensure the desired results.
·- - ·
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Consideration of findings and-recommendations
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, Panel,.s· do' not make- the-final decisions in se.t.tling .disputes.. _,On.J.Y: the- - . ·
GATT Contracting Parties or NTILcode signatories may interpt·et. t~e ruhs,, of , , :
the:.GATT,·and the NTM'.agreements·and this authority has-not:been: de.le.gated to
panel·s: T.he panel report serves only as an aid in examining. cases.· Thµ_s, ,.
before becoming the' fina·l decision, ·the panel reports and ,reco~endations must,
be adopted by the Council or the. code committee._
, ·:t·
Report adoption rarely has been delayed for long periods. For most panel
or working" party reports·, adopte'd .since 1948, the average period of J.ime ·from
the, date· the article XXIII: 2 complaint is filed to. the date .of. report_ ~d9ptio~-
is '10 months.. Again:,' the 1.973 DISC :and rela~ed t~x. cas.~s. wer,e __exception~.
~eports on t.~ese ~ases were fi_nally ·adopted, subject to an "understanding,"
8 years· af.ter., .the ·panel. requests were file.(L_ .. For ca~es ·a~te.f ;l,97~;~: the . - ·- average perio~ ,of; time between tl\e complaint aqd .~ep~rt ._ad_opti~n increased, to
about 16 montbs. ·" :., . ·
"· ·
. '·..
.
Also.,. it .has been r:are for reports to be reject~d .outt"igh~. In 60, of the
cases reviewed, - formal· t'eports of panels or working parties were fssued. In:
only five cases ..the .r.eports failed to be .·adopted., Pri~r. .to. ~979, -~doption
panel reports. was;.customary. ,In· recent yeai::s. 1 this ~ust_o~t·y prac~~~e. has. not
been as; frequently. observed.· All of.. t.he cases in which the t'eports we~~ not .
adopted have been filed since 1979. These cases con~ern~d Spanis~.
·

of'
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restrictions on soybean oil imports, EC export subsidies on wheat flour, EC
subsidies on canned fruit, EC subsidies on pasta, and EC tariff preferences on
citrus imports from Mediterranean countries.
In spite of certain similarities, the reasons for lack of adoption vary
with each case. In all five cases, the United States was the complaining
party and all concerned trade in agricultural products. Four of the cases
were filed against EC measures and in all of these the U.S. complaint
originated out of a section 301 petition filed by private parties. Three of
the cases concerned subsidy practices; two of these were handled under dispute
settlement provisions of the Subsidies code. These four cases are described
below. !I
The first panel report not to be adopted concerned the 1979 U.S. case
against Spanish restrictions on soybean oil imports {app. I, case 55). The
U.S. complained of the Spanish restrictions in November 1979, claiming that
Spain's practices were inconsistent with articles III and XVII of the General
Agreement. Spain and the United States jointly requested that a panei be
established in· January 1980. The panel's report was discussed by the Council
in November 1981, and was the subject of some controversy, as both the United
States and a number of other countries indicated that they had reservations
about some of the panel• s findings or interpretations of sevet·al General
Agreement provisions. In its report, the panel found that the U.S. claims
were valid only in part. i1 Although Spain urged that the panel's report be
adopted, the· Council, at the suggestion of the U.S. and other delegations,
merely _took note· of the report.~/
Similarly, signatories to the Subsidies code were dissatisfied with panel
conclusions in the wheat flour case {app. I, case 65). In commenting on the
failure of report adoption in this case, the General Counsel of the Office of
the United States Trade Representative noted that the wheat flour panel report
"left no country happy, since it found as a factual matter that the EC had
used export subsidies to become overwhelmingly the world's largest exporter,
but as a legal matter the panel reached no conclusion on the central issue.
There was no significant support for adoption of that i·eport." !/ In this
case, the panel stated it was unable to determine whether the evidence
indicated that the EC had obtained a "more than equitable share" of world
markets or engaged in "price undercutting" in wheat flour through the use of
the subsidies. ~/
!I Although reports that are not adopted do not become public documents,
many details of the reports and their main conclusions could be determined
from other official statements and press accounts on the disputes.
£1 The Council ''took note of" the panel report on Nov. 3, 1981. The panel
concluded that the restrictions were not inconsistent with the two articles of
the General Agreement in question. The panel did decide, however, that
nullification or impairment of U.S. benefits could have occurred.
~/ GATT Activities in 1979, at 58 (1980); GATT Activities in 1981, at 48-49
{1982).
ii Letter of cormnents from the Office of the United States Trade
Representative in current Issues in U.S. Participation in the Multilateral
Trading System, U.S. General Accounting Office, Pub. No. GAO/NSAID-85-118, at
101 {1985).
~I "More than equitable share" is a concept contained in the General
Agreement (art. XVI:3) and the Subsidies code {art. 10:2b) and "price
undercutting" is a term used in the code (art. 10:3) to distinquish the
harmful effects of an otherwise allowable subsidy.
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In the cases on soybean oil imports and wheat flour, a number of the
contracting parties, including the complaining party, were dissatisfied with
the conclusions of the panel. In these two cases, the Contracting Parties
rejected reports whose interpretations and conclusions were viewed by several
members to be faulty or inadequate.
In April 1982, the United States requested a panel, under Subs_ic.Hes. code
_pr9visions, to examine EG ·pasta subsidies Capp: I-,- case 68):-l/ A majority of
the panel ruled in favor'of the U. s. position. The report, however, has not
been adopted by the Subsidies code committee due to continuing EC opposition.
The USTR General Counsel said the pasta report "was blocked by the EC and
certain other countries because they could not accept the panel report's clear·
legal conclusions regarding practices they had maintained for an extended
period."~/
In this case, however, adoption was also complicated by the fact
that the findings of the- panel were not unanimous. This is the only instance
of a panel case in which the report included the dissenting view of a
panelist.
In the cases on canned fruit and citrus preferences (app. t, cases 66 and
69), the EC has blocked report adoption due to fundanlental disagreement with
the interpretations offered by the panel. In March 1982, pu1·suant to a
section 301 petition, the United States filed an article XXIII:2 complaint
that subsidies granted by the EC for the production of canned peaches, canned
pears and raisins nullified and impaired U.S. GATT benefits. 11 The United
States requested that a panel be established in March 1982; one was
established in June 1982, after further consultations between the United
States and EC. The panel report, first submitted to the Council in March
1985_, found that U.S. benefits with respect to canned peaches, canned pears,
and canned fruit mixtures had been nullified or impaired, but was unable to
find that the EC system would cause additional market disruption with respect
to raisins. Due to EC reluctance, the Council has not yet adopted the
report. The EC disagreed with the panel findings, arguing that they set an
unacceptable precedent by implying that any subsidy could be considered to
impair the value of a ~arif f concession. !I

11 A sec. 301 petition filed in 1981 by the National Pasta Association
argued that the subsidies violated provisions of the General Agreement and of
the Subsidies code by use of export subsidies on a nonprimary product that
displaced American produced pasta in its home market (46 Fed. Reg. 59675).
- 21 Letter of comments from the Office of the United States Trade
Representative in current Issues in U.S. Participation in the Multilateral
Trading System, supra, at 101.
11 In October.1981, the California Cling Peach Advisory Board filed a
section 301 petition on EC production subsidies on canned peaches, canned
pears, and raisin alleging that the production subsidies violated art. XVI,
and displaced such non-EC produced products from the EC market (46 Fed. Reg.
61358).
!I GATT Activ.ities in 1982, at 54 (-1983); GATT Activities in 1984, at 39-40
(1985); 3 Inside U.S. Trade, Bo. 46 (Nov. 15, 1985).
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In June 1982, the United States complained that certain EC tat•if.f
preferences granted on imports of citrus products from certain Mediterranean
countries were inconsistent with EC most-favored-nation obligations under
article I of the General Agreement. The Council agreed to establish a panel
in November 1982, and one was established in Hay 1983. The panel report,
first considered by the Council in March 1985, found that the EC practices
impaired U.S. benefits under article I of the General Agreement and suggested,
as a solution, that the EC consider reducing its tariffs on fresh oranges and
otherwise consider limiting the adverse effect on U.S. exports of fresh
oranges and lemons. The United States supported the adoptio~ of the report,
even though the reconunendations of the panel were limited to fresh oranges and
lemons. The EC took issue with the panel's findings on several legal grounds
and the report has not yet been adopted. As noted in chapter I, the United
States unilaterally retaliated by raising its tariffs on pasta imports and the
EC has taken a counter action on imports of U.S. lemons and walnuts. !I
Followup and implementation
Once the Contracting Parties or a code conunittee approve a panel report
containing a finding of violation, or nullification or impairment, the final
step is to induce the offending party to change or amend its pt·actices to
conform to the rules. The offending contracting party can respond in a
variety of ways and over varying lengths of time. For example, the disputed
practice may be terminated or adjusted, certain of the disputed measut·es may ·
be eliminated, or some other settlement 01·. remedy may be agt·eed upon b~ the
disputing parties.
Table 4 presents the information compiled on the outcome of the cases
examined. Overall, implementation action was taken to resolve the dispute in
72 percent of completed cases. This figure was about 83 percent for the
period from 1948 to 1974, but dropped to about 57 percent in the 1975 to 1985
period. Dispute settlement has resulted in the termination of a. disputed
pr~ctice in over 33 percent of the 75
cases shown in table 4 (a figure which
excludes the nine cases noted as pending in table 4). ~/ So~e partial
elimination, change of measure, or other settl~ent was obtained in another
38 percent of the cases. No action was taken to implement reconunendations
adopted by the Contracting Parties in only 7 of the 75 completed cases.
!I GATT Activities in 1982, at 54-55 (1983); GATT Activities.in 1983, at
42-43 (1984); GATT Activities in 1984, at 36-38 (1985); USTR Section 301 Table
of Cases; 3 Inside U.S. Trade, No. 46 (Nov. 15,. 1985). On June 20, the United
States anounced that as retaliation it would double tariffs on imports of
pasta from the Ee·. The EC then proposed counter-retal tation--a doubling of
tariffs on imports of walnuts and lemons from the United St~tes. Both actions
were suspended pending further.bilateral negotiations. On Hov. 1, 1985, the
United States and the EC increased the duties since no settlement had been
obtained.
~I In some of the cases, disputed measures have been eliminated even before
the dispute settlement process was complete. In others, action was not taken
for many years. The elimination or alteration of a country's practices was
not always a direct result of dispute settlement; at ti.mes, measures were
changed or eliminated for domestic reasons.
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Table 4.--Summary of outcome of dispute settlement
1948 to Sept. 1, 1985 !I

cases~

!I For listing of cases included in each category, see app. I.

i1 Contracting.Parties determined that the allegations of the complainant
were not supported by the evidence submitted.
11 By the Contracting Parties or HTM code signatories.
!/ By the offending party following either adoption of a report and
recommendations or resolution through bilateral settlement.
~I By the complaining party after having requested a panel.
~I Cases for which stages of the GATT process is still active, including the
two subcategories, (1) adoption of the report submitted by the panel has not
been formally rejected but is still outstanding, and (2) the panel has not yet
submitted its report to the Contracting parties or HTM code signatories.
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When cases filed since 1975 are examined separately, aeveral trends are
evident. As shown in table 4, a decrease in the frequency of termination of
the disputed practice contributed to an overall dect·ease ·in implementation
action taken after 1975. Taken together, other forms of implementation (some
practices terminated, practices adjusted, and oth~r settlement) remained at
comparable levels. Thu~, the overall decline in implementation action since
i975 reflected an increase in the cases in which no action was taken on
adopted reports as well as an increase in cases in which the party did not
pursue its complaint.
Complaint not supported.-~As not~d in table 4, findings of no violation
or impairment have been made four times in the cases reviewed. l/ The two
most recent cases of this kind are an EC complaint about U.S. duties on
vitamin B-12 and a Canadian complaint about a U.S. exclusion order on spring
assemblies Capp. I, cases 62 and 64). i1 The EC complained in June 1981 that
the practice of the United States in imposing a higher duty on imports of
vitamin B-12 of feedgrade quality than on imports of vitamin B-12 of
pharmaceutical grade violated a concession negotiated in the Tokyo round. The
panel found that the United States had not infringed its GATT committments but
suggested that the United States accelerate the Tokyo round concessions on
feedgrade Vitamin B-12 so that the EC could regain its notinal competitive
position in the U.S. market. Because the panel found no violation or
impairment, the United States declined to accelerate concessions
unilaterally. The United States did, however, expt·ess a willingness to enter
into consultations with the EC on the subject. The EC indicated in March 1903
that it wished to exercise its rights under article XXVIII:J(a) and increase
duties on imports of acetic acid to compensate for its injut·y by the U. s.
practice. The United-States denied that the EC had any rights in this matter
under article XXVIII and urged the EC to reflect furthet· before proceeding in
this manner. 'J_/
The Canadian complaint against the United States concerned the exclusion
by the United States of imports of certain Canadian automotive spring
assemblies pursuant to an order by the U.S. International Trade Commission
under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. The exclusion order was alleged
to be inconsistent with articles II, III, XI and XX of the General Agreement.
The panel found that the exclusion fell under the exemption from GATT
obligations provided by article XX(d) for measures designed to protect
patents. The panel thus did not reach conclusions on the allegations of
inconsistency with articles II, III or XI. The report of the panel was
adopted on May 26, 1983, but the Council noted that its adoption of the report

11 Cases in which the panel found no formal rule violation but nevertheless
did find nullification or impairment of benefits is another matter. In such
cases, the Contracting Parties usually recommend that some action be taken to
restore the benefits impaired.
~I The two early cases both consisted of complaints filed by Czechoslovakia
against U.S. actions: one in 1949 on U.S. national security export
restrictions (app. I, case 3) and one in 1950 on U.S. application of art. XIX
Capp. ·I, case· 5).
'J..I BISD, 29th Supp., at 110 (1983); GATT Activities in 1982, at 59 (1983);
GATT Activities in 1983, at 48-49 (1984).
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did not foreclose future examination-of the use of .section .337 to deal with
patent, infringement cases and. 'the 'co~sistency of that use with 'articles III.'.
and XX of the, General Ag·~eement .. ;']/r : ··
.
..
. .
.
··.•

.

Implementation action taken.'-:-:-If a ruling -of viola~ion of a ~ATT..
provision, or. nullification ..or impairment of benefi.ts ~is adopted _by. t.he
Contracting parties, or a· bilat.eral :settlelt\ent is reachec1, the ·disputed
practice. may be terminated· or adjusted, certai~ of tl)e disputed_measures may, .
be eliminated, or some other form of implementation action may ~e ag~e~d u,pon.
to the mutual satisfaction of the disputing parties (see table 4,
footnote 4) .. As .shoWI) ,in _table 4, .the r.ecord on compliance. with,findings and
reconunendations as a .re:sult ·of dispute settlement is v~ried. GAT'.t t·es.olution ·
has resulted in the termination ~-f a disputed. pract'ice in over 30 percent of
the 7~ completed c~~es revi~wed. ·. ~oin~ partial eliminat.ion, ·ch~ng~. of mea~ure,· ..
or ot;.her. settlement ·wa~ obt~ined in an:other 29 P.ercent ·of the. c~ses· ... :In soin_e
of the cases·,-. disputed measure:s .-have been eliminated even befot·e:-the. dispu.te.,
settlement process was complete. ·In .. o.thers, .actiQn ~as not;. t,~ken f.Qr lllany
years·. The. elimination.or alteration-~of a co~ntry's P.ractices, ,_.how~ver, were,.
not always. a, direct result of 'dispute .:settlement; :at times, mea,sur~s were .: .
changed· or eliminated for. domestic reasons. No action .on implementation of .·: "
recommendations ·of Contracting Parties occurred in only: 6.·.of.the 75 :cases n<~t
listed as pending .on ·table 4 :.. ~/
..
·
The record -on timeliness of implementation in.cases that· have been
_
resolved, ·ei.ther thr.ough adoption of recommendations .or bilateral settlement.,
shows a pattern·where implementation has•been fairly .Prompt .in the majority of
cases. The average time that has elapsed ·between~ .the date of . th~ article
.1
XXIII(-2) complaint and t,he _date of implementation.9f panel-reco~endations_w~s
about-.2 years. Implementation.action.took. more .than 2 ye~rs i.n 10 of the 1 ,..
cases for which dates were available. Among the most notable examp~es of .....
cases requiring lengthy implementation periods are the 1973 tax cases
discussed, in: c}1apter .L .
.

.. .

.

;

~

.•.

_,·"

.

No implementation action. ".'":-.In si.x cases•. panel recommendations have been
adopted but no.action has·beei:itaken to adjust or eliminate the disputed
practice (.see" tabJ..e 4) .. The circumstance~ ·of a~d r~asons for ·
... ,
nonimplementation .vary with e;;lch case .. In· three of these .cases (two. cases. on
the European ~gar regime.filed _by Australia and Brazil and aca~e-on the {,.s.
reduction in Nicar.agua~s.,sugar; quota),. the contracting party conce.rned has· ·
informed the-CATT.of. the reasons for. its inaction. In two of these cases Cone
on the. U .. s.:.Man~fa'ct~ring Cl~~se and 'one concerning the EC. value-added' tax
.
sy.stem),
implementation
action
is
pending.
·
. ... ..
.
...
.
.
:,

In only one .case, the Nethet·lands complaint on U.S. dait·y qu<?tas
· ..
discusse.d. in c~apter .·~, was retali~tion requested and author;i,:i::ed by the
contracting Parties. GATT officials interviewed noted that the.infrequency of
such ac.tion · is not due to ; any rejection· by the Contracting Parti.~s of. reqµests
for retaliation b~t.to the. fact that.the.complaining.parties.have.n~t opted to
request authorization.to,retal,iate. :

!I BISD, 30th Supp.,.at 101 (1984);:GATT Activities in 1983, _at 44-45 (1964).
£1 Either the United States or the EC are a party .to all of the disputes .
that remain unresolved due to lack of report adoption or lack of
implementation action.
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The two disputes brought by Australia and Brazil concerning the EC sugar
regime demonstrate the type of impasse that can develop in attemptin& to
implement a panel's finding that addresses an entrenched domestic policy.
Australia filed a complaint in September 1978 and Brazil filed a complaint in
November 1978 alleging that the EC sugar export subsidies contravened article
XVI of the General Agreement (app. I, cases 50 and 51). Separate panels were
established in November 1978. The panel in the Australian case reported that
the EC practice constituted a threat of pt·ejudice in terms of article XVI: 1 of
the General Agreement. The report was adopted by the Council in November
1979. Australia raised the question of EC compliance with the panel report at
several meetings of the Council in 1980, and the Council decided in its
November 1980 meeting to create a working party to discuss the possibility of
the EC limiting its sugar export subsidies. l/
The panel in the Brazilian dispute reported that serious prejudice and
threat of serious prejudice existed to Brazilian interests in terms of article
XVI:l of the General Agreement as a result of the EC sugar export subsidy
practices. This report was adopted by the Council in Novembet· 1980 •. at which
time the work~ng party mentioned above was created to discuss with the
EC the possibility of limiting its sugar export subsidies. ~/
In a report to the Council adopted in Karch 1981, the wot·king party
reported that the EC had adopted a new system for sugar export t·efunds that
the EC claimed was a sufficient response to the complaints and that fulfilled
its obligations under the GATT. Australia and Brazil disagreed and maintained
their comi>laints. A new working party was established to review the situation
and to report to the Council by Karch 1982. The wot·king party reported to the
Council that the EC believed that the discussions of the working group should
not be limited to a discussion of the sugar export policy of the EC, but
should also include discussions of the sugar export policies of other
countries. Despite the opinion of the chairman of the working party that the
proper focus of the review to be conducted by the working party was the
situation that had arisen as a consequence of the complaints by Australia and
Brazil, the EC refused to agt·ee to this interpt·etation. Australia and Brazil
stated that the proper work of the working party was the analysis of the EC
program and a more general discussion of other countries'. sugar export
policies should be made in other fora. In light of the impasse, the Council
decided to terminate these matters. The European sugar regime has continued
to be the subject of complaints by GATT members.· No resolution has been
obtained in these cases as of this writing. i1

l/ BISD, 26th Supp., at 290 (1980); GATT Activities in 1978, at 93-94
(1979); GATT Activities in 1979, at 71-75 (1980); GATT Activities in 1980, at
45-47 (1981).
~I GATT Activities in 1980, at 47-49 (1981).
i1 BISD, 28th Supp., at·80 (1982); BISD, 29th Supp., at 82 (1983); GATT
Activities in 1981, at 45-46 (1982); GATT Activities in 1982, at 56, 67
(1983). A new complaint was filed by Australia, Brazil and other countdes in
April 1982 claimfng that the EC sugar regime caused and thnatened to cause
serious prejudice to the complainants' interests under art. XVI and nullified
and impaired the complaining parties' rights under art. XXIII. The complaint
has not been pursued. The United States has also filed a complaint under the
Subsidies code with respect to EC subsidies on exports of sugar and the
Subsidies code committee attempted to conciliate the matter in 1982 and 1983.
See BISD, 30th Supp., at 42 (1984); BISD, 29th Supp., at 46 (1983); GATT
Activities in 1982, at 30 (1983).
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A case reflecting the role that political considerations play in a
decision on whether to implement the reconunendations of an adopted panel
report is the complaint brought by Nicaragua concerning changes in its share
of the. U.S. import sugar quota Capp. I, case 77). After the United States
notified the Council in Hay 1983 that Nicaragua's share of the U.S. sugar
import quota would be reduced, Nicaragua complained that these U.S. measures
were inconsistent with the provisions of articles II, XI, and XIII of the
General Agreement, as well as with part IV of the General Agreement, which
provides for more favorable treatment of developing countries. At Nicaragua's
request, a panel was established in October 1983. Its report, adopted by the
Council in March 1984, found the U.S. measures to be inconsistent with
articles XI and XIII and reconunended withdrawal of the U.S. measures.
·Nicaragua informed the Council in May and November 1984 that the United States
had extended its measures with respect to Nicaragua's share of the U.S. import
sugar quota for 1984-85, notwithstanding the panel's finding that these
measures were not consistent with the General Agreement. The United States
maintained that the matter was related to the broader political dispute
between the United States and Nicaragua, and resolution of the sugar quota
issues would have to await ~. settlement of that broader dispute. The United
States recognized that Nicaragua had certain rights under ·article XXIII of the
General Agreement to retaliate against the U.S. measures, but Nicaragua
responded that such retaliation would be contrary to the spirit of the GATT
,and to its own interests.!/
In the Manufacturing Clause case, implementation of the recommendations
of the Contracting Parties is outstanding due to domes.tic legislative concerns
and awaits the upcoming expiration of the law. In September 1982, the EC
complained that the U.S. Manufacturing Clause, which generally prohibits the
importation or distribution of a nondramatic English language literary work
that has not been manufactured in the United States or Canada, was
inconsistent with articles XI and XIII of the General Agreement. ~/ A panel
found that the Manufacturing Clause was inconsistent with article XI. When
the report was adopted by the Council in May 1984, the United States indicated
it would make every effort to bring its practice into compliance. i1 The
legislation is due to expire on July 1, 1986.
Internal political processes are also a factor in implementation problems
on the value added tax case of the Government Procurement code. Due to
continuing negotiations within the EC Commission, the EC has yet to take
action to implement the recommendations of the code committee. When the panel
re~ort was adopted by the Committee in Kay 1984, the EC Commission informed
the Committee that it was seeking a negotiating mandate from the EC Council of
Ministers that would allow it to find a means of implementing the panel
recommendations. !I
!/ GATT Activities in 1983, at 46-47 (1984); GATT Activities in 1984, at 39
(1985).
~I The regulation was due to expire on July 1, 1982.
A day before
expiration, both Houses of Congress passed legislation extending the measure
for 4 years. Two weeks later, after being vetoed by the President, the
extenstion went into effect due to a Congressional override of the veto.
it GATT Activities in 1983, at 45-46 (1984).
!I GATT Activities in 1984, at 24 (1985).
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Pacground ·
Bach· country's positions and phl1osophies on the GA'lT and·on its dispute·
processes are of· critical· iiiportance in evaiuating t.he·success of
the agreement.. Thus, ·the extent to which the GATT is perceived· as creating a·
normative or legai structure, operating in a manner similar to national legal
syatelll;S, versus a diplomatlc framework, setting basic yet.flexible guidelines
for negotiations, ·is key to an ex~ination and evolution of the dispute
settlement mechanisms. A vast range of positions exist on this fundamental
·issue; and suggestions for chariges in current dispute settlement procedures,
or reactions to such suggestions, are often dictated by a·count~y·s broader
view of the nature of t~ CATT~
sett~ement

The fact that-procedures for the resolution of dbputes under the ·General
Agreement have evolved to.a ,large extent witho~t prior fo1111&l structuring by
the members has been described by many GATT participants as furthering the
parties' ·desire for·flexibility and pragmatism in regulating international
trade. However, i t has resulted in problems in handling the unique and .
complex issues presented by·the members, and in an increase in non-GATT
measures intended to address some of them. Bff orts to resolve individual
d'isputesmay be affected or rendered futile by broader issues of negotiating,
bargaining, and policymaking, or by domestic or international economic and
political circUm&tances.
Views on problems in· the process
, '.To r~spo~d to the sen~te Finance committee request that the Commission
examine the .strengths. and weaknesses in settlement mechanlsms perceived by
major parti:cip.ants, repor~ their. views on the purpose and operat.ion of these
mechanisms •. and ascertain· the views of interested parttes on variou.s pt~oposals
for. improving the mechanism~, Commission staff conducted interv.iews with more
than 30 officials and experts on GATT affairs on·the purpose and ·operation of
these ~echanisms and on various proposals for improvement. Those interviewed
included staf,f of · tl)e · GATT Secretariat, representatives to the G~TT of both.
major trading partners and smalle~ ~ountries, !I.staff of the Office of the·
United States Trade Representative, former panelists, and other. governmeri.t
officials with experience with GATT dispute settlement. Most. of these ..

1/ ·Throughout this chapter, the terms ·~small" and. "large" are. used to
describe countries in terms, of their amount of overall .trade volume in 1984.
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interviews were conducted.with the understanding that opinions would not be
attributed by name; also, members of the Secretariat talked with Commission
staff on a personal basis rather than in an of~icial capacity.
These interviews focused on general issues concerning the dispute
settlement mechanisms and, to some extent, the overall functioning of the
GATT. The progress or outcome of pending and pt·ior cases at the GATT was not
the subject of these discussions except insofar as they exemplified procedural
advantages or .probiems. Also, the. facts and issues of such complaints were· :
not ree?<amined, including the spec.Hie poli'cies and actions of the governments
involved i~ the disputes. Instead, those interviewed were asked to express
opinions on the.need for and type of changes in the dispute settlement process
and to .comment on the problems cited.by academ~c observers (especially R'obert
Hudec and Joh~ ~a~kson),·and GATT participants.
.
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Views on the GATT in' general'. .:.-Those interviewed expressed both general · ··
opinions on GATT issues and specific views on changes in the'd1spute
settlement process. None of those interviewed ex,pressed a desire· ·to· abol tsli ·
the GATT; while a fe~ spoke of prospects for a fundamental rewriting of all or
part 'of the GATT to modernize ·and improve it, all seemed to view the GATT as·
the.only"available means of ordering world trade. This attitude was
demons.trated even by representatives of small and/or developing countries,. .,,
which often· ·see themselves as lacking the power to bring about their own
goals. Viewed· as being pragJnatic and flexible, GATT was frequently compared
favorably with other international organizations, which were described.as
politicized and often inefficient, and as burdened by overly large
bure·aucraci'es.
Almost all the persons interviewed agreed with academic commentators that
a basic divergence of philosophy exists among the contracting parties in
regard to the GATT and thus to dispute settlement under it. Two basic
approaches predominate, though countries on both "sides" are seen as depat·t.lng
from usual philosophical positions as circumstances dictate. ·The ·f.lrst ·
perspective is essentially legalistic. The United States, along with Canada,
New Zealand,. Hong Kong, Australia, and a number of other membet·s, is seen to .
view the General Agreement and other rules and agreements concluded under·: its
auspices.as creating binding obligations; equally binding adjudicative
findings should be expected of the panels and other bodies which in the cout·se ·
of. their work app ~y and. inlerpret the substantive language of the instruments.
· Under the second approach, by contrast, the EC and many othet·s (including
Japan) appear to shun such a legalistic view, seeing it as impinging on
national sovereignty; they favor a more flexible approach dependent upon
negotiations and consensus. This approach seems to rest on the view that the
members retain both their legal sovereignty and policymaking authority
undiminished in spite.of the obligations of the GATT, which prov.ldes broad
guidelines within which negotiations set the course of trade relations. Thus,
to the EC; 'diplomacy rather than adjudication is argued to have been the
intended GATT philosophy, and third-party adjudication was not conceived of as
requiring policy changes. Tllis outlook deemphasizes the General Agreement as
a legal binding instrument.
In addition to this basic conflict of views on the nature of the GATT,
almost all the interviewees cited GATT's principal problem as the growing lack
of cooperation among the members to set conunon goals and to comply with the
rules. This general unwillingness to cooperate is said to be evidenced by the
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number of difficulties during the rounds of multilateral negotiations
(particularly demonstrated by failures to achieve rules on agt•icultut·e and
subsidies) and in the frequent abuse of the rules of the General Agreement and
the blocking or nonimplementation of findings in disputes. According to these
interviewees, the "problem of political will" has become mot·e appat·ent as
economic circumstances have changed and the positions of many countries have
deteriorated. It has also been exacerbated, in the view of several .
participants in GATT activities, by unduly high expectations, on the part of
some countries of· the GATT and the Tokyo round agreements, in terms of
resolving conflicts. Most of the persons interviewed believed that the EC
and, to a lesser extent, the United States are chiefly responsible for the
present situation.
Another aspect of the GATT that was sometimes cited as a benefit, and
sometimes as a detriment, is its strong reliance on consensus in
decisionmaking; in the view of many of those questioned, the consensus
approach is not always in accord with U.S. interests. Some observers, both
country representatives and private parties, said that the avoidance of voting
strengthens GATT and prevents much politicization while at the same time
preserving national sovereignty. Others criticized the insistence on
consensus specifically in dispute settlement, noting that it impedes the
completion of panel work, often results in blockage of panel findings at the
Council, and permits the disputants (especially the "loser") to be judges in
their own cause.
Many of those interviewed, particularly officials of smaller member
countries, specified that problems with the dispute settlement mechanisms were
less significant than problems with substantive provisions of the GATT. One
such provision often cited in this regat·d was article XXIV, "Tert·itorial
Application--Frontier Traffic--Customs Unions and Free-Trade At·eas." Undet·
this article, actions or practices that operate only among a limited group of
countries (that is, on a basis of ~ess than GATT's full membership), and that
as a t·esult are not conducted on an unconditional MFH basis, at·e pet'luitted.
Based on this article, customs unions such as the EC ft·ee-trade areas
(including the European Free Trade Association) at·e pet'lllitted to operate
"separate tariffs or other regulations of commerce" Cart. XXIV: 2) than at·e
applicable to other GATT contracting parties or third countries--in essence
constituting advantages not conferred on an MFN basis. Thus, for example, the
EC maintains its Common External Tariff applicable to products of nonmembers
of the customs union, while products of members are traded free of duties
within the union. Some country officials argue that only those measures that
do not cause disadvantage to or dislocations in outside countries are
permissible. !I A major problem cited has been that at the ti.ine a customs
union or free-trade area is approved, it is impossible to predict future
circumstances and shifting trade patterns. As a result, for example, the
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) ~/ of the European Community was not
!I U.N. Doc. EPCT/C.II/38, at 8 (1946).
~I The EC's CAP is a system of support of farmers' income through common
floor prices, financial aid, and a system of community preference using
variable import levies to protect the EC farm market from low-priced
agricultural imports from.nonmembers. The goals of the CAP are to manage free
internal trade in agriculture, stabilize.internal markets, and increase farm
production. All EC members are bound to the CAP and its rules and
regulations, and all must share in its costs.
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predicted at the time of its institution by the EC to have such a far-reaching
scope and impact. Once in place, these measures are hard to deal with, given
the vagueness of article XXIV.
Problems for smaller member countries.--Even optimistic observers of the
GATT felt that smaller and developing countries have significant problems with
the General Agreement and the dispute resolution process. Such countriesjllay
lack the experienced person.n~l needed to handle GATT ·affairs -or-conduct
disputes, and the-cost of bringing a case is high. Smaller and developing
countries, more so than large_members, may suffer from the long time period
often needed to obtain resolution of disputes, since a harmful practice can be
continued during consultations or panel work and the more fragile trade
interests of the smaller member can be damaged or destroyed. Even a favorable
panel report is then generally viewed as affording little benefit. The
smaller countries may fear that a claim against a larger member could t•esult
in reduction of their benefits under the Generalized System of Pt·eferences
(GSP) !I or in other retaliatory measures; they also fear that the larger
country could more effectively obstruct panel p~oceedings or block eventual
findings relative to a small country.
More important, however, was the frequently expressed view that such
small countries avoid the dispute settlement process because they cannot
effectively retaliate i f the larger "loser" refuses to comply with the
outcome. In addition to their lack of "political clout," the diversity of the
major countries' economies and large number of trading partners, contrasted
with the narrower (in terms.of types of.pro~ucts), less stable economies of
smaller countries, was asserted as the basis for this lack of power to.
retaliate. One interviewee stated that the only action of consequence a
smaller "winner" could take is to stop debt repayment. Instead, smaller
countries may be forced to agree to voluntary export t·estraints or other
non-GATT measures sought by larger members. Small countries are also impeded,
according to some respondents, by philosophical divisions among themselves;
"hard-line" countries may not share all the interests of more moderate ones
and may be more willing to take on larger members. Finally, small and
developing countries are of ten vulnerable because of their own protectionist
measures, which may also forestall their initiation of complaints against
others.
Nevertheless, these countries seem to view the GATT as the only available
and more or less neu"tral forum for regulating "the conduct of the large
de~eloped members.
Such countries are aware of their own limited ability to
affect the large countries' actions absent a structure that acknowledges small
countries' rights on an equal footing with those of large countries. Because
of the modest number of GATT obligations undertaken by many developing
countries, and because their economies and trade patterns may be unstable,
!I The GSP is a program of nonreciprocal tariff prefet·ences to developing
countries. The United States and 19 other developed countries established GSP
programs in the 1970's under a waiver of GATT MFN obligations granted in 1971
and made permanent by one of the Framework Agreements in 1979. The U.S. GSP,
enacted in title V of the Trade Act of 1974 and nnewed in the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984, applies to ~erchandise imported before July 4, 1993. It
provides duty-f t·ee entry to eligible articles imported directly from
designated beneficiary developing countries.
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they of ten seein to view the GATT from ~ philosophical position lying. between
those of the United States and EC, depepding on the circumstances of a
particular issue •. Their expectations of the GATT and the dispute settlement
process are equally modest, in light of. their perceived inability to retaliate
against- larger or more developed countries .
.Perceived· problems.-~To permit consideration of the many proposals for
.altering the dispute settlement. process, it is useful to. enun\erate some of the
often-cited.deficiencies·in the-systeni~ They are not listed here in a
.particu:J,ar order of· priority.
(1) General complaints:
(a)

There are many vague, possibly inconsistent or ovet·lapping
prov is ions in the GATT, and many crucial terms at·e not defined.

(b)

There is no single dispute settlement procedure in the GATT,
and different phases, such as consultation and panel
proceedings, may go on simultaneously. Cases may end at any
point based on withdrawal of the complaint or a negotiated
solution, and the outcome of consultations.between the
disputants generally is not made available to the other
contracting parties.

Cc)

Many disputes present issues resolved by the grant of waivers
from the Contracting Parties for specific actions (with no
change in practice) or by outside actions creating new
"norms." This practice means that deviations from GATT rules
ar~ in essence "legalized."

Cd) . Governments have generally declined to invoke some procedut·es,
·such as those ~f article XXIII(2), the process resulting in a
vote- by the Contracting Parties to authorize retaliation by the
·"winner."
(e). Small countries, even if authorized by the Contracting Parties
to retaliate against large countries, may achieve minimal
effective .results; smaller countries also face technical
difficulties in comprehending and using the settlement
mechanisms and fear retraction of trade pt·eferences by larger
countries.
C2) Procedural problems:
Ca)

The use of GATT panels, while seen by many as a useful though
·not ··formally ·authorized device, has not been sufficiently
developed.. The resolution process is of ten lengthy, and
governments may use delaying tactics to postpone or even avoid
any opinion on the issues. On the other hand, in a different
sort of "abuse of process,'' a country may even seek out an
adverse finding, using the process to lessen· ·domestic pressures.
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(.b)

Bringi,ng .a case :~nd reopening a ,,complai,.nt a,1·~ if'.ladequately
provided. ,f,oi: . in .a ·1eg~l, s~~~~. The - G~neral :.~g~·~~~~t 'de>e"~ 'n'ot
prov,i4e f~r the aut9mati.C :esF~blisbnie~t 'of:~ -p,anei~_ : ..
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(c)

Obtaining qualified and.ind~pendent
panelis~s
~nd.deve~oj>irig
• ,·
.
. , ,
r.... •
"t
terms of reference for their work can be difficult and time'
consumi,ng, .. and .. they are c;>ften asked to .deal with_ issues that
cannot .. be. sat~~t~~torily· res9l~ed b~cau~~ .~f :~·1!~:-i~eii···of;.r~-::
under~ying GATT "law'.' or the political. po~j.t;.ipns of the"
disputants.
·
· · - · ·· ·

(d)

Inadequate staff (supporting panel research) and funding impede
the operation of the mechanisms and the ascertainment of facts
in relation to trade policies and disputes~· · ., ·' " · ·" ""
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(e) . },)ecause of the .. conti~~ed insistence of. the. l/leinb~i;~ on ,.
consensus' the "loser" is among the judges' in a·' case.
••

(f)
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-.GA";J;T-.procedures are. difficul,.t .to. amend., pptentiaUy endangedng
its ability
toL :.. .function.
in'
light'.
of . changed
circtlmstances;
this
.
,
..
..
.
. .
•
.
,
., '\.,
. :.·
has, been said .. to. detract from its. efficacy as a· body of legal
rules· and. to foster informai approaches' t'o i:e~oiution and
growing use of.:non-GATT measures. ' : . '
:.;.," · .. ·,.,
~·

(3) Substantiv.e problems:
(a),

-The concepts of. "prima. facie nuilification and· 'iinpairment" and
''-nonv.iolatio'n~··nullificatiOn and· impail,t\ent" ina,i ·have
complicated the work of. panels;. whei::e 'the pro,sp~~tive harm is
future or potential in nature ·or ·the ·"breach"
mino1· or
,technical one, ·it. may. be difficult to o.l>tain a change .in the
. offend.in& prac.tlc.e .· · The ldea of' "d~ge'' tq a·: m~mbe·r. ~ountry' s
· ·~expect~tions"- is, difficult to a~s.ess ,~ if.nd eq4ity. or policy and
political concerns may prevail over legal. rtale.s::. ,.

is· 'a

(b) · The legal or precede~t-setting effect of findings. i~ l'\ard to
identify'. ~o that panei's and memb~rs may. 'be ~ompelled' 'to deal
...: repeatedly with issues arguably' resolved' 'in ,pr,;o.r cases.
Detailed· reports on all. aspects ·of 'disputes .~h~ve _not always
been published, with general "unders.t.andi?lgs•: . lacking useful
interpretive language often the only doc~en~s ),s·sued.
(c)

Enforcement and sanctions are almost nonexistent (with the
exception of bilateral retaliation) . . A~~ions br,.~~~~ers,~~y be
hard to undo, and governments may choose to·igriore·or obs~ruct
panel.or ContraGting Parties .decision~;.impl~mentati~n cannot
. adequat:el:y be overseen.. No back d~ages a1·e· available, and the
. burden of obtail'.li~g· oversight or. f ollowup' gen~i::'ally t•ests on
the.·
''.winner."
·
·
''
· ... '
· ·
.
.
.
.,

~

(d). There is n~ notification requit·einent in __ regard .. ~?
. ~mple~e!ltatiori 'of ~inding·..
.
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Ce)' The'separate dispute settlement mechanisms of the NTM codes are
, viewed· as increasingly ineffective; the codes are said to
complicate the legal structure for dispute resolution. Export
subsidies have become a particularly difficult area; control
over them by GATT and the Subsidies code has been limited and
. may threaten other aspects.of the GATT system .
. (f)

Political conflicts have resulted in economic actions that can
not e~sily be dealt with at the GATT, especially where domestic
political forces and policies have become entrenched.

(g)

The escape clause (art. XIX) has frequently been used--and in
some instances is said to have been abused--to justify
restrictive actions, such as quotas (despite the general
disapproval of quantitative restrictions in art. XI). It is
often asserted that compliance with the terms of the article is
difficult i f not impossible, reducing the effectiveness of and
confidence in the system.

(h)

Problems in the agricultural sector have increased, and
, agricultural dispu·tes have tended not to be resolved
efficiently. In part, this is argued to have resulted from
disagreement on the application of article XVI of the GATT and
article 10 of the Subsidies code concerning export subsidies on
agricultural products.

-.

Views of· Participants on Proposed Changes

Proposals for change
, Due_. to the· long liSt,of perceived problems, changes in the dispute
settlement: procedures· have often been suggested. However, . a numbec· of persons
interviewed did not.believe that such "tinkering" would help deal with serious
und~rlyi11g,.di.fficulties., .especially the attitudes of the members and the
desire receJ).tly to use GATT to justify protectionist measures rathet· than to
expand free trade. In spite of these concerns, views on procedural changes
suggested before, during, and since the Tokyo rot.ind by many Geneva-based and
U.S. legal experts were solicited by the Commission staff. Among the
propo~als are the following:
(1) Panels should be strengthened, in terms of formalizing their
procedures and authority, and deadlines imposed.for their
establishment and operation; panels should generally be automatically
used under ·the GATT;
(2) Panels should be composed of third-party experts chosen from a
,.. permanent roster. · .As an alternative, a standing panel could be
constituted·.
(3) Panels should always write detailed decisions and provide rationales
··for~ their findings, with an effort made to interpret narrowly arid
precisely to.develop a·body of law relying on precedent. Violations
of GATT rules should be clearly specified.
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(4) An opportunity for early intervention by the· GATT Dit·ector-General in
disputes should be provided. The Director-General should be able to
make procedural decisions (such as on panel composition and terms of
reference) where parties disagree.
(5) Panel reports should be more effectively implemented, with t·egular
review, by the Council, of progress toward implementation; the
Contracting Parties should act firmly and clearly by formally
supporting, rejecting, or altering the panel opinions. Reports and
findings should be published, and the "loser" should repot·t regularly
on its progress toward compliance.
(6) Procedures for omitting the consultation--conciliation phase under
article XXIll:l and under the Subsidies code procedure (the course of
which is often dictated by the relative power positions of the
disputants), at one or more disputant's option, should be adopted,
enabling a speedy legal adjudication of issues.
(7) The Secretariat's size, and its role in dispute resolution and
subsequent monitoring, should be expanded; it should be able to
assist panels in factfinding activities and. to help on· procedural
problems. Some interested commentators have recommended that the
Sect·etariat be asked to issue advisory opinions on leg.al matters,
especially the interpretation of ·specific GATT language.
(8) Political pressures should be minimized to the extent possible, along
with factors relating to the relative economic power of the
disputants. Sanctio_ns should· as a rule be avoided in the effort to
obtain compliance. Special attention to the role and involvement of
developing countries is needed.
(9) One commentator has suggested that·a separate international instrument on dispute settlement be adopted .. 1/ A-list of' rules to be
within the purview of the revised settlement mechanisms should be· compiled; members not accepting the changes, and rules not suitable
for adjudication, would continue under existing procedures.
(10) Mechanisms of the GATT and the NTK codes should be unified;
specialized surveillance bodies could undertake monitoring for
purposes of obligations under the GATT and the codes. In parHcular,
it has been suggested that a surveillance body be created to oversee
the agricultural sector.
(11) A new round of multilateral trade negotiations should address issues
relating to ~ispute settlement, but also address issues such as
agriculture and export subsidies that have ·pres~nted serious problems
in dispute resolution.
(12) A new world trade organization with arbitral and/or adjudicatory
bodies having authority to decide matters arising under specified
rules should be established.

-

..

---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11 Jackson, Governmental Disputes in International Trade Relations:

Proposal in the Context of GATT, 13 J. World Trade L.· 13-21 (1979).
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Views of participants on

s_p_~cific -~tages

of the process

The Commission staff's discussions of these issues and proposals with
countt·y repre1;entatiVeG and inter-ested t!XpeC"t6 prodUCP.Cl a variety of
information and opinions. Some· of these were predictable based on pt·evious
public statements; many otlu-n-s reflected considP.rable personal thought on GATT
problems. ·With' one exception, the persons interviewed were presented with a
li~t of qoestions regarding dispute settlP.ment prior to meeting with
C.cimmission staff, but they were not asked to address all of the questions.
Views on the vac-lous problems cannot easily be addressed except insofar
as they relate to the stages and procedures of dispute resolution. The
follo~ing consolidated opinions of the persons interviewed relate only to the
prori~dures under the GATT, unless the NTM codes are mentioned specifically.
Early stages of the process.-··ln the first stage of each dispute, a claim
or complaint is filed with the GATT Director-General and is assigned, based on
its subject mattec-, to a division of the Secretariat, which is funcllonally
organized into the following major components (apart from the Director-General
and the Office of Legal Affairs):
Department A
Nontariff Measures Division
Development Division
Trade Policies Division
Technical Co-operation Division
Special Projeets

Department D
Economic Research and Analysis Unit
Agricultural Division
Tariff Division
External Relations Division
Technical and Other Barriers to
Trade Division

The assignment process involves a decision to determine the type of claim made
by the 'complainant, requiring a focusing of issues; in addition, to some
exteriL Lhc assignment structures the type of support work to be given the
panelists, based on the background and expertise of the Secretariat
personnel. Many of the country delegates interviewed were critical of this
system and said it contributed to "turf squabbles" among the Secretariat staff
as welr as problems in handling disputes, including philosophical and legal
inconsistencies. They suggested that all disputes be assigned to the Office
of Legal Affairs, which could call on personnel of other offices as needed.
While this idea would arguably lead to greater uniformity in interpretation,
others expressed the fear that such an approach would permit or encourage the
Secretariat rather than the Contracting Parties to determine the merits of a
case. As· a practical matter, this issue is no longer especially important,
since thP. legal staff and technical personnel currently assist the panelists
by drafting portions of the reports and the panelists add policy-oriented or
other paragraphs.
Panel establishment.--More detailed ideas were elicited from the persons
interviewed in: relation to the panels, the basic unit working on most
disputes. First, many country officials and other participants interviewed
were of the op1n1on that panels should not automatically be established, often
adding that even i f such a rule were proposed the member governments would
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oppose it. Several reasons were offered in support of·this contention: that
such a rule would reduce national sovereignty; that it would damage the GATT's
consensus approach; that it would' be· too costly.compared to potential ..
benefits; and that many disputes can be resolved more quickly and effectively
by consultation. It was also stated by some· delegates· from smaller countries
that panels are requested in some cases only to apply pressure for bilateral
solution, not because the issues required panel revi~w .. ·In. addition, it is
argued that· if a panel finds "nonviolation nullific_at~on_ and impairment," !:I
the panel• s ·ultimate recommen(fatiori. is- limited to seeking a new balancing of
concessions and an automatic panel may not be needed. By contrast, however,
other interviewees, both government officials of .large and small countries and
other experts, said that by the time a case, is brought to the GAT'l', l;>ilat.eral
talks have failed and positions have. hardened, so. an exped.itlous -creation of a
panel should be assured. In spite of: this factor, the$e respon,dents trended to
feel that the Contracting Parties would not adopt· an automatic panel
establishment rule under the General Agreement.
. . ,.·
Related to the establishment question, the choice of the three or five
individuals who will hear the case is·a· stage of the settlement process that
seems to engender hostility and invite delaying tactics .. At present, the two
disputants must agree on the composition of the ~anel. Since many disputes
involve the United St~tes or the EC (or both), many potential panelists are
excluded on the basis of nationality, predisposition, interest in the outcome,
ability, or· other factors, leaving a relatively small pool ,of poss.ible
choices. Thus, panelists are often drawn from smaller,. more neut!;"al -members
such as the Nordic countries or New Zealand, imposing a burden on.these small
Geneva delegations. In some: cases, selection· of the panel members can drag on
for months as parties disagreetor possible panelists withdraw.
Panel members.--Another major point of criticism is the ability of the
panelists and their independence from governmental pressure. All those
conunenting on the question felt that independent panelists are essential to
the process; many advocated an increased or complete reliance on
non-Geneva-based experts, such as experienced trade and legal· experts and
retired Secretariat or government officials. A few respondents specified· that
the chairman of each panel· might be an "outsider" while· the remaining two to
four should be Geneva delegates invplved in GATT. · Adequate provisi.on for. ~he
costs of non-Geneva personnel would be necessary. ·This use of. expert .
panelists was asserted to be. an effective way to assure. the.ir competenc.e as
well, since many Geneva-based diplomats are reassigned to their capitals.
before they can develop much GATT expertise. Doth of these questions--the
competence and independence of panelists--are -involved in th,e lar.ger issu~ p_f
the composition· of panels and the possible use of a "rostet· of experts·" or
even a "standing panel."
,., .
In response to membership difficulties., and to the.1979 .and 1982
documents on dispute settlement, the Director-General sought nominations for a
roster of experts and obtained nominations from ·about .one-fif·th of tile
members. Though no formal procedures or guidelines have been adopted :for the
roster, it is possible that one or more persons from the roster--who are for
the most part retired GATT Secretariat staff or attorneys--could.be used to
complete a panel where the disputants fail to agree to the person~ initially
!I No specific prov1s1on of the General Agreement is violated, but the
receipt of benefits of a trade agreement concession is impeded.
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suggested (who apparently would continue to be Geneva diplomats) after a set
time period. The use of such a roster was submitted by many t'espondents as
contributing to continuity of experience and interpretation. Some interviewees, particularly those with experience in the work of panels, even
suggested that the roster be the sole source of panelists and that, from the
eventual list created, the Director-General be authot'ized to suggest five or
seven potential panelists from which each disputant would strike one or two.
However, some country delegates said that such a roster may not be very
helpful in alleviating problems in the formation of panels, and a few
interviewees said that the roster should not consist entirely of non-Geneva
experts. Some stated that consensus should be the preferred approach in the
composition stage; it is asserted that other ways of reducing the tendency to
delay (such as set time limits for completing work on terms of reference or
the report by the panel) would be as helpful. Other persons who had been
involved in the panel process said that the expertise of panelists is not a
crucial problem---and thus does or should not impede composition--due to the
extensive Secretariat support, thereby largely eliminating that factor in any
consideration of the roster. Even with the roster, the impact on assuring the
independence of the panelists remains questionable, according to some of those
interviewed.
Terms of reference.--The issue of the establishment of terms of reference
(abbreviated herein as "TOR") for the panels likewise promoted strong and
varied opinions; the TOR effectively set the question(s) that the panel is to
address and the substantive provisions to be considered, in addition to any
other necessary points concP.rning the procedures or timeframe to be used. The
TOR must be accepted by the disputants before the panel can begin its work, so
their drafting can provide opportunities for delay. In some cases, "standat'd"
TOR quoting applicable GATT articles and directing the panels to address them
are sufficient, while others include more specific questions and provisions.
In addition to objecting to the delay often arising from disagt'eements
over TOR, some small country officials and persons involved in the wot·k of
panels stated that the TOR were not very useful or necessary and that standard
TOR in each case (or no TOR) would be preferable. These TOR could be given by
the Chairman of the Council or the code committees. !I Other delegates and
officials stated that no changes in TOR would be needed if expert panelists
rather than government representatives were used. Many small country
officials noted that most countries, especially the larger ones, oppose an
extension of authority to set TOR.
In relation.to TOR and the delays in establishing other aspects of
dispute settlement, it was frequently observed that countries often want the
process to move slowly, sometimes to delay an adverse result but often to
afford the maximum opportunity for bilateral solutions. Some delegates and
officials pointed out that dispute settlement under the General Agreement can
occur more rapidly than domestic judicial proceedings and rarely exceeds the
time required for long court cases. In addition, a few large country
respondents noted that mandatory TOR, to be imposed after a specified time
period for establishing agreed TOR, could force "acceptance" of· TOR too early,
ignoring crucial issues in a case.

!/ In the complaint filed by the EC before the Subsidies Conunittee in
February 1985, concerning the U.S. Wine Equity Act, standard TOR wel'e dictated
for the Conunittee when the disputants could not agree on TOR.
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Finally, it was observed by several delegates th1t using the TOR lo
attempt to compel a panel to address difficult interpeetive points is not a
useful strategy, since the country complained against may not want the
language construed by the panel and is likely to refuse to agree to the TOR to
obstruct the panel's work in other ways.
Panel consideration and reporting.--Once the panel begins its
consideration of the case, according to a few country delegates, some memb'er
countries attempt to delay or to alter the course of the dispute by tt·ying to
introduce new claims or evidence---sometimes doing so after the panel has
completed its report. This practice should be clearly discouraged, in the
view of these respondents. They shat·ed the viewpoint of many officials and
persons involved with panels that fixed periods for actual panel work should
be enunciated, with extensions (subject to appt·oval by the Council Chait-man or
the chait·man of the applicable code conunittee) permitted only in truly co.mplex
cases. The time limit for panel work in the Subsidies code, though not a
binding rule and not consistently observed, is thought to be helpful in
shortening the entire dispute process. !I
·
Still another problem frequently cited in relation to the work of panels
is the format and content of panel reports. Where the disputants reach
agreement prior to the distribution of a report by the panel, the panel lhen
submits a report saying only that an accord has been devised. There is no
statement regarding the type of solution agreed to, or the violation of any
GATT provisions; thus, third countries that could have a legal or trade
intet·est in the arrangement cannot learn of its terms by way of an open
report. Where no such agree~ent occurs, the panel may issue a report making
no direct statement that rules of the General Agreement have been breached
and, if any reconunendation is included, make it in indirect and- -in the. ,
apparent view of most country delegates interviewed--irresolute language that
may not result in the termination of the practice. Thus, according lo most
respondents, there is frequently no finding of value as precedent, no sanction
for the practice complained of, and no clear mandate for change.
All categories of interviewees often cited the potential advantages in a
"consensus minus one" (the "loser") or "minus two" (both disputants), pointing
to the reduced opportunity for blocking panel reports. However, it was noted
by some country delegates that the change to a limited consensus would not
eliminate the possibility that the excluded country could express its views
through a surrogate. Also, most proponents of the change admitted it would
probably never be accepted. It may be said, however, that advocates of
limited consensus still see the basic principle of operating based on
agreement of all the members as preserving the flexible and pragmatic
philosophy of the GATT and as taking into account the realities of trade and
the varieties of measures and circumstances.

!/ This opinion is not widely held by country delegates in relation to the
Subsidies code's conciliation procedure, whfffP. all members of the Committee
can express views on the dispute and possible outcomes. Kost of the persons
discussing this process favor its omission or replacement, probably in the
form of private mediation by the Conunittee Chairman.
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While a number.of delegates expressed the view t.hat consensus before the
panel is in keeping with the GATT's emphasis on negotiation and consensus, in
light of national sovereignty, many others, along with persons involved in the
panel.process, stated that the reports have been a significant weakness in the
process .. · These respond en ls generally favored requit· ing pan~~ ls lo make precise
findings of ·any provisions breached~ in part for their effects as-precedents
and, ·presumably, deterrents and in part to facilitate the modification of the
measure that gave rise.to the dispute. Many of the same respondents also felt
that, where possible, panels should not be prevented from interpreting the
language of the General Agreement or the code provisions; some complex or
pol i t.ically sensitive matters ·might still need to be negotiated. They noted,
however, that such reports (assuming they are not or could not. he blocked al
the Council) still would not now be viewed by some GATT Contracting Parties as
binding. Other delegates, particularly from smaller countries, expressed
concern·about panelists' ability to render such detailed reports, especially
under complex circumstances. Finally, only a minority of delegates'saw a
"transparency" problem with respect to the content of panel t·eports' even
those· stating·only that agreement had been reached, given the GATT's emphasis
on consensus and focus on nonadjudicative decisionmaking.
Implementation of findings.--A still more serious weakness in the dispute
settlement process, according to nearly all of those interviewed, is in the
area of implementation of findings and recommendations in panel reports. This
issue may be examined in two parts--namely, the adoption of reports by the
Council and the compliance by members with the reports. When a panel
completes its report, the matter is placed on the agenda for a subsequent
Council meeting to permit its consideration. I f the "loser" is not satisfied
with the findings, it may b~ able to weaken the language or block Council
approval of the report--a quite recent phenomenon in GATT history. During the
period of such a delay--and debate over·a report can go on for months or
years, with consideration during each Council meeting---the challenged practice
and any.resulting harm can continue, perhaps ending the "winner's" efforts to
market its
affected
products.
. .
.
,- Many of the delegates and persons involved with panel work said such
blockage should not be· permitted; however, they deemed it unlikely that the
larger countries would ever accept such a rule. In addition, they did not
specul"ate as·to how such a requirement could be reconciled with the consensus
approach to collective actions, and some said that panel reports should not be
automa~ically adopted because there may be instances when nonadoption is
warranted' for "other" reasons. A few respondents, former panelists or other
experts, suggested that disputing countries should have an option to agree to
binding arbitration· comparable to the process used in private commercial
disputes.in lieu ·of the usual dispute settlement procedures.
S_ome. deie'gates, especially those from smaller countrie·s, supported the
use of surveillance bodies like the Textile Surveillance Body, which oversees
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the Multifiber Arrangement, 1/ ~t least. for. the. purpose of overs.eel1lg tt·ade in
agricultural products. The T_SB is v,(e~e.d by s_om~. particip.~nt.s .as' ~ · reiati.vely
effective means of "brokering". trade in
sensitive. produ~t .·s"ector ar:id of .
giving small countries greater ai)iii.ty to influence de~isions •. despi.t'e. the·
general view. that the. MFA is an. un.de!'>ir_abl~. d.~Foga'tio~! f.r.om.: GATT.. pr-~ncip_l~~. '.
These interviewees point to the .fact that.• while· the eight-me~l;>er..TSD. operates
by consensus, it stil,l· manages to- issue short. report!?. informi.ng -~_he memb~rs o.C
the issues and yiolations 11nd:·ma!cing pragmatic·rec·o~eridatfons· that .the
disputants can· accept, .fo · p-art due;. to. the .emphasis on narro~ or .. technical .
issues. The -only other procedural -:alternative· mentioned! was the; "consensus ..
mi~us one" approach discussed above. ot_her interviewee.s ~ejected ~my change·
in the present practices. and sai.4 -that. the }'S_B. !?houl.d l;>e abolished.
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Assuming a rc;iport .is a\'.lopted, obtaining its implementation can be .
troublesome for the. '.'winner,, .. who .now.. ~ear~ ~ respons'ibility; Jor. raising: ti:ie
matter r~gularly at,-:the Counci,1 or otherwise' organizing pressure for·.
compliance. Most of those' ques.tioned saw. this -aspect.-of dispute s.ettlement
the most. troublesome, threatening the,·G~T'l'.' s cre_dibii:ity a:s an insti.tuti?n,:·: .. .
The fact that some "losers" attempt. even: a_t that. late stage to negotiate ...
around the findings was-- ·also des.cribed by "some "small co"in\try delegates. as a
complication. Various.. ways .of .improving
on
. ·'
. .. the t·eco.rd
. .
. compliance
.
.
.· were
suggested. during .the inteFviews.
·· ·
- -·· ·

as"

··.'·1

.First, .some delegates:, especially th,ose adhedng to. the ,"Jega l is tic~: ...
philosophy_, .favored adoption of a t-:ight· .to autom.atic _retalia.Uon . afl:_et· the
panel's report is accepted when the, practice compl~ineq. of _.is no} .~hang~ci .. ,
Thus, the ~'loser"- would have an :incent.ive. to comply,_ and -the "w~!lnet:" could.
more expeditiously act if necessary,. without returning to the .Cpuncil- for
authority to retaliate.. Opponeqt~ of. this., change- ~~w it a~: h~cin~ng ·the.·.
consensus ;ipproach, impairfog s_overeignty,. and creat~ng dispµtes about .the
level. of retaliation (which wo.uld still. need to be notified to .the GATT) ,· and ..
as. pos.sibly giving .rise .to counter-reta.liation. and '.;tr~de.,.~ars:.~:; .
:a·ddi°tion~'
it was observed that a change .such as aut"omatic retaiiation shpitld· apply 0.nly ..
in cases of violation of GATT provisions with nullification ~nd.· imp-airment·,. · · ·
since in nonviolation· cases the panel makes. onl_y -a nonb~nding. recommendatJon
that a rebalancing of concessions
qccur thiough
.payment
of. compensa.tion.
.
. . the
. .
·:
"
..
. .

In

~

!I Officially kn.own· as t):le Arrangement R~ga_rding International Tr.~de in.'. . .,
Textiles, and sanctioned. under. the Gene.ral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade .. .. .
(GATT), the MFA provides a framework fo~. the .regulat.ion o.( .il')ternatl~~ui1: tr.ad"k
in textiles and. apparel of cotton~
·wool,."
manmade fibers
.. 'through
.
. . and
.
.. .
.
. ·l:iifa'teraL:.
agreements or un,ila~eral actio.T} Jn th~ .absence of. a bila_teral (lgt:ee~erit .• Ai;. .of September 1985, the United ,States, had. bilateral agreements with the
.:
following ·MFA ~ignatori~s: '. Banglad.esh,· ".arazil·,· .china, Colo~bia,· .Qomi.picari
Republic, Egypt, Haiti, Hong Kong,· Hungary, India, Indori'esia, Japan, ·the.
Republic of Korea, Macau, Mal~ysia,, the Maldives, Mexi~o, Pa_kis_tan, Peru, the
Philippines, Poland, ·Rom?nia ,· -~.ingapo~e, Sr.i,. Lal')ka ,- 'l'.hafland·, th~guay, . a~d
Yugoslavia. The United States ai'so ·had bi.lateral resfraint ag1·eement's with
the following nonsignatories: Costa Rica, Mauritius, Panama, and Taiwan. The
United States had unilateral restraints on imports from Barbados, Guatemala, Portugal, Spain, and Turkey. The TSD is composed of an eight-member
board, with four permanent members (importers) and four rotating members
(exporters).
~
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Moreover, some delegates and officials noted that it can easily take a "loser"
a considerable period of time under domestic law to enact a change in
practice, even when the best intentions exist to do so. Finally, others
observed that developing countries may have difficulty retaliating and that
any retaliation has a trade-contracting effect.
A second option is for the Contracting Parties to take concerted action
after some period of time, perhaps to permit the withdrawal by the "winner" of
a concession affording to the "loser" a benefit comparable to the "cost" of
the offending practice. Support for this option was in general tentative.
However, no support was expressed for the idea that collective retaliation by
a bloc of countries (such as major suppliers or developing nations) be
permitted.
Most interviewees, both delegates and those involved in panel work,
favored regular review of progress on implementing panel reports as a matter
of course rather than based on the "winner's" request. A mot·e structured way
to accomplish this followup was proposed by one developed country official.
First, a standard period of 1 to 2 years, perhaps with an optional grace
period, would be adopted, during which the "loser" would report on its
progress at least annually. By the end of the period, the "loser" would be
required to have implemented the decision or to state that it could or would
not do so. In the case of a statement of noncompliance, the "loser" would be
required to seek a waiver for the measure and to pay compensation under normal
GATT rules. The "winner" would still be empowered to choose to retaliate.
After the grant of a waiver, subsequent cases on the measure would be
nonviolation claims, with the end result a new balancing of concessions. In
all cases, the goal of the process would be to bring cases to a close and to
expand trade. This idea has not been presented at the Council as a formal
proposal, and it may not be acceptable to all contracting parties.
Again, interviewees in all categories were pessimistic about the members'
political will to comply; others worried that compensation might be impossible
where large trade volumes exist or that i t might need to continue
indefinitely. Finally, most respondents called attention to a basic GATT
problem--namely, that compensation need not be channeled to the same pt·oduct,
industry, or sector as is affected by the "loser's" measut·e, which may result
in continued damage to the "winner's" exports. Thus, in many respects the
"loser" on paper in a GATT dispute is at the same time a "winnet·"--especially
if it chooses to continue the offending practice indefinitely.
Some U.S. Perspectives
Seven submissions from interested parties were received in response to
the invitation in the Commission's public notice of this investigations for
written submissions by interested parties. The submissions enumerated many of
the same problems with the dispute settlement process that were cited by
Geneva-based officials and in some cases presented recommendations for
change. Many of the submissions came from parties with experience in dispute
settlement, either as an affected industry or as an advocate fot· an industry.
They dealt mainly with three aspects of the process: .the amount of time
employed in each stage and in the whole procedure; the defects in the panel
process; and the implementation of results.
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With regard to the first aspect, all the submissions slated in strong
terms that the process takes too long, threatening not only the cr·edibility of
the GATT as an institution but also domestic industL·ies, markets, and
exports. This problem is especially critical when the individual case begins
as a domestic petition under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, since the
process of getting the 301 petition accepted and negotiating with the country
concerned can be time-consuming.
The panel process -including the lack of automatic panels; difficulties
in finding members and other composition problems; restrictions imposed by
terms of reference; the time needed for panel work; the absence of concrete
findings and proposals; problems in obtaining parties' agreement Lo draft
reports; and procedural redundancies and gaps--was the second aspect discussed
in the submissions. Support was widely expressed for a permanent panel to
hear all disputes, or at least for a pool of permanent panelists, incltiding
experts to help in complex cases. In addition, the submissions were critical
of the fact that panel reports often lack clear statements of the pertinent
GATT violations in a case or the actions needed for their elimination.
Finally, the submissions found fault with the settlement process as
having no means of achieving implementation of adopted panel findings (where
the "loser" does not block the report). None supported the cur-rent practice
permitting blockage of reports, but, in acknowledging it as a fact, the
submissions advocated requiring a statement by the "loser" as soon as the
report reaches the Council or relevant code conunittee that compliance would
not occur. While the submissions generally urged firm U.S. actions on trade
problems--including retaliation--it was recognized again thit these actions
would not usually help the affected industry or sector and might even be
counterproductive if U.S. exports consequently are curtailed; Thus, those
commenting to the Commission mirrored the view conunonly expressed abroad that
there are no simple solutions to the complex and interrelated difficulties
facing the GATT today.
overall Observations
In general, the opinion of those interviewed was that small procedural
changes in the dispute settlement process--as opposed to changes in the GATT
itself--are not likely to improve the present situation significantly. Some
stated that the settlement process was working and need not be altered.
Others said that while specific and narrow modifications would be desirable,
there were, on paper, few real institutional deficiencies, and the mechanisms
were operating "as well as can be expected." One official involved in panel
work indicated that the increase in the number of disputes indicates a growing
reliance on and knowledge of the GATT. Few viewed the system as unreasonably
overloaded. It was recognized that certain problems have developed, especially in regard to United States-EC issues, as is obvious in the recent
agricultural disputes. However, the prevailing view among the persons
interviewed in Geneva was that thorough, tough multilateral negotiations are
needed and that frustrations with the GATT should not be blamed on failures of
the dispute settlement mechanisms.
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According to aU persons- interviewed in- Geneva and ·to many academic
commentators, the most obvious and difficult issu·e facing the GATT is_ its ·
members• lack· of politica"l will to cooperate on GATT matters. · As a·· ·
consequence of. this problem: and its. relatiori'ship' to national° interests. .
according to many of those-interviewed, the language of' the·GATT'and the codes
was devised as a ·carefully structured compromise. In many areas', .consensus on
new substantive language or on interifretations of existing language has prov.en
impossible; for·example, tt·has not been possible to.define "nu11ifi"cation and
impairment" or the term "more than equitable share." Where·the language has
not been sufficiently developed to deal with past and curt·ent practices, it
may be abused; and policies can result that do not comply with the t-ules but
are seen by governments as essential. When governments perceive that their
national interests are impaired, disputes arise--often involving complex,
uncharted matters of interpretation that wet·e not addressed or could not be
resolved during negotiations. If those complained against consider their
measures of crucial importance, they are unlikely to change them. Also, the
agricultural sector presents particular problems in view of the number of
special waivers granted to some contracting parties and the prevalence of
export subsidies maintained on agricultural products.
Thus, in the view of many GATT participants, a party bringing a dispute
on such significant internal measures as the Ec•s CAP or the U.S. Domestic
International Sales Corporation program should not expect the dispute
settlement process to operate smoothly. Many delegates from other countt·ies
described such cases as being "wrong,•• viewed in light of their potential for
harming the GATT as an institution. These complaints are perhaps more
accurately described as difficult cases, where the legal advantage does not
always determine the outcome. It appeared to be recognized that domestic
reasons often induce the initiation of such cases, in particular after
unsatisfactory discussions with offending countries (as in the case of formal
GATT disputes brought following action under the U.S. sec. 301). Nonetheless,
a common reaction of many interviewees was that these matters could be
resolved only through negotiations rather than under the GATT•s dispute
mechanisms.
Despite the frequently expressed view that the process wot·ks fait·.ly well,
most participants do specify problems they perceive to exist, and some cases
(mainly United States--EC agricultural disputes) have yet to be resolved. Many
observers noted that the system appears to work best where the issues at·e
narrowly focused or technical and the economic and political stt·ength of the
disputants is roughly equal.
It was often stated, mainly by small country officials, that the United
States and other countries have been too lenient for too long with regard to
objectionable practices of some countries. As a result, challenges to these
objectionable policies now cannot be expected to have simple or speedy
solutions. One suggested strategy was a coordinated multilateral isolation of
any countries seen as consistent troublemakers, especially during negotiations
or technical work; however, the threat of trade restriction and its effect on
the world economy must constantly be kept in mind. While many officials were
not confident the situation could soon be improved, and a few were even
overtly pessimistic on GATT as a whole as it pt·esently functions, all .of those
questioned cited the need to continue both efforts for improvement and support
for the GATT. Avoiding a reversion to bilateralism was seen as the long-range
policy each contracting party should advocate.
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An important conclusion that may be drawn from the academic literature
and from the interviews with Geneva-·based officials ls that most of the
proposals for changes in the dispute settlement process are not new. In fact,
conversations with those officials and with persons involved in the Tokyo
round negotiations indicate many of the "curc-ent" proposals were suggested
during the preparatory work on the 1979 Understanding but could not be
accepted by the Contracting Parties involved. It would thus appeat· that there
is some reason to question either_ the necessity for the changes or their
acceptability to some GATT members, or both.
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Hano~able

Paula Stern

Chairwoman
U..S. Ihternational Trade ·commission
701.E Sireet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20436
Dea~
~adam
.
'
.

Chairman:

. ~~e Committee on Finance requests that the United States
In.ternationai. Trade Commission conduct an investigation
under 'section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930 to examine the
effectiveness or the dispute-settlement mechanisms provided
in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and any
agreements ("codes") negotiated under the auspices of the
GATT.
.
The Commission's report on this iniestigation.should-( 1)

review the development of the GATT disputesettlement mechanisms and their relationships to
U • S ~ tr ad e 1 a ws ;

(2)

summarize disputes that have beeri addressed" by .the
GATT and the code· committees, including the
outcomes of the disputes; and

(3)

outline strengths or weaknesses in
perceived by major participants·.::.··

~~~

.

process as

The assessme·nt of the effectiveness ·.of. these' disputesettlement mechanisms should be based on, a·mon·g·· other
things, consideration of the types of products and trade
barriers concerned, the pattern of individual countries'
involvement, the conditions leading to success or. failure of
the process, and the record on _implementation af the GATT
and code committee findings. The-report should also examine
the differences in views of the major participants on the
purpose of these mechanisms and on the manner in which the
process should operate to achieve the desired goals.
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During the course of the investigation, the ·commission·
should seek the views of interested··parties concerning the
operation of the GATT mechanisms and proposals for their
improvement.
Please transmit the final report to the Committee on
Finance not later than December 31, 1985~-

~~~
Packwood
Chairman

Bob

BP:.tkk
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: While there is no public hearing scheduled for this
investigation, written submissions from interested parties are invited.
Commercial or financial information which a party desires the Commission to
treat as confidential must be submitted on separate sheets of paper, each
clearly marked "Confidential Business Information" at the top. All
submissions requesting confidential treatment must conform with the
requirements of section 201.6 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). All written submissions, except for confidential
business information, will be made available for inspection by interested
persons. To be assured of consideration by the Commission, written statements
should be received no later than September 23, 1985. All submissions should
be addressed to the Secretary at the Commission's office in Washington, D.C.
By order of the Commission.
/

Mason
Issued: June 7, 1985
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PERSONS SUBMITTING.WRITTEN STATEMEHTS

Carolyn B. Gleason
Heron, Burchette, Ruckert & Rothwell
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Heron, Burchette, Ruckert & Rothwell
Carolyn B. Gleason
Heron, Burchette, Ruckert & Rothwell
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Sun-Diamond Growers of California and the California
Raisin Advisory Board
Carolyn B. Gleason
Heron, Burchette, Ruckert & Rothwell
Wl\lshington, D.C.
on behalf of
The California Cling Peach Advisory Board
James H. Lundquist
Matthew T. McGrath
Barnes, Richardson & Colburn
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Florida Citrus Mutual
Jean-Mari Peltier
California State World Trade Conunission
Sacramento, CA
I

on behalf of
Tl;le California State World Trade Conunission
Henry J. Voss, President
California Farm Bureau Federation
Sacramento, CA
on behalf of
The California Farm Bureau Federation

The Honorable Pete Wilson, Senator from California
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Honorable Pete Wilson, Senator from California
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GATT Membership as of September l, 1985
Contracting Parties to the GATT (90)
{)

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Brazil
Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada
Central African
Republic
Chad
Chile
Colombia
Congo
CUba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Egypt
Finland
France
Gabon
Gambia
Germany, Federal
Republic of
Acceded provisionally

Ghana
Greece
Guyana
Haiti
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Kenya
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Malta
Mauritania
Mauritius
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway

Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Rwanda
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Suriname
.Sweden
Switzerland
Tanzania
Thailand
Togo
Trinidad and Tobago
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom.
United States of
America
Upper Volta
Uruguay
Yugoslavia
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

~2)

Tunisia
Costa Rica
Countries to whose territories the GATT has been applied and that now, as
independent statef. maintain a de facto application of the GATT pending final
decisions as to ~heir future conunercial policy (30)
Alger.la
Angola ...
Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas
Bahrain
Botswana
Cape Verde
Dominica
Equatorial Guinea
Fiji
Grenada

Guinea-Bissau
Kampuchea
Kiribati
Lesotho
Mali
Mozambique
Papua New Guinea
Qatar
st. Christopher
and Nevis
St. Lucia

St. Vincent
Sao Tome and
Principe
Seychelles
Solomon Islands
Swaziland
. Tonga
Tuvalu
Unite<S Arab Emirates
Yemen, People's Democratic
Republic of
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List of the Articles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ·
Part I
Article I
Article II

General Kost-Favoured-Nation Treatment
Schedules of Concessions

Part II
Article III
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

IV

v

VI
VII
VIII

Article IX
Article x
Article·XI
Article XII
Article XIII
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

XIV

xv

XVI
XVII
XVIII
XIX
xx
XXI
XXII
XXIII

National Treatment on Internal Taxation and
Regulation
Special Provisions relating to Cinematograph Films
Freedom of Transit
Anti-dumping and Countervailing Duties
Valuation for Customs Purposes
Fees and Formalities connected with Importation
and Exportation
Marks of Origin
Publication and Administration of Trade Regulations
General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions
Restrictions to Safeguard the Balance of Payments
Non-discriminatory Administration of Quantitative
Restrictions
Exceptions to the Rule of Non-discrimination
Exchange Arrangements
Subsidies
State Trading Enterprises
Governmental Assistance to Economic Development
Emergency Action on Imports of Particular Products
General Exceptions
Security Exceptions
Consultation
Nullification or Impairment

Part III
Article XXIV
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article
Part IV

xxv
XXVI
XXVII
XXVIII
XXVIIIbis
XXIX

xxx
XXXI
XXXII
XXXIII
XXXIV
XXXV

Territorial Application--Frontier Traffic--CUstoms
Unions and Free-trade Areas
Joint Action by the Contracting Parties
Acceptance Entry into Force and Registration
Withholding or Withdrawal of Concessions
Modification of Schedules
Tariff Negotiations
The Relation of this Agreement to the Havana Charter
Amendments
Withdrawal
·contr~cting Parties
Acces~ion

. Annex~s
Non-aQplication of the Agreement between particular
Contracting Parties

Trade and Development

Article XXXVI
Article XXXVII
Article XXXVIII

Principles and Objectives
CommitJUents
Joint Action
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UNDERSTANDING REGARDING NOTIFICATION,
CONSULTATION, DISPUTE SETTLEMENT, AND SURVEILLANCE
Adopted on 28 November 1979
1. The CONTRACTING PARTIES reaffirm their adherence to the basic GATT
mechanism for the management of disputes based on Articles XXII and XXIII.l
With a view to to improving and refining the GATT mechanism, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES agree as follows:
Notification
2. Contracting parties reaffirm their commitment to existing obligations
under the General Agreement regarding publication and notification.2
3. Contracting parties moreover undertake, to the maximum extent possible, to
notify the Contracting Parties of their adoption of trade measures affecting
the operation of the General Agreement, it being understood that such
notification would of itself be without prejudice to views on the consistency
of measures with or their relevance to rights and obligations under the
General Agreement. Contracting parties should endeavour to notify such
measures in advance of implementation. In other cases, where prior
notification has not been possible, such measures should be notified promptly
ex post facto. Contracting parties which have reason to believe that such
trade measures have been adopted by another contracting party may seek
information on such measures bilaterally, from the contracting party concerned.
Consultations
4. Contracting parties reaffirm their resolve to strengthen and improve the
effectiveness of consultative procedures employed by contracting parties. In
that connexion, they undertake to respond to requests for consultations
promptly and to attempt to conclude consultations expeditiously, with a view
to reaching mutually satisfactory conclusions. Any requests f9r consultations
should include the reasons therefor.
5. During consultations, contracting parties should give special attention to
the particular problems and interests of less-developed contracting parties.
6. Contracting parties should attempt to obtain satisfactory adjustment of
the matter in accordance with the provisions of Article XXIII:l before
resorting to Article XXIII:2.
1 It is noted that Article XXV may, as recognized by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, inter alia, when they adopted the report of the Working Party on
particular difficulties connected with trade in primary products (L/930), also
afford an appropriate avenue for consultation and dispute settlement in
certain circumstances.
2 See secretariat note, Notifications required from contracting parties
(MTN/FR/W/17, dated 1 August 1978).
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Dispute settlement
7. The CONTRACTING PARTIES agree that the customary practice of the GATT in
the field of dispute settlement, described in the Annex, shou14 be continued
in the future, with the improvements set out below. They recognize that the
efficient functioning of the system depends on their will to abide by the
present understanding. The CONTRACTING PARTIES reaffirm that the customary
practice includes the procedures for the settlement of disputes between
developed and less-developed countries adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in
1966 (BISD, fourteenth supplement, page 18) and that these remain available to
less-developed contracting parties wishing to use them.
8. If a dispute is not resolved through consultations the contracting parties
concerned may request an appropriate body or individual to use their good
off ices with a view to the conciliation of the outstanding differences between
the parties. If the unresolved dispute is one in which a less-developed
contracting party has brought a complaint against a developed contracting
party, the less-developed contracting party may request the good offices of
the Director-General who, in carrying out his tasks, may consult with the
Chairman of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and the Chait"ltlan of the Council.
9. It is understood that requests for conciliation and the dispute settlement
procedures of Article XXIII:2 should not be intended or considered as
contentious acts and that, if disputes arise, all contracting parties will
engage in these procedures in good faith in an effort to resolve the
disputes. It is also understood that complaints and counter-complaints in
regard to distinct matters should not be linked.
10. It is agreed that if a contracting party invoking Article XXIII:2
requests the establishment of a panel to assist the CONTRACTING PARTIES to
deal with the matter, the CONTRACTING PARTIES would decide on its
establishment in accordance with standing practice. It is also agreed that
the CONTRACTING PARTIES would similarly decide to establish a working party if
this were requested by a contracting party invoking the Article. It is
further agreed that such requests would be granted only after the contracting
party concerned. had had an opportunity to study the complaint and respond to
it before the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
11. When a panel is set up, the Director~General, after securing the
agreement of the contracting parties concerned, should propose the composition
of the panel, of three or five members depending on the case, to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES for approval. The members of a panel would preferably be
governmental. If is understood that citizens of countries whose
governmentsl are parties to the dispute would not be members of the panel
concerned with that dispute. The panel should be constituted as promptly as
possible and normally not later than thirty days from the decision by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES.
12. The parties to the dispute would respond within a short period of time,
i.e., seven working days, to nominations of panel members by the
Director-General and would not oppose nominations except for compelling
reasons.
1 In the case customs unions or common markets are parties to a dispute,
this provision applies to citizens of all member countries of the customs
unions or common markets.

13. In order to facilitate the constitution of panels, the Director-General
should maintain an informal indicative list of governmental and
nongovernmental persons qualified in the fields of trade relations, economic
development, and other matters covered by the General Agreement, and who could
be available for serving on panels. For this purpose, each contracting party
would be invited to indicate at the beginning of every year to the
Director-General the name of one or two persons who would be available for
such work.l
14. Panel members would serve in their individual capacities and not as
government representatives, nor as representatives of any organization.
Governments would therefore not give them instructions nor seek to influence
them as individuals with regard to matters before a panel. Panel membet·s
should be selected with a view to ensuring the independence of the members, a
sufficiently diverse background and a wide spectrum of expet'ience.2
15. Any contracting party having a substantial interest in the matter before
a panel, and having notified this to the Council, should have an opportunity
to be heard by the panel. Each panel should have the right to seek
information and technical advice from any individual or body which it deems
appropriate. However, before a panel seeks such information or advice from
any individual or body within the jurisdiction of a State it shall inform the
government of that state. Any contracting party should respond promptly and
fully to any request by a panel for such information as the panel considers
necessary and appropriate. Confidential information which is provided should
not be revealed without formal authorization from the contracting party
providing the information.
16. The function of panels is to assist the CONTRACTING PARTIES in
discharging their responsibilities under Article XXIII:2. Accordingly, a
panel should make an objective assessment of the matter befot'e it, including
an objective assessment of the facts of the case and the applicability of and
conformity with the General Agreement and, i f so requested by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, make such other findings as will assist the CONTRACTING PARTIES in
making the recommendations or in giving the rulings provided for in At'ticle
XXIII:2. In this connexion, panels should consult regulat'ly with the parties
to the dispute and give them adequate opportunity to develop a mutually
satisfactory solution.
17. Where the parties have failed to develop a mutually satisfactory
solution, the panel should submit its findings in a written form. The t·eporl
of a panel should normally set out the rationale behind any findings and
recommendations that it makes. Where a bilateral settlement of the matter has
been found, the report of the panel may be confined to a brief description of
the case and to reporting that a solution has been reached.
18. To encourage development of mutually satisfactory solutions between the
parties and with a view to obtaining their comments, each panel should first
1 The coverage of travel expenses should be considered within the limits
of budgetary possibilities.
2 A statement is included in the Annex describing the current practice
with respect to inclusion on panels of persons from developing countries.
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submit the descriptive part of its report to the parties concerned, and should
subsequently submit to the parties to the dispute its conclusions, or an
outline thereof, a reasonable period of time before they are circul~ted to the·
CONTRACTING PARTIES.
19. If a mutually satisfactory solution is developed by the parties to a
dispute before a panel, any contracting party with an interest in the matter
has a right to enquire about and be given appropriate information about that
solution in so far as it relates to trade matters.
20. The time required by panels will vary with the particular case.1
However, panels should aim to deliver their findings without undue delay,
taking into account the obligation of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to ensure prompt
settlement. In cases of urgency the panel would be called upon to deliver its
findings within a period normally of three months from the time the panel w~s
established.
21. Reports of panels and working parties should be given prompt
consideration by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The CONTRACTING PARTIES should take
appropriate action on reports of panels and working parties within a
reasonable period of time. If the case is one brought by a.less-developed
contracting party, such action should be taken in a specially convened
meeting, if necessary. In such cases, in considering what appropriate. action .
might be taken the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall take into account not only the
trade coverage of measures complained of, but also their impact on the economy
of less-developed contracting parties concerned.
22. The CONTRACTING PARTIES shall keep under surveillance any matter on which
they have made recommendations or given rulings. If the CONTRACTING PARTIES'
recommendations are not implemented within a reasonable period of time, the
contracting party bringing the case may ask the CONTRACTING PARTIES to make
suitable efforts with a view to finding an appropriate solution.
23. If the matter is one which has been raised by a less-developed
contracting party, the CONTRACTING PARTIES shall consider what further action
they might take which would be appropriate to the circumstances.
Surveillance
24. The CONTRACTING PARTIES agree to conduct a regular and systematic review
of developments in the trading system. Particular attention would be paid to
developments which affect rights and obligations under the GATT, to matters
affecting the interests of less-developed contracting parties, to trade
measures notified in accordance with this understanding and to measures which
have been subject to consultation, conciliation or dispute settlement
procedures laid down in this understanding.
Technical assistance
25. The technical assistance services of the GATT secretariat shall, at the
request of a less-developed contracting party, assist it in connexion with
matters dealt with in this understanding.
l An explanation is included in the Annex that "in most cases the
proceedings of the panels have been completed within a reasonable period of
time, extending from three to nine months".
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Agreed Description of the customary Practice of the GATT
in the Field of Dispute Settlement (Article XXIII:2)
1. Any dispute which has not been settled bilaterally under the relevant
provisions of the General Agreement may be referred to the CONTRACTING
PARTIEsl which are obliged, pursuant to Article X:XIII:2, to investigate
matters submitted to them and make appropriate recommendations or give a
ruling on the matter as appropriate. Article X:XIII:2 does not indicate
whether disputes should be handled by a working party or by a panel.2
2. The CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted in 1966 a decision establishing the
procedure to be followed for Article XXIII consultations between developed and
less-developed contracting parties (BISD, 14th Supplement, page 18). This
procedure provides, inter alia, for the Director-General to employ his good
offices with a view to facilitating a solution, for setting up a panel with
the task of examining the problem in order to recommend appropriate solutions,
and for time-limits for the execution of the different parts of this procedure.
3. The function of a panel has normally been to review the facts of a case
and the applicability of GATT provisions and to arrive at an objective
assessment of these matters. In this connexion, panels have consulted
regularly with the parties to the dispute and have given them adequate
opportunity to develop a mutually satisfactory solution. Panels have taken
appropriate account of the particular interests of developing countries. In
cases of failure of the parties to reach a mutually satisfactory settlement,
panels have normally given assistance to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in making
recommendations or in giving rulings as envisaged in Article XXIII:2.
4. Before bringing a case, contracting parties have exercised their judgment
as to whether action under Article XXIII:2 would be fruitful. Those cases
which have come before the CONTRACTING PARTIES under this provision have, with
few exceptions, been brought to a satisfactory conclusion. The aim of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES has always been to secure a positive solution to a
dispute. A solution mutually acceptable to the parties to a dispute is
clearly to be preferred. In the absence of a mutually agreed solution, the
first objective of the CONTRACTING PARTIES is usually to secure the withdrawal
of the measures concerned if these are found to be inconsistent with the
General Agreement. The provision on compensation should be resorted to only
i f the immediate withdrawal of the measu1·e is impracticable and as a temporary
measure pending the withdrawal of the measures which are inconsistent with the
General Agreement. The last resort which Article X:XIII provides to the
country invoking this procedure is the possibility of suspending
1 The Council is empowered to act for the CONTRACTING PARTIES, in
accordance with normal GATT practice.
2 At the Review Session (1955) the proposal to institutionalize the
procedures of panels was not adopted by CONTRACTING PARTIES mainly because
they preferred to preserve the existing situation and not to establish
judicial procedures which might put excessive strain on the GATT.
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the application of concessions or other obligations on a discriminatory basis
vis-a-vis the other contracting party, subject to authorization by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES of such measures. Such action has only rarely been
contemplated and cases taken under Article XXIII:2 have led to such action in
only one case.
5. In practice, contracting parties have had recourse to Article XXIII only
when in their view a benefit accruing to them ~n_der_ ~!i~ General. Agt·eement -was
being. null-ified or impaired. In· cases Where there is an infringement of the
obligations assumed under the General Agreement, the action is considered
prima facie to constitute a case of nullification ot· impairment. A prima
facie case of nullification or impairment would ipso facto require
consideration of whether the circumstances are serious enough to justify the
authorization of suspension of concessions or obligations, if the contracting
party bringing the complaint so requests. This means that there is normally a
presumption that a breach of the rules has an adverse impact on other
contracting parties, and in such cases, it is up to the contracting parties
against whom the complaint has been brought to rebut the change. Paragraph
1 (b) permits recourse to Article XXIII if nullification or impairment results
from measures taken by other contracting parties whether or not these conflict
with the provisions of the General Agreement, and paragraph 1 (c) if any other
situation exists. If a contracting party bringing an Article XXIII case
claims that measures which do not conflict with the provisions of the General
Agreement have nullified or impaired benefits accruing to it under the General
Agreement, it would be called upon to provide a detailed justification.
6. Concerning the customary elements of the procedures regarding workin:g
parties and panels, the following elements have to be noted:
(i) working parties are instituted by the Council upon the
request of one or several contracting parties. The tet'1t\S
of reference of working parties are generally "to examine
the matter in the light of the relevant provisions of the
General Agreement and to report to the Council". Working
parties set up their own working procedures. The practice
for working parties has been to hold one or two meetings to
examine the matter and a final meeting to discuss
conclusions. Working parties are open to ·participation of
any contracting party which has an interest in the matter.
Generally working parties consist of a number of
delegations varying from about five to twenty according to
the importance of the question and the interests involved.
The countries who are parties to the dispute are always
members of the Working Party and have the same status as
other delegations. The report of the Working Party
represents the views of all its members and therefore
records different views if necessary. Since the tendency
is to strive for consensus, there is generally some measure
of negotiation and compromise in the formulation of the
Working Party's report. The Council adopts the report.
The reports of working parties are advisory opinions on the
basis of which the CONTRACTING PARTIES may take ·a final
decision.

(ii)

In the case of disputes, the CONTRACTING PARTIES have
established panels (which have been called by different
names) or working parties in order to assist them in
examining questions raised under Article XXIII:2. Since
1952, panels have become the usual procedure. However, the
Council has taken such decisions only after the party
concerned has had an occasion to study the complaint and
prepare its response before the Council. The terms of
reference are discussed and approved by the Council.
Normally, these terms of reference are "to examine the
matter and to make such findings as will assist the
CONTRACTING PARTIES in making the reconuuendations or
rulings provided for in paragraph 2 of Article XXIII".
When a contracting party having recourse to Article XXIII:2
raised questions relating to the suspension of concessions
or other obligations, the terms of reference were to
examine the matter in accordance with the provisions of
Article XXIII:2. Members of the panel are usually selected
from permanent delegations or, less frequently, ft·om the
national administrations in the capitals amongst delegates
who participate in GATT activities on a regular basis. The
practice has been to appoint a member or members from
developing countries when a dispute is between a developing
and a developed country.

(iii)

Members of panels are expected to act impartially without
instructions from their governments. In a few cases, in·
view of the nature and complexity of the matter, the
parties concerned have agreed to designate non-government
experts. Nominations are proposed to the parties concerned
by the GATT secretariat. The composition of panels (three
or five members depending on the case) has been agreed upon
by the parties concerned and approved by the GATT Council.
It is recognized that a broad spectrum of opinion has been
beneficial in difficult cases, but that the numbet· of panel
members has sometimes delayed the composition of panels,
and therefore the process of dispute settlement.

(iv)

Panels set up their own working procedures. The practice
for the panels has been to hold two or three formal
meetings with the parties concerned. The panel invited the
parties to present their views either in writing and/or
orally in the presence of each other. The panel can
question both parties on any matter which it considers
t•elevant to the dispute. Panels have also heard the views
of any contracting party having a substantial interest in
the matter, which is not directly party to the dispute, but
which has expressed in the Council a desire to present its
views. Written memoranda submitted to the panel have been
considered confidential, but are made available to the
parties to the dispute. Panels often consult with and seek
information from any relevant source they deem appropriate
and they sometimes consult experts to obtain their technical
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opinion.on certain aspects of the matter. Panels may seek
advice or assistance from the secretariat in its capacity
as guardian of the General Agreement, especially on
historical or procedural aspects. The secretariat provides
the secretary and technical services for panels.
(v)

(vi)

Where the parties have failed to develop a mutually
satisfactory solution, the panel has submitted its findings
in a written form. · Panel reports have normally set out
findings of fact, the applicability of relevant provisions,
and the basic rationale behind any findings and
recommendations that it has made. Where a bilateral
settlement of the matter has been found, the report of the
panel has been confined to a brief description of the case
and to reporting that a solution has been reached.
The reports of panels have been drafted in the absence of
the parties in the light of the information and the
statements made.

(vii)

To encourage development of mutually satisfactory solutions
between the parties and with a view to obtaining their
comments, each panel has normally first submitted the
descriptive part of its report to the parties concerned,
and also their conclusions, or an outline thereof, a
reasonable period of time before they have been circulated
to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

(viii)

In accordance with their terms of reference established by
the CONTRACTING PARTIES panels have expressed their views
on whether an infringement of certain rules of the General
Agreement arises out of the measure examined. Panels have
also, if so requested by the CONTRACTING PARTIES,
formulated draft recommendations addressed to the parties.
In yet other cases panels were invited to give a technical
opinion on some precise aspect of the matter (e.g. on the
modalities of a withdrawal or suspension in regard to the
volume of trade involved). The opinions expressed by the
panel members on the matters are anonymous and the panel
deliberations are secret.

(ix)

Although the CONTRACTING PARTIES have never established
precise deadlines for the different phases of the
procedure, probably because the matters submitted to panels
differ as to their complexity and their urgency, in most
cases the proceedings of the panels have been completed
within a rea·sonable period of time, extending from three to
nine months.

The 1966 decision by the CONTRACTING PARTIES referred to in
paragraph 2 above lays down in its paragraph 7 that the Panel shall
report within a period of sixty days from the date the matter was
referred to it.

c..:..1
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1982 GATT MINISTERIAL DECLARATION
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES (Excerpted)
The CONTRACTING PARTIES:
Agree that the Understanding on Notification, Consultation,
Surveillance and Dispute Settlement negotiated during the Tokyo Round
(hereinafter referred to as the "Understanding") provides the essential
framework of procedures for the settlement of disputes among contracting
parties and that no major change is required in this •framework, but that there
is scope for more effective use of the existing mechanism and for specific
improvements in procedures to this end;
And agree further that:
(i)

(ii)

With reference to paragraph 8 of the Understanding, 'if a
dispute is not resolved through consultations, any party to
a dispute may, with the agreement of the other party, seek
the good offices of the Director-General or of an
individual or group of persons nominated by the
Director-General. This conciliatory process would be
carried out expeditiously, and the Director-General would
inform the Council of the outcome of the conciliatory
process. Conciliation proceedings, and in particular
positions taken by the parties to the dispute during
conciliation, shall be confidential, and without prejudice
to the rights of either party in any further proceedings
under Article XXIII:2. It would remain open at any time
during any conciliatory process for either party to the
dispute to refer the matter to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
In order to ensure more effective compliance with the
provisions of paragraphs 11 and 12 of the Understanding,
the Director-General shall inform the Council of any case
in which it has not been found possible to meet the time
limits for the establishment of a panel.

(iii)

With reference to paragraph 13 of the Understanding,
contracting parties will co-operate effectively with the
Director-General in making suitably qualified experts
available to serve on panels. Where experts are not drawn
from Geneva, any expenses, including travel and subsistence
allowance, shall be met from the GATT budget.

(iv)

The secretariat of GATT has the respon~ibility of assisting
the panel, especially on the legal, historical and
procedural aspects of the matters dealt with.

(v)

The terms of reference of a panel should be formulated so
as to permit a clear finding with respect to any
contravention of GATT provisions and/or on the question of
nullification and impairment of benefits. In terms of
paragraph 16 of the Understanding, and after reviewing the
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facts of the case, the applicability of GATT prov1s1ons and
the arguments advanced, the panel should come to such a
finding. Where a finding establishing a contravention of
GATT provisions or nullification anq impairment is made,
the panel sho~ld make. such suggestions as appropriate for
dealing with the matter as would assist the CONTRACTING
PARTIES in making recommendations to the contracting
parties which they consider to be concerned, or give a
ruling on the matter, as appropriate.
(vi)

Panels would aim to deliver their findings without undue
delay, as provided in paragraph 20 of the Understanding.
If a complete report cannot be made within the period
foreseen in that paragt·aph, panels would be expected to so
advise the Council and the report should be submitted as
soon as possible thereafter.

(vii)

Reports of panels should be given prompt consideration by
the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Where a decision on the findings
contained in a report calls for a ruling or recommendation
by the Council, the Council may allow the contracting party
concerned a reasonable specified time to indicate what
action it proposes to take with a view to a satisfactory
settlement of the matter, before making any recommendation
or ruling on the basis of the report.

(viii)

The recommendation or ruling made by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES shall be aimed at achieving a satisfactory
settlement of the matter in accordance with GATT
obligations. In furtherance of the provisions of paragraph
22 of the Understanding the Council shall periodically
review the action taken pursuant to such recommendations.
The Contracting party to which such a recommendation has
been addressed, shall report within a reasonable specified
period on action taken or on its reasons for not
implementing the recommendation or ruling by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES. The contracting party bringing the
case may also ask the CONTRACTING PARTIES to make suitable
efforts with a view to finding an appropriate solution as
provided in paragraph 22 of the Understanding.

(ix)

The further action taken by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in the
above circumstances might include a recommendation for
compensatory adjustment with respect to other products or
authorization for the suspension of such concessions or
other obligations as foreseen in Article XXIII:2, as the
CONTRACTING PARTIES may determine to .be appropriate in the
circumstances.

(x)

The parties to a dispute would fully participate in the
consideration of the matter by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
under paragraph (vii) above, including the consideration of
any rulings or recommendations the CONTRACTING PARTIES
might make pursuant to Article XXIII:2 of the General
Agreement, and their views would be fully recorded. They
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would likewise participate and have theit· views t'ecorded in
the considerations of the further actions provided for
under paragraphs (viii) and (ix) above. The CONTRACTING
PARTIES reaffirmed that consensus will continue to be the
traditional method of resolving disputes; however, they
agreed that obstruction in the process of dispute
settlement shall be avoided. !I It is understood that
decisions in this process cannot add to or diminish the
rights and obligations provided in the General Agreement.

!I This does not prejudice the provisions on decision making in
the General Agreement.
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DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES:
ACTION TAKEN ON 30 NOVEMBER 1984
AT THE FORTIETH SESSION OF THE CONTRACTING PARTIES
At the 1982 Ministerial i t was ag1·eed that the Dispute Settlement
"Understanding" provides the essential framewot'k of procedures fo1· the
settlement of disputes among contracting parties and that no major change
is required in this framework, but that thet·e is scope for mo1·e effective
use of the existing mechanism and for specific improvements in procedures
to this end.
However, if improvement in the whole system is to be achieved, it is
necessary not only to make specific procedural improvements, but also to
obtain a clear cut understanding by and commitment from the CONTRACTING
PARTIES (or Signatories to the Codes) with respect to the nature and
time-frame of (a) the panel process; (b) the decision on the dispute
matter to be taken by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (or the Code Committee) on
the basis of the panel's report; and (c) the follow-up to be given to
that decision by the parties to the dispute.
A number of procedural problems related to the panel process have
been encountered which can be addressed within the existing framework.
Such problems include the formation of panels in a timely manner, and the
timely completion of panel work. Although the "Understanding" provides
guidelines for these procedures (thirty days for the fot'mation of a panel
and three to nine months to complete the panel• s wot·k) • experience has
shown these time targets at'e seldom met. These are only a couple of
difficulties related to the dispute settlement mechanism, so addt·essing
them alone will not cure all its deficiencies. However, procedural
improvements can lead to improvements in the quality of panel reports.
Therefore, the CONTRACTING PARTIES agree that, as a first step, the
following approach should be adopted, on a trial basis, fot· a period of
one year in order to continue the process of improving the operation of
the system.
Formation of panels
1.

Contracting parties should indicate to the Director-General the names of
persons they think qualified to serve as panelists, who are not presently
affiliated with national administrations but who have a high degt'ee of
knowledge of international trade and experience of the GATT. These names
should be used to develop a short roster of non-governmental panelists to
be agreed upon by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in consultation with the
Director-General. The roster should be as rept"esentative as possible of
contracting parties.
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2.

The Director-General should continue the practice of proposing
panels composed preferably of governmental representatives but
may also draw as necessary on persons on the approved roster.
The parties should retain the ability to respond to the
Director-General's proposal, but shall not oppose nominations
except for compelling reasons.

3.

In the event that panel composition cannot be agreed within
thirty days after a matter is referred by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, the Director-General shall, at the request of either
party and in consultation with the Chairman of the Council,
complete the panel by appointing persons from the roster of
non-governmental panelists to resolve the deadlock, after
consulting both parties.

Completion of panel work
1.

·Panels should continue to set their own wot·king procedut·es and,
where possible, panels should provide the parties to the
dispute at the outset with a proposed calendar for the panel's
work.

2.

Where written submissions are requested from the parties,
panels should set precise deadlines, and the parties. to a
dispute should respect those .deadlines.
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.
Section One
GATT Dispute Settlement Cases used in Chapter II Analysis
List of cases (case no. and title)
1. Import Restrictions
2. Internal Taxes
3. Export Restrictions
4. Subsidy on Ammonium Sulphate
5. "Serious Injury" in Case of Article XIX Action
6. Family Allowances
7. Import Restrictions on.Da~ry Products
8. Increase of Imports Duties (Coefficient for Currency Conversion)
9. Treatment of Sardine Imports
10. Special Imports Taxes ("contribution•• levied on certain imports}
11. Statistical Tax on Imports and Exports
12. Special Temporary Comperisation Tax on Imports
13. Anti-Dumping Duties
14. Stamp Tax, Increase to 2 Percent
15. Luxury Import Tax
16. Import Duties on Starch and Potato Flour
17. Import Restriction's on Coal
18. Stamp Tax, Further Increase. to 3 Percent
19. U.S. (Hawaiian) Regulations Affecting Imported Eggs
20. Increase in Bound Duties (Long-Playing Records}
21. Exports of Subsidized Eggs
22. Discrimination Versus Imported Agricultural Machinery
23. Discrimination Versus Imported Agricultural Machinery
24. Assistance to Exports of Wheat
25. Assistance to Exports of Flour
26. Increase in Margiri of Preferences on Bananas
27. Recourse to· Article XXlll (Primary Products}
28. Import Restrictions
29. Imports of Potatoes (Value for Antidumping Duties)
30. u·:s. 'Action ·under Article xxv111 (Negotiations on Poultt·y)
31. Administrative and Statistical Fees
32. Preferential Tariff Quotas
33. Import Restrictions on Grains
34. Margins of Prefer~nce
35. Compensatory Taxes on· Imports'
36. Restrictions on Cotton Textiles
37. Dollar Area Quofa's
-·
38. Tax Legislation (DISC).
39. Income Ta:X Pract1ces .
40. Income Tax Practices
41. Income Tax Practices
42. ·Article··XXIV:6 .N~gotiations with the EC
43. Import_ Quotas.: on' .Eggs
44. Minimum Import Prices, Licenses and Surety Deposits for certain Processed
Fruits and. Vegetables 1/
45. I~po~t beposit~ f~r Ani~l _Feed Proteins !I
1

See footnotes at the bottom of next page.
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46.
47.
48.
49.
SO.
Sl.
S2.
53.
S4.
SS.
S6.
S7.
58.
S9.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
6S.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
7S.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

Withdrawal of Tariff Concessions Under Article XXVIII:3
Import Restrictions on Thrown Silk Yarn !I
Exports Refunds on Malted Darley
Restrictions on Imports of Leather !I
Refunds on Exports of Sugar
Refunds on Exports of Sugar
Restrictions on Imports of Textiles from Hong Kong
Imports Restrictions on Apples from Chile
Restrictions on Imports of Leather
Restrictions on Domestic Sale of Soybean Oil
Restrictions on Imports of Manufactured Tobacco!/
Prohibitions of Imports of Tuna and Tuna Products
Imports of Beef from Canada
Tariff Treatment of Unroasted Coffee
Imports of Poultry from the United States
Imposition of Countervailing Duties without Injury Criterion
Import Duty on Vitamin Bl2, Feed-Grade Quality
Production Subsidies on Canned Fruit
Imports of Automotive Spring Assemblies
Export Subsidies on Wheat Flour!/ £1
Production Aids on Canned Peaches, Canned Pears, Canned Fruit Cocktail
and Dried Grapes !I
Administration of the Foreign Investment Review Act (FIRA)
Pasta Subsidies !I £1
Tariff Treatment on Imports of Citrus Products from Certain
Mediterranean Countries !I
"Manufacturing Clause" in U.S. Copyright Legislation
Sugar Regime
Value Added Tax (VAT) Payments £1
Quantitative Restrictions Against Imports from Hong Kong
Internal Regulations Having an Effect on Imports of Certain
Parts of Footwear
Measures on Imports of Leather !I
Nullification or Impairment of Benefits and Impediment to the Attainment
of GATT Objectives
Imports of Sugar
Imports of Newsprint From Canada
Imports of Electrical Transformers
Discriminatory Application of Retail Sales Tax on Goal Coins
Provisions of the U.S. Wine Equity Act £!
Import Distribution and Sale of Alcoholic Drinks by Provincial
Marketing Agencies
U.S. Restrictions on Imports of Certain Sugar-containing Products
Quota on Imports of Leather Footwear!/

!/ Throughout this listing, this footnote notation indicates that the case
was filed following a section 301 petition filed by private parties in the
United States in accordance with U.S. law.
£1 Throughout this listing, this footnote notation indicates that the case
was filed under one of the Tokyo round NTK codes.
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Description of Cases:
1.

Import Restrictions
Date: ~/
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
2.

September 1948
United States
CUba
Whether several import regulations requiring
documentation and prohibiting unapproved importers
from entering shipments constituted nullification or
impairment of benefits of concessions or violation
of article XI (quantitative restrictions)
Working party report (adopted September 1948)
announced bilateral settlement without ruling on the
legal issues .
Regulations rescinded immediately as part of a ·
broader settlement on September 14, 1948

Internal Taxes
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
J.

1948 to September 1985 l/

April 1949
France
Brazil
Validity of increased margins of discrimination in
internal taxes under Protocol reservation
(grandfather clause); rights of France under article
XXIII to pursue the issue
Working party report (adopted June 1949) found
margins of discrimination went beyond grant allowed
by Protocol and asked Brazil to liberalize them
Discrimination ended with major tariff revision in
August 1958

Export Restrictions
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

May 1949

Czechoslovakia
United States
Validity of U.S. restrictions under article XXI
(security exceptions)
Contracting Parties rejected complaint in plenary
ruling because they found no violation of that
provision (June 8, 1949)
Issue ultimately became moot with GATT-authorized
suspension of obligations between Czechoslovakia and
the United States

!I These case were used as a basis for presentation of data in chap. II.
Information on these cases was compiled from a variety of sources, most
notably: Basic Instruments and Selected Documents (BISD), The Contracting
_ Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Supplements 1-31;
Hudec, Robert E. ·The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy, Praeger
~blishers, 1975; various annual editions of GATT Activities, the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; and other GATT information and documents.
~£1 Date used is generally the date of the request for panel, filed under
article XXIII:2.
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4.

Subsidy on Ammonium Sulphate
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:
5.

"Serious Injury" in Case of Article XIX Action
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

6.

November 1950
Czechoslovakia
Unites States
Validity of escape clause action under article XIX
criteria: standards for "serious injury"
Working party report {adopted October 1951) found
the U.S. withdrawal of a tariff concession did not
violate article XIX
Ho U.S. action necessary

Family Allowances
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issues:
GATT action:

Result:
7.

July 1949
Chile
Australia
Asserted violation of article I {MFN), and/or
nullification and impairment of concession, due to
Australia's removal of a subsidy on an article
having a bound rate of "ft·ee," resulting in shift to
competing product
·Ref erred to working party. In Apt·il 1950,
contracting parties found that the value of a
concession granted to Chile had prima f acie been
impaired as a result of the subsidy, although it was
not in conflict with GATT. Australia dissented
Australian subsidy practice adjusted in November 1950

September 19, 1951 {Norway); September 20, 1951
{Denmark); resubmitted October 29, 1952
Norway and Denmark
Belgium
Validity of discriminatory tax under protocol
reservation {grandfather clause)
Panel report {adopted Novembet· 1952) found Belgian
legislation inconsistent with article I {and perhaps
III:2) and ruling on a concept inconsistent with the
spirit of the Agreement. The contracting parties
recommended that changes in the legislation be
expedited.
Tax abolished as of Karch 1954

Import Restrictions on Dairy Products
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

September 19, 1951 {The Netherlands), September 21,
1951 {Denmark)
The Netherlands and Denmark
United States
Whether dairy quotas violated article XI
{quantitative restrictions): not contested

GATT action:

··.::

Result:

8.

Increase of Import Duties (Coefficient for Currency Conversion)
Date:
Complaint ·by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATTaction:
Result:
9.

Referred to contracting parties and working party on
appropriateness of Netherlands' retaliation under
article XXIII:2. The United States was asked to
remove restrictions within a reasonable time. No
progress occurred, and contracting parties (decision
adopting working party report on August 1952)
authorized Netherlands to take action under article
XXIII:2 in retaliation
Quotas unchanged; covered by waiver in 1955 for U.S.
section 22 (7 u.s.c. § 624), ~s amended. The
Netherlands suspended concessions on wheat flour in
retaliation

September 1952
United Kingdom
Greece
Argued violation of bound tariff rate, due to
increase in coefficients used for currency
conversion, pursuant to article II (schedule of
concessions): not contested
Panel report (adopted November 1952) found measure
inconsistent with article II:l, requiring adherence
to schedules of concessions
Bound tariff restored in July 1953

Treatment of Sardine Imports
Date:
Co.mplaint by:
.Versus:
Issue:

September 1952
·Norway
West Germany
Whether differing tariff rates (and various other
restrictions) on competing sardine products violated
· ·., · article· I (MFN) and/or caused nullification or
.. , , ·,
impairment of benefits of a concession
· . .-GATT. action: · ··contracting parties (adopting panel report, October
1952) ruled that the duty rates were not in violation
,.
·of article I but did constitute nullification of a
tariff concession. Recommended that Germany consider
ways of removing the competitive inequality among.
different types of sardine imports in the levels of
duties and taxes
Result:
Settled. Duties reduced to virtual equivalence
in 1953
10.

Special -Imports T.axes·("contribution" levied on certain imports)
Date: 1· •·
Complaint by:
Versus:·
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

September 1952
France
Greece
Validity of new import taxes under at·ticle III
(national treatment); defended as "monetary"
restrictions pursuant to IMF
Panel decision was def erred and case referred to
contracting parties for decision on merits
Tax eliminated in April 1953

11.

Statistical Tax on.Imports and Exports
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

12.

Special Temporary Compensation Tax on Imports
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
13.

July 1954
Italy
France
Whether tax on imports intended to reduce effects of
quota liberalization violated tariff bindings under
article II (schedule of concessions): legal-claim
not contested
Referred to Contracting Parties and wot·king party.
Decision formally found legal violation and urged
removal.
Taxes removed in August_ 1957, after genet·al
devaluation. and adoption of replacement measures

Anti-dumping Duties
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

Result:
14.

November 7, 1952
United States
France
Whether tax ·violated boun_d _tat·if fs: not contested
Referred to the Contracting Parties. Discussed;
correction promised
Tax abolished as of Janu~ry 1, 1955

July 1954
Italy
Sweden
Validity of administrative procedures used in
antidumping cases under article VI; validity of
specific dumping determinations
~ _.
Panel report (adopted February 1955) suggested
procedures were defective and raised questions
requiring further investigation on the validity of
the challenged determinations; parties were asked to
consult
Dumping regulations in question repealed on July 10,
1955

Stamp Tax, Increase to 2 Percent
Date:
September 1954
Complaint by: · United States
Versus:
France
Issue:
Whether tax violated tariff bindings under article II
(schedule of concessions) and provisions regarding
import fees under article VIII (fees and
formalities): not contested
GATT action:
Referred to Contracting Parties;" correction was
promised
Result:
Complaint withdrawn on January 1, 1955. Tax
abolished in 1961 .
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·1s.

Luxury Import Tax
October 1954
Date:
. Complaint by: Italy
Versus:
·Greece
Issue:
Whether taxes on imports violated article III
(national treatment); other technical questions on
tariff revisions
Discussed. Deferred for bilateral consultations
GATT action:
Result:
Settled during consultations. Some measures were
eliminated, and best efforts to do so were promised
on others

16.

Import Duties on Starch and Potato Flour
Date:
· , Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

17.

Import Restrictions on Coal
Date:
complaint· by:
Versus:
·
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

18.

October 1954
Benelux·
West Germany
Legal effect of commitment made in tariff negotiations to use best efforts to maintain balance of
concessions
Panel report (noted February 1955); partial legal
analysis suggested nullification ot· impairment
Germany proposed tariff concessions that were viewed
as acceptable

October 1954
United States
Belgium
Whether intensification of quota restrictions was
justified under article XII (balance of payments
measures)
Withdrawn before discussion by Contracting Parties
Settled. Increased quota given

Stamp Tax, Further Increase to 3 Percent
Date:
September 1955
Complaint by:· United States
Versus: ·
France
Issue:
Whether tax violated tariff bindings under article II
(schedule of concessions) and provisions regarding
import fees in article VIII (fees and formalities):
1 not contested
GATT action:
Referred to Contracting Parties, who reco~ended
(November 1955) cancellation of measures as soon as
practicable. France undertook to do so
Result:
Tax reduced from 3 to 2 percent as of January 1,
1961. Tax finally abolished later in 1961

19.

U.S. (Hawaiian)·.Regulations Affecting Imported Eggs
Date:
September 1955
Complaint by:, Australia
Versus:
United States
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Issue:
GATT action:
Result:
20.

Increase in Bound Duties (Lon.g-=Playing Records)
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:
.

21.

GATT action:
Result:

.

May 1957
Denmark
United Kingdom
Whether subsidy violated terms of new article XVI
(subsidies); ruling was requested, even though
article not yet officially in force at the time·
Panel was appointed but never met because dispute was
resolved in· bilateral consultations
··
Export of subsidized eggs to Europe prohibited

Discrimination Versus Imported Agricultural Machinery
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

23.

October 1956
West Germany
Greece
Whether generic tariff binding under art .. II
(schedule of concessions) applied to newly developed
product
(a) Referred to group of experts on customs matters,
who ruled that binding·was applicable
(b) Ruling protested. Deferred.for additional study
Compromise duty rate negotiated bilaterally in
November 1957

Exports of Subsidized Eggs
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

22.

Whether state government regulation requii·ing 'notice
"we sell foreign eggs" violates article III (national
treatment)
•,
Referred to Contracting Parties. Discussion deferred
pending State court legal action (November 195·5)
Regulation invalidated by state court in Territory v.
Ho., 41 Hawaii 565 (1957)

'

."'.

October 1957
. :·
United Kingdom
France
Whether purchase subsi'dy. limited to domestically made
machinery violated article III (national. treatment)
Referred to the Contracting Parties. Discussed.
Action deferred pending outcome of efforts to cort·ect
the situation
Discrimination removed with retroactive effect.
Subsidy.restored for imported articles

Discrimination Versus Importe4 Agricultural Machinery
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

May 1958
United Kingdom
Italy
Whether farmers' credit program (granting loans on·:
especially favorable terms for purchase of domestic
products) violated article III (national treatment)
Panel report (adopted October 1958) ruled the
provision was contrary to article I.II

1...:11

Result.:
24 ..

As.s~stance

Agreement reached between parties in November 1958
(law allowe~ to expire)

to Exports of Wheat

Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
.GATT actiqn:
-·

Result:

May 1958
Australia
France
Whether export subsidies resulted in the gain of more
than an equitable share of mat·ket in violation of
article XVI (subsidies)
ranel report. (adopted November 1958) ruled that
subsidies were in violation of article XVI
Agreement reached between parties in April 1960 to
consult on prices

25 ... Assistance to Exports of Flour

Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
:Issu~:

.GATT action:
Result:
26.

Increase in Margin of Preferences on Bananas
Date:
Complaint by:
Ver:sus:
Issue:
GATT action: .
Result:

27.

September 1958
Australia
Italy
Whether subsidy caused Italy to have more than an
equitable share of market in violation of article XVI
(subsidies)
Referred to panel considering French subsidy. Panel
report (adopted November 1958) t-uled subsidies were
in violation of article XVI
Settled. Subsidy program revised

December 1961
Brazil
United Kingdom
Whether intent of proposed increase in margin of
preference on bananas was appropriate under
conditions of article XXV authorizing waiver
Panel report (adopted April 1962) ruled the purpose
of the increase did not qualify
Proposed increased tariff dropped in October 1962

Recourse to Article XXIU (Primary Products) .
Date:
Complaint by·:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT ~ctio~:

February 1962
Uruguay
Fifteen contracting parties
Whether broad nullification and impairment of concessions existed, based on legality of 562 alleged
rest. . rictions imposed by the fifteen developed
.co~~tries on primary products
Panel report (adopted November 1962) enumerated
vat"ious self-confessed violations, recommend·ed·· their
'remova_l. and suggested. consultations on other
restrictions
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Result:

28.

Import Restrictions
Date:
Complaint by:
. Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

29.

I.

November 1962
- : ! . : ~. " ...
United States
France
Propriety of certain residu-al measures: .quotas
alleged to be in violation of articl·e· XI ·('~uantita
tive -restrictions): not· ·contested; separate issue of
claimed nullification and impairment of be.nefits the
United States exp·ected from Dillon Round concessions
Panel report (adopted November 1962) affirmed that
under GATT (no articles specified,) nullificatiori:and
impairment existed, and reconunended that France
withdraw the quotas
.
'
The United states coroplied with reque.st"· fo t;efrain
from suspending concessions for a "reasonable
period,"·based on a partial-settlement. ·The United
States again·raised the case:ln September 1972 and
subsequently reached a' full settlement ba.s.~d on
substantial liberalization of:. quotas· of: benefit to
the U. S; · ' · ·

Imports of Potatoes (Value.for Ant:idumping Duties)
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:
30.

Several, restrictions were ·eliminated, but Uruguay
stated the·overall situation not improved. Panel was
reconvened in July 1964 and made recommendations
similar to those of 1962. Further·action not reported

November 1962
United States
Canada
~. ·
Whether antidumping duties :violated tat·if f'·bi.ndings
under article II (schedule of ·concessionsi ·or were
justified ·un:der atticie VI (antidumping and.· countet·vailing duties)
··
Panel report (adopted November 1962) ruled that the
additional duties were not· justified under.. afticle VI
and violated tariff bindings under article II.
Reconunen:ded that Canada withdraw the antidumping
duties or make "satisfactory adjustment" of the
benefit impaired by the duties ·''
Duties terminated on January 2, 1963

U.S. Action Under Article XXVIII (Negotiations on Poultt·y)
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

October 1963 - ·
Joint submission .by United States and EC
United' States
Value- of trade as· to which concessions should be withdrawn~ based ori u. s. article XXVIII rights' ·
Refe-rred to panel fot· advisory opinion. Panel report
(adopted November 1963) fixed ·value at a point
between U. s. and EC claims ·
Parties complied with panel ruling
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31.

Administrative and Statistical Fees
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
CATT-action:
*esult :'

October 1969
United States
Italy
Whether service fee was limited to cost of service
rendered (article VIII: fees and formalities) and
were discriminatory (art. I: MFN pt·inciple)
Referred to Contracting Parties. Deferred for
legislation
Not reported

Preferential Tariff Quotas

32.

Date:
Complaint by:
Versu~:

Issue:
GATT action:
Result·: ·
Impor~ Re~trictions

33.

Date:
·· Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
. GATT action:
Result:

April 1970
United States
Greece
Violation of article 1 (MFN): not contested
Referred to working party. Waiver considered under
article XXV and denied
Not reported
on Grains
September 1970
United States
Denmark
Whether quota/embargo violated article XI (qu~ntita
tive restrictions)
Referred to Council
Bilaterally settled (iri October 1970). Access for
certain products provided

34. ·'Margins'.· of Preference

Date:
September 1970
Compla,int.by:' United states
Versus:
Jamaica
!·
Interpreta~ion of provisions governing base dale for
Issue:
·calculating '[llaximum margin of preferences under
articie I (KFN principle)
Panel report .(adopted February 1971) affirmed u. s ..
GATT action:
legal position (1947 base date), but recommended
waiver under article xxv permitting 1962 dat~
Result:
Waiver granted. Margins in excess of 1962 margins
rescinded
35.

,

.

Compensatory
Taxes
on Imports
. . .
'
.
Date:
c;:omplaint
· Verslis:

">\.·

.

_;.

b~:

issue:·
:'. GATi' actlon:
Result:

June 1972
United States
European Community
Violation of tariff bindings under article II
(sc~edule of concessions):
not contested
Complaint ref erred to Council
Compensatory taxes on large number of articles
abolished. United States agt·eed to defer further
action
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36.

Restrictions on Cotton Textiles
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

September 1972
Israel
United 'Kingdom.
Legality (under GATT and MFA) of quotas based on
,aliegedly inac~urate classification of Jsrael as a
low-::-cost •. disruptive -supprier- of cottoli textiles in
the U.IC. market
Panel report (adopted February, 1973) noted,bqateral
settlement in January 1973
Quotas suspended for trial period
0

GATT action:
Result:
37.

'

.~

'

Dollar Area Quotas
,,.;

Date:
October 1972
Complaint by: . United States ..
, United Kingdom·
versus:
: Issue:
· Whether.quotas violated articles XI (quantit~tive
restrictions'> and XIII (nondiscriminatory ....
administration): not contested
. . ... "
GATT action:
Complaint referred to panel. .Interim p~nel .r~p9rt..
(adopted July 1973) made no formal legal finding.
Reconunended further consu,l,tati~ns
Result:
Bilateral settlement of the dispute in J~ly 1~73
based on phasing out of quotas
"
38.

Tax Legisl~tion (DISC>''
Date:.
Complaint 'by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

Result:
39.

Income

Ta~

April 1973
European Conununity
United States·
Whether certain tax deferrals. arguably,_exemp~ic;m~ 1 .• of
income from taxation. constituted an export subsidy
in violation of article XVI.(subsidies)
.
Panel in November.1976 found nullifica~~~~.,and
impairment of benefits under the Agreement.. Council
in Deceml;>er 1981 adopts pa?iei report subinitte~ in
conjun~tiop wi~h bilateral understanding
·
The DISC leg~slation was amend~d in 1984

Pract.ices

Date:
. ·Hay 1973 ·.
Complaint by: United States
Versus:
European Community (the Netherlands)
Issue:
Wh~tQ~r tax treatment of.foreign income of ~~ort.
businesses (based on territoriality principle)
constitµted an export subsidy. contrary to article
XVI (subsidies)
..
:·
Panel. with melJl)>~rship iden.tical to ·oisc' pan~i. found
GATT action:
nullification and impairment of benefits ln)llovember
i976'. · c~u.ncil, in Dec.ember 19Sl, adopted panel
report in conjunction with bilateral understanding
Repor~ concluded tax practices acted' ·as"expp:rt subsidy
Result:
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40.

lneome'Tax Pract.iees
Date: .. · .
· · Hay 1973
Complaint by: United States
V~rsus:
European Community (France)
l~sue:
Whether tax treatment of foreign income of export
businesses constituted an export subsidy in violation
of article XVI (subsidies)
Panel, with membership identical to DISC panel, found
:GATT action:
nullification and impairment of benefits in November
1976. Council, in December 1981, adopted panel
report in conjunction with bilateral understanding
Report concluded tax practices acted as export subsidy
Result:

41.

Income Tax Practices
·Date:
Gomplaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

Result:,
42.

Article XXIV:6 Negotiations with the EC
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:.
43.

Hay 1973
United States
European Conununity (Belgium)
Whether tax treatment of foreign income of export
businesses constituted an export subsidy in violation
of article XVI (subsidies)
Panel, with membership identical to DISC panel, found
nullification and impairment of benefits in November
1976. Council, in December 1981, adopted panel
report in conjunction with bilateral understanding
Report concluded that tax practices acted as export
subsidy

November 1974
Canada
European Community
Ruling sought under article XXIII on whether
compensation maintained prior level of concessions
and whether Canada's possible compensatory withdrawal
would restore balance
·
Dispute referred to a panel
Panel never met because bilateral settlement was
reached in March 1975

Import Quotas on Eggs !/
Date:·
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

September 1975
United States
Canada
Whether Canada's import quotas on eggs were
consistent with article XI (quantitative restrictions)
Working party established in 1975 issued a report
(adopted February 1976) that agreed with Canadian
view that program was consistent with article
XI:2(c)(i) (United States dissenting) but was unable
to decide ~hether the period chosen by Canada for
determining

See footnotes at end of list.
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Result:
- 44.

the import quota was consistent with the. 1.f!st' · < .,,
paragraph of article XI, and did not reach a
conclusion whether the Canadian scheme constituted a
nullification or impairment of a binding". The
working party urged intensive bilateral discu'ssions
Canada increased (roughly doubled) supplementary
quotas for U.S. eggs -

Minimum Import Prices. Licenses and Surety Deposits for Certain Processed
Fruits and Vegetables !I
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

June 1976
United States
European CollUllUnity
Whether EC systems for licensing and surety deposits
for imports of certain processed fruits and
vegetables and for minimum import prices for tomato
concentrates were consistent with articles II
(schedule of concessions)_,. VIII (fees and formalities), and XI (quantitative restrictions);. if minimum
import price system was. consistent with article I
(!!FU)

GATT action:

Result:
45.

Import Deposits for Animal Feed Proteins !I
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
46.

Panel report (October 1978) found that the minimum
import price and costs associated with the security
system for tomato ~oncentrates violated articles XI
and II, and. further found that minimum import prices
constituted a prima f acie case of nullification or
impairment of benefits under article XXlll. No other
inconsistencies found
EC, for internal reasons, in June 1978 abolished
minimum import prices for tomato concentrates

July 1976
United States
European Community
Whether EC import deposits and purchasing requirements affecting nonfat dry milk held by· var'ious
intervention agencies .. and certain animal feed ·
proteins was consistent with EC.obligations under
articles I (HFN), II (schedule of concessions), and
III (national treatment)
Panel report (adopted March 1978) found the program
to be inconsistent with various provisions of , ·
article III, but not articles I or II '.
EC program had already been discontinued in
October 1976

Withdrawal of Tariff Concessiqns under Article XXVIII:3
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:

October 1976
European qonununity
Canada

See footnotes at end of list.
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Issue:

GATT action:

Result:
47.

Import Restrictions on Thrown Silk Yarn 1/
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

48.

July 1977
United States
Japan.
Whether a "prior permission system" introduced by
Japan on imports of thrown silk yarn was inconsistent with the GATT
Complaint referred to a panel; panel report (adopted
Hay 1978) stated parties had reached an understanding on the implementation of the system
Consultations between the United States and Japan
had resulted in an understanding that was acceptable to the United States

Exports Refunds on Halted Barley
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

49.

Whether Canada's retaliation against the EC
conversion of duties on wrought lead and zinc from a
weight basis to an ad valorem basis was justified
under article XXVIII (modification of schedules)
Panel report (adopted Hay 1978) found that Canada
was entitled to withdraw concessions (which it had
previously done on canned meats, liqueurs, aperitifs, cordial wines, and iron and steel wires),
since EC method of conversion had increased duties
without compensation under article XXVIII, but that
Canada's retaliatory action was excessive in relation to the actual damage suffered by Canada and
that the retaliation should be withdrawn as soon as
the EC decreased its zinc tariff or made other
compensatory concessions
Resolution of issues unknown

October 1977
Chile
European Community
Alleged EC export subsidy on malted barley
Referred to GATT Director-General for conciliation
under 1966 procedures concerning disputes initiated
by developing countries
Hatter not pursued by Chile

Restrictions on Imports of Leather !I
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

July 1978
United States
Japan
Whether quota restrictions constitute a nullif ication or impairment of U.S. benefits under the
General Agreement
Panel report (adopted November 1979) noted that a
bilater~l settlement had been reached in February

See footnotes at end of list.
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Result:

50.

Refunds on Exports of Sugar
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

51.

1979 and that the U.S. was withdrawing its
complaint; each party reserved its rights under the
GATT as to the matter if the agreement failed
The bilateral understanding reached in February 1979
terminated on March 31, 1982. United States filed a
new complaint in December 1982 (see case 75)

September 1978
Australia
European Community
Whether EC export subsidies contravened its obligations under article XVI (subsidies) or caused or
threatened serious prejudice to Australia or nullified or impaired Australian benefits under the GATT
or impeded the objectives of the General Agreement
Panel report (adopted November 1979) concluded EC
export subsidies had indirectly caused "serious
prejudice" to Australia and constituted a threat of
serious prejudice in terms of article XVI(l), but
did not find that the EC had more than an equitable
share of world export trade. Uo other findings made
In response to Australian efforts to obtain implementation of the finding, EC argued that it was not
under any obligation to alter its system of
restrictive payments. In 1980, a working party
began review, and in a report (adopted March 1981)
indicated that the EC maintained that its new EC
sugar export refund system was a sufficient
response. Australia and Brazil disagreed. In
September 19Sl, a second working party was asked to
report on the implementation of the panel's report.
In a report (adopted Karch 1982), that working party
stated it could not conclude its work since the EC
attempted to broaden the scope of review to include
other countries' sugar policies

Refunds on Exports of Sugar
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

November 1978
Brazil
European Community
Whether EC sugar export subsidies were consistent
with its obligations under article XVI (subsidies);
whether they caused or threatened serious prejudice
or nullified or impaired Brazilian benefits under
, ~art 4 of the Genera 1 Agreement
Panel,report (adopted November 1980) found that EC
practices caused serious prejudice and threatened
serious prejudice to Brazilian interests in terms of
XVI(l) and did not further the principles and
objectives of article XXXVI in conformity with the
conunitments of article XXXVIII of the GATT
Bilateral discussion reached impasse (see case 50)
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52.

Restrictions on Imports of Textiles from Hong Kong
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GA'l'T action:

Result:

53.

Imports Restrictions on Apples from Chile
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
tssue:
GATT action:

Result:
54.

July 1979
United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong
Norway
Whether Norway's quotas were consistent with article '
XIX (emergency action on particular imports) and
article XIII (nondiscriminatory administration)
Council adopted in principle (June 1980) panel
report that Norway's article XIX action was not
consistent with article XIII; termination or
modification was reconunended based on mutual
agreement
Norway extended its article XIX restrictions until
the end of 1981; Hong Kong reserved its rights;
restrictions ultimately modified

R~strictions

on Imports of Leather

Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:
55 •. Restrictions on

GATT action:

October 1979
Canada
Japan
Whether q~ota restrictions constituted a nullification: or iiilpairment of Canada's benefits under GATT
Panel re9ort. (adopted November 1980) stated that a
bilatera~ settlement had been reached
Bilater~l consultations had led to a solution of the
dispute in September 1980

D~est~c S$~es

Date:;·
Complaint by:
Versus:
Lssue:

Result:

July 1979
Chile
European Community
Whether EC's 4-month suspension of apple imports
from Chile was consistent with various provisions of
the GATT (articles I, II, XI, XIII, and part IV)
Panel report (adopted November 1980) found EC
measures not in conformity with article XIII.and
constituted prima f acie nullification or impairment
of benefits under article XX.III. No other findings
· Issues apparently resolved in bilateral consultations

of Soybean Oil

October 1979
United States
Spain
Whether internal consumption quotas were inconsistent with article III (national treatment) and
article XVII (State trading enterpr~ses)
Panel report (not adopted but noted in November
1981) found Spanish restrictions not inconsistent
with articles III and XVII, but that nullification
or impairment of U.S. benefits could have occurred
in the sense of article XXIII:l(b) and l(c)
No change in restrictions
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56.

Restrict.ions on 'Imports of Manufactured Tobacco !I
Dale:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

· GATT action:
Result:

57.

Prohibitions of Imports of Tuna and Tuna Products
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:
58.

January 1980
Canada
United States
Whether U.S. embargo on imports of tuna from Canada
was contrary to U.S. GATT obligations (articles I
(MFN), XI (quantitative restrictions), and:XIII
(nondiscriminatory administration)) or was within
the scope of exception in article XX(g) (measures to
protect exhaustible natural resources)
Panel report (adopted February 1982) found that the
tuna embargo was not in conformity with article XI
and that the exception provided in article· XX .did · ·
not apply
In the interim, the United States had eliminated the
challenged embargo

Imports of Beef from Canada
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
.59.

November 1979
United States
Japan·
Whether Japanese measures affecting imports of
manufactured tobacco products were inconsistent with
provisions of articles l_II Jnational- treatment of
impor-ts)- and XVII (Operation of State trading
enterprises)
Panel established in.Karch 1980; panel report
(adopted June 1981) indicated the U.S. had withdrawn
its complaint ·
Following bilateral consultations, Japan ~repealed
internal t_ax on imported cigars in March 1980 and
reduced import duties on Cigars and pipe tobacco.
Japan agreed to liberalize market restrictions

Tariff Treat:ment. of

Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:

March 1980
Canada
European Community
Whether the EC requirement that beef be graded
according to USDA standards to meet requirements for
tariff quota was consistent with articles I and· ·II
(HFN and schedule of concessions, respectively);
whether nullification or impairment existed
Panel report (adopted March 1981) found EC measures
inconsistent with articles 1 and II
EC granted a quota share to Canadian beef meeting
high quality standard
Unroast.~

Coffee

April 1?80
Brazil
Spain

See footnotes at end of list.
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Issue:
GATT action:
Result:
60.

Imports of Poultry from the United States
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
61.

September 1980
United States
European Community
Whether U.S. benefits accruing under article III
(national treatment) were impaired by discriminatory
U.K. restrictions on U.S. poultry imports and
whether United Kingdom measures met the terms of
article XX (general exceptions)
Panel established in October 1980
Complaint withdrawn in Hay 1981

Imposition of Countervailing Duties without Injury Criterion
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:

62.

Whether Spain's discriminatory tariff treatment of
imports of Brazilian coffee by Spain violated
article I CHFN)
Panel report (adopted June 1981) found Spanish
actions prima f acie impairment of Brazilian GATT
benefits; actions not in conformity with article I:l
Spain agreed to give equal tariff treatment by
December 31, 1981

October 1980
India
United States
Whether application of countervailing duties without
the application of material injury test under
article Vl:6 was inconsistent with MFN obligation of
article I
·
Panel established in November 1980; panel report
(adopted November 1981) stated that bilateral
consultations had resolved dispute
Complaint withdrawn after bilateral consultations
resolved dispute in September 1981. The United
States agreed to apply provisions of the Subsidies
Code to India

Import Duty on Vitamin B12, Feed-Grade Quality
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

June 1981
European Community
United States
If U.S. imposition of higher duty on vitamin Bl2
feed-grade quality as a result of elimination of
American Selling Price method of valuation nullified
or impaired EC benefits under the Agreement
Panel report (adopted in Oct. 1982) found that the
United states had not infringed any GATT provision
but indi~ated that the Council could invite the
United States to advance the implementation of Tokyo
Round cor,cession duty rate on feed-grade vitamin Bl2
Council 4id not adopt panel's recommendation;
therefore, the United States did not accelerate
staging on this product
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63.

Production Subsidies on Canned Fruit
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

64.

Imports of Automotive Spring Assemblies
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
65.

November 1981
Canada
United States
Whether the· U.S. International Trade Commission
exclusion order pursuant to section 337 of Tariff
Act of 1930 as to such imports was consistent with
articles II (schedule of concessions), III (national treatment), XI (quantitative restrictions), and XX (general exceptions);
whether prima facie nullification or impairment
existed
Panel report (adopted May 1983) found U.S. actions
fell under the exception from GATT obligations
provided under article XX(d)
No U.S. action required or taken

Export Subsidies on Wheat Flour !I ll
Date:
Complaint by:
Ve~sus:

ISl:!Ue:

GATT action:
Result:
66.

June 1981
Australia
European Community
Whether subsidies were consistent with EC obliga--·
tions under article XVI (subsidies)
Referred to panel
Australia did not pursue this case. Instead,
Australia supported the United States in the United
States-EC canned fruit case (see Case 66)

~I

December 1981
United States
European Community
Alleged violation of articles 8 and 10 of the
Subsidies code (EC subsidies on wheat flour had
resulted in EC having more than an equitable share
of the world export trade in wheat flour)
Subsidies code panel report (issued March 1983) has
been considered but not yet adopted by the Subsidies
code conunittee
Subsidies code committee continues its examination
of panel's report

Production-Aids on Canned Peaches, Canned Pears, Canned Fruit
Cocktail and Dried Grapes !I
.Date:
Complaint by:.
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

Karch 1982
United States
European Community
Whether production subsidies nullified or impaired
tariff concessions previously granted by EC, in
violation of article XVI (subsidies)
Panel report found that production subsidies on
peaches and pears nullified and impaired benefits

See footnotes at end of list.
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Result:

67.

Administration of the Foreign Investment Review Act (FIRA)
Date:
Complaint by:
versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:
68.

March 1982
United States
Canada
Whether conditions on foreign investot·s relating to
purchases of Canadian goods and exports were
consistent with articles III (national treatment),
XI (quantitative restrictions), and XVII (State
trading enterprises); whether the measures fell
under the exceptions of article XX(d)
ranel report (adopted February 1984) found that
certain enforceable purchase undertakings but .not
export undertakings were inconsistent with GATT and
were not necessary within the meaning of article
XX(d)
Canada agreed to implement legislation in a manner
consistent with GATT

Pasta Subsidies !I i..1
Date:
complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
69.

accruing to the United States from EC tariff
concessions on canned peaches, canned pears, and
canned fruit mixtures
Additional information was supplied after the panel
report was originally issued in November 1983.
Revised panel report released in June 1985. · The
Council has not yet adop.ted the panel• s report. The
United States and EC reached a bilateral solution

April 1982
United States
European Community
Whether export subsidies on pasta violated article 9
of the Subsidies code, which prohibits export
subsidies on products other than certain primary
products
In Kay 1983 Subsidi$S code panel ruled in favor of
the US complaint
Subsidies code cott1¥littee continues its examination
of the panel's re~ort

·Tadff Tr.eatment on Import~ of
Mediterranean Countries ll
Date:
complaint by:
versus:
Issue:

GATT action:··

Ci~s

Products from Certain

June 1982
United States
European Community
Whetfler preferences were inconsistent with article I
CMFW) or were consistent with article XXIV
(free-trade areas, etc.) or otherwise impaired
benefits under the GATT
ranel report did not pass judgment on the conf ot"mity
pf the EC agreements with article XXIV. Panel found
that the EC preferences on fresh oranges and fresh
lemons had impaired benefits accruing to the United
States under article I:l in the sense of article
XXIII:l(b).

See footnotes at end of list.
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Result:

70.

"Manufacturi11g Clause" in U. s-. ·copyright Legislation
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

71.

·,

March 1983
European Conununity
.
United States
Whether .prohibition on the importation or·, ·
distribution of foreign (except Canadian) printed
·works was contrary to articles XI and XIII
(quantitative restric.tions and non--discriminatory
administra.tion, respectively~ of the GATT and
nullified or impaired benefits to the EC under
article XXIII; whether it was justified under the
Protocol reservation (grandfather clause)
Panel report (adopted May 1984) concluded that
Manufacturing .Clause was inconsistent with article
XI and found prima facie nullification or impairment
of EC benefits.under the Agreement
The United States announced it would make every
effort to bring its practices into conformity with
GATT provisions. The law is still in effect,
subject to statutory expiration date in 1986
"~

Sugar Regime
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

72.

Report suggested EC "should. ·consider limiting the
adverse ~ffect on u.~. exports of fresh oranges and
. lemon,s" which could be accomplished by .the EC
red~cing the MFN rate of duty by October 1985
Th~ EC has .opposed final action by the Council on
the report. The United states implemented
. additional d~ties on EC pasta by way of retaliation

June 1982
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, India, Nicaragua, Peru, and the
Philippines
European Community,
Whether subsidies violated article XVI (caused
serious prejudice to national interest and resulted
in more than an equitable share of the market)
Consultations under article XXIII:l were recommended
Rights under the GATT reserved upon par.ties' rep.or"t
that consultations had not resulted in.resolution

Value Added Tax (VAT) Payments £1
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

. i
July 1982
United States
European Community
Whether EC practices of deducting VAT payments from
the value of government contracts were inconsistent
with article 1 of the .Government Procµrement .code
Panel report (adopted May 1984) found that the EC
practices were -inconsistent with article l:b of the
Government Procurement code

See footnotes at end of list.
.

:..·

(
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Result:
73.

Quantitative Restrictions Against Imports from Hong Kong
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:

Result:

74.

August 1982
United Kingdom (for Hong Kong)
European Community
Whether restrictions were consistent with articles
XI and XIII (quantitative restrictions and
nondiscriminatory administration, respectively)
Panel report (adopted July 1983) found EC measut·es
did not comply with article XI and had to be
considered prima facie nullification or impairment.
Report recommended that EC terminate the
quantitative restrictions
France took actions to terminate restrictions
covering a small portion of the disputed products
during November 1983. EC took article XIX action on
quartz watches, legalizing restrictions on this
product in Kay 1984. Hong Kong continues to press
France to conform to the panel recommendations on
other products

Internal Regulations Having an Effect on Imports of Certain Parts of
Footwear
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
75.

The United States-EC consultations on ways to
resolve issue continue

November 1982
European Community
Finland
If Finland• s "local content" restt·ictions on
footwear sole exports to the Soviet Union disrupted
EC exports of this product to Finland, constituting
an infringement of article III (national treatment)
Ref erred to panel
Hot reported.

Measures on Imports of Leather !I
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:

February l-983
United Stptes
Japan
Whet~er i.Jnport quota on leather was consistent with
prohibition on quantitative restrictions in articles
II, X, XI, and XIII (schedule of concessions,
publication and administration of trade regulations,
quantita~ive restrictions, and non-discriminatory
adm~nistration, respectively).
Similar complaint by
Un~ted States was withdrawn in February 1979 (see
case 49)
Panel report (adopted by council in Hay 1984) found
the quotas were inconsistent with article XI
Japan announced some pt•eliminary measures to progressively liberalize its restrictions. The U.S. continues to request that Japan conf 01111 to· panel recommendations. Japan has announced that it will replace
quantitative restrictions with a tariff-rate quota

See footnotes at end of list.
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76.

Nullification or Impairment of Benefits and Impediment to the Attainment
of GATT Objectives
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

77.

Imports of Sugar
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT. action:
Result:

78.

April 1983
European Community
Japan
Benefits of GATT not realized due to particulars of
Japanese economy resulting in low level of imports
Discussed in Council meetings. No panel established
No further action reported

June 1983
Nicaragua
United States
Whether reduction of quota on Nicaraguan sugar.was
inconsistent with articles II, XI, XIII:2, and Part
4 (schedule of concessions, quantitative
restrictions·, non-discriminat~ry administration of
quantitative restrictions, and trade and development)
Panel report (adopted March 1984) found the sugar
quota allocated to Nicaragua inconsistent with
articles XI and XIII
The United States informed the GATT and Nicaragua
that it will terminate action only if a. solution is
found for the broader United States-Nicaraguan ·
political dispute.

Imports of Newsprint from Canada
Date: ·
·Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:

March 1984
Canada
European Community
Whether EC reduction of its duty-free quota on
imports of newsprint was inconsistent with EC
obligations under articles II (schedule of
concessions) and XIII (non-discriminatory admini-stration of quantitative.restrictions)
Panel report (adppted November 1984) found that EC
action was incoqsistent with articles II and XIII
In December 1984, EC agreed to rest1-ucture the quota
for newsprint

79. ·Imports of Electrical Transformers
Date:
Complaint by:
Ve~sus:

Issue:

GATT action:

Result:

September 1984
· Finland
New Zealand
Whether imposition of antidumping duties by New
Zealand on Finnish electrical transformers was
consistent with article VI (antidumping and
countervailing duties)
Panel report (adQpted June 1985) did not find that
material injury of New Zealand's transformer
industry had been established and found that New
Zealand's action was inconsistent with article VI.
Report proposed reimbursement of duties paid
Duties repaid promptly

80.

Discriminatory Application of Retail Sales:Tax on Gold Coins·
., . .D~te:.
. · Comp.la.i-i:it by:
Versus:
Issue:

GATT action:
Result:
81.

Provisions of the U. S ~ Wine Equity Act
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

82.

~/

·

February 1985
European Community
United States
Whether U.S. legislation amending the definition of
industry for purposes of wine and grape products was
consistent with the terms of the Subsidies code
Subsidies code panel formed
Pending

Import Distribution and Sale of Alcoholic Drinks by Provincial
Jtarketing Agencies
Date:
Complaint by:
Versus:
Issue:
GATT action:
Result:

83.

October 1984
-.south Africa·
Canada (Ontario)
If discriminatory elimination of Ontario's sales tax
on Canadian maple leaf gold coins violated article
II (schedule of concessions) through the nonobservance of a tariff binding, article III (equal
treatment of national and imported products in
respect of internal taxes) and article XXIV:12
Panel report ruled in favor of South Africa
Panel report awaiting adoption

March 1985
European Community
Canada (Quebec)
Possible violation of article XXIV:l2 by Quebec
Liquor Board for increasing markup differentials
between domestic and imported wines
Panel requested but composition and terms of
reference undecided (as of June 1985)
Pending

U.S. Restrictions on.Imports of Certain Sugar-containing Products
.

l

••

'. March 1985.
Date: .... ·· .
Complaint J)y: .. ·Canada
· ve.rsus:
· ,··.
United. s,tates
, NuliiJication or impairment of Canal.Sian benefits
.. Iss':Je.: ,. , . .
under article XXII!:l(b)
cATT..
Panel requested.
..
Result:.
~~nding

·a.ct.ion:

'

84.

Quota~
. '

,

·.::

~

I.

on.. ImpQrts·
of Leather Foo~wear
. .· ...

.D~te:_.

Complaint ·by:
Versus:
Issue:

.

.

!'.

~~

July 1,985'. .
United states
Japan
If quantitative res.t1·ictions create prima facie case
··of nullification or impairment of benefits accruing
to the united states

See footnotes at end of list.

GATT action:

Result:

Panel. requested., but· terms .:of.. reference· undecided.
The United States requests that conclusions reached
in the leather panel decision (case 68) be applied
to this case since the quota schemes are i"dentical
Pending

!I Throughout this listing, ·this footnote notation indicates that the.case
was initiated following a section 301 petition filed by private parties .in the
United States, in accordance wit~ U.S. law (the Trade Act of 1974); Other
actions taken by the United States pursuant to· section 301, such as pending
consultations· or U.S. responses to foreign· government actions, are not
included in this listing since they have not resulted or may not result in
formal dispute ·settlement procedures being invoked under the GATT.
·
~I Throughout this listing, this footnote notation·indicates that the case
was filed under one of the NTM codes adopted in the Tokyo round .
11 In May 1983 the EC filed a complaint challenging the ·consistency of
subsidies on exports of wheat flour to Egypt with the provisions of the
Subsidies code. A panel was established in May.1983, but no further action
has been reported.
·

u:s.

Section TVo
Cases Included in Data in Tables 1-4
Table 1.--Summary of cases by country or country grouping, type of
product, and type of trade measure, 1948 to Sept. 1, 1985
Country
United States

European
Conununity

Canada

Filed by

l, 11, 14, 17, 18, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 41, 43,
44, 45, 47, 49, 55, 56, 60, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 72, 75, 84

Filed against

3, 5;, 7, 19, 38, 57, 61, 62, 64, 70,
77' 81, 83

Filed by

2. 1. 8, 10. 12. 13, 15, 16, 20. 21.
22, 23, 38, 46, 62, 70, 74, 76, 81, 82

Filed against·

6, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21. 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33, 35,
36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 48,
50. 51' 53. 58. 60. 63. 65. 66. 68.
69, 71, 72, 73, 78

Filed by

42, 54, 57' 58, 64, 78, 83

Filed against
Japan

Australia

Case Bumber(s)

Action

,29, 43, 46' 67, 80, 82

Filed by

Not Applicable

Filed against

47, 49, 54, 56, 75, 76, 84

Filed by

19~

24' 25,

so.

63

Filed against
Other developed
countries

Developing
countries

Filed by

~' 5' 6' 9' 79' 80

Filed against

8, 10, 13, 15, 20, 27, 32, 52, 55, 59,
74, 79

Filed by

4, 26, 27, 36, 48, 51, 52, 53, 59,
61, 71, 73, 77

Filed against

1.-30

Table 2.--SUmmary of cases by country or country grouping, type of
product, and type of trade measure, 1975 to Sept. 1, 1985
Country

Case llumber(s)

Action

United States

43, 44, 45, .u·, 49, SS, S6, 60, 65,
66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 7S. 84

Filed by
··'

,·

:0

..

Filed again&t
European
Conununity.

·Filed by
'

Canada

Japan
,.

57. 61, 62, 64, 70, 77' 81, 83
46, 62, 70, 74, 76' 81, 82

Filed against

44, 45, 48, SO, Sl, S3, S8, 60, 63,
65, 66, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73, 78

Filed by

54, 57, S8, 64, 78, 83

·Filed against.

43, 46, 67, 80, 82.

Filed by

Not Applicable

Filed against

47, 49, 54, 56, 7S' 76' 84

~ ·~'

Australia·

Other developed
countries
Developing
countries

Filed by

63

Filed against

Bot Applicable

Filed by

79, 80

Filed against

52, SS, S9, 74. 79

Filed by

48, Sl, 52, S3, 59, 61, 71, 73, 77

Filed aa.ainst

Not Applicable

1-31

Table 3.--Summary of panel cases by time period and type
of trade measure, 1948 to Sept. 1, 1985
Case number(s)
Txpe of measure

1948-74

1974-85

Tariffs

8, 9, 13, 16, 20,
26, 29, 30, 32, 34,
42

46, 58, 59, 61, 62,
69, 79, 81

Quotas

1, 17, 28, 33, 36,
37

43, 49, 52, 53,
54, 57, 73, 75

Subsidies

4, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25

11, 78, 83, 84.
48, 50, 51, 63,
65, 66, 68, 71

Taxes

2, 6. 10, 12.
14 • 15 • 18 • 35 •
38, 39, 40, 41

56, 12. 80

Other NTK's

1, 19, 31

44' 45. 4 7. 55.
60, 64, 67, 70,
74, 82

Other

3. 5. 27

76

I-32.

Table 4.--Sununary of outcome of dispute settlement cases,
1948 to Sept. 1, 1985

Outcome
Complaint not supported---------------Implementation
action taken:
Disputed practice
terminated--------------~----------

Other action:
Some practices
terminated----------------------Disputed practice
adjusted------------------------Other settlement------------------No implementation
action taken:
Decision not to
adopt report----------------------Report adopted:
No action taken--------------------

1948
to 1974

·Case number(s)
1975 to
Sept. 1, 1985
62, 64

3, 5

1, 2, 6, 8,
10, 11, 12,
18' 20' 22,
26, 28, 29,
35, 37

9,
13,
23,
30,

44' 45' 5 7' 59'
61, 79

15, 27, 36

49, 73, 75

4' 25' 38, 39,
40, 41

43' 61' 78

16' 17, 21, 24,
33, 34, 42

46' 4 7' 52' 53'
54; 56, 58

Not Applicable

55

Not Applicable

50, 51, 70, 72,
11

Retaliation
authorized-----------------------

1

Complaint not pursued------------------

14, 19, 31

60, 63' 71, 74
76

outcome unknown-----------------------Pending cases:
Report submitted, ·
adoption pending-------------------

32

48

Not Applicable

65, 66, 68, 69

Report not yet
submitted--------------------------

Not Applicable

80' 81, 82' 83'
84
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